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Abstract
During the second half of the twentieth century, Seattle’s urban form altered, much like many other
major US cities. A variety of different land uses competed in the urban realm for space – commercial,
transportation, leisure and recreational, to name a few. As the post-industrial city developed in
Seattle, a re-examination of park spaces also occurred which often pitted competing visions of space
against each other in the pursuit of establishing a place in which people could use, free from the
confines of modern life. While often experimental in their form, these spaces continued a long
tradition of park creation in the city of Seattle, that first took root in the early plans of the Olmsted
Brothers at the start of the twentieth century. This thesis explores the new form that this ‘park’s
culture’ took between 1960 and the early part of the twenty first century and attempts to place the
‘people’ back into the conversation of park developments. Often, the perceptions of urban residents
held considerable power and influence over the trajectory such spaces took on their journey from
conception to fruition. By looking at three Seattle parks in particular, this thesis will contend that these
particular parks represented a novel form of place-making in park spaces, and that the backdrop of a
receptive public towards parks in Seattle allowed these places to become integral parts of the public
realm in the city.
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Introduction: Tracing a ‘park culture’ in Seattle

From the Industrial to the Post-Industrial City
In the second half of the twentieth century, Seattle, a city famous for its futuristic urbanism and
environmental credentials, entered a period of urban change which redefined traditional meanings of
public space. From the 1940s onwards, provoked by the domestic reorganisation of the American
nation owing first to the demands of a global war, and then to an accelerated process of urbanisation,
cities such as Seattle entered a ‘distinct era’ of urban growth to become ‘national and even
international pacesetters.’1 What occurred in Seattle was mirrored in other cities across the United
States. Subsequent to the end of the Second World War, American cities decentralised and
suburbanised. Economic and social activity moved away from the metropolitan core to the periphery,
along with cohorts of urban residents, typically affluent and middle-class families who sought
suburban living, in an era which has since been labelled as ‘deindustrialisation’.2 As a result, public
space design and function evolved too, as American cities transitioned towards a post-industrial age
no longer characterised by traditional heavy industry and manufacturing. Operating against the
backdrop of this broader change in urban trend and function, our understanding of public space
shifted too, with a conceptual conflict arising between accepted and new experimental models of
social space.

In suburban communities, new social spaces were created which blurred the divide between public
and private, often by embodying the uptake of plazas, park-themed landscaping, and collaborative

1

Carl Abbott, The Metropolitan Frontier: Cities in the Modern American West, (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1995), p.xii.
2
Two works on the topic of suburbanisation in the United States encompasses two centuries of the process.
The latter sections of both Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985); and Dolores Hayden, Building Suburbia: Green Fields and Urban
Growth, 1820-2000, (New York: Vintage Books, 2005), deal with post-Second World War suburbanisation in
relation to the American middle class, though moves to ‘the suburbs’ is by no means limited to this particular
social group.
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approaches to design planning. The growth of the suburban shopping mall heralded the infiltration of
commercial activity into shared social space with such spaces constituting a ‘contemporary
replacement for the town square’ despite being controlled by private entities.3 Similar patterns of
public-private redefinition gained apace in the downtown too with the advent of new urban planning
approaches which celebrated the bridging of the figurative divide between these two spheres of
influence. To reflect these spatial shifts operating across the post-industrial American city in this
period, downtown public space assumed new meaning, away from the traditional toward a
modernised present.

In Seattle, this meant finding outlets for public space in areas where the ‘public’ aspect of spatial
function had previously been excluded, unwelcomed, or absent. Consequentially, this raised new
questions for planners and architects such as, how does public space function in conjunction with an
industrial land use, or a derelict city space; and how can public spaces be used as a tool to reconnect
divisions created by the construction of mass infrastructure such as Interstate highway expansion? To
combat potential decline and decay, architects and planners experimented with public space functions
as a mechanism to revitalise abandoned or contested locations in Seattle, and turned these spaces
into components which contributed to popular and collective identities of the city. It will be the focus
of this thesis to explore how these experimentations proliferated across the city of Seattle, with the
intention of teasing out hidden voices, and tracking the shifts in agency and influence. The creation of
new and innovative park spaces came about as a result of these spatial contests which were often the
first of their kind nationally, or internationally.

3

Lisa Scharoun, America at the Mall: The Cultural Role of a Retail Utopia, (Jefferson, SC: McFarland & Co. Inc.,
2012), p.88; for a wider summary of the meaning of public space in the context of the North American
suburban mall complex, see Naomi Klein, No Logo: No Space, No Choice, No Jobs (London: Flamingo, 2001).
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Urban Planning in Seattle
Urban planning was by no means a new phenomenon by the mid-point of the twentieth century.
Urban theory movements such as the Chicago School, the Garden City Movement, City Beautiful
proponents, and the Olmsted family and partners illustrate a complex web of theoretical interest in
the urban and built environments during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.4 However, a greater
appreciation of public space in the urban environment gained greater traction as a result of federal
policy stemming from the 1930s. Shifting economic and social attitudes towards the city in the postwar period was accompanied by the continuation of large-scale investment by the federal
government, which began under the administration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Up to, and
during the Second World War, Seattle's urban economy was rooted in industrial manufacturing,
military production and training, and assembly engineering, in addition to a longer history connected
to extracting regional natural resource wealth.

One indicator which reflected Seattle’s shift towards a post-industrial city was the economy. This
industrial trend continued in Seattle for a time after 1945, but deindustrialisation had begun in earnest
by the time of the ‘Boeing Bust’ in the late 1960s. Boeing employed 104,000 workers in 1968, but by
1976, layoffs and cutbacks reduced that number to 55,000 employees mirroring a nationwide trend
in the commercial aerospace industry.5 Elsewhere shipbuilding and regional extractive industries such
as lumber production began to decline. By the 1970s Seattle was diversifying, with high-tech,
entertainment, and services industries growing increasingly important to the city economy. The shift

4

A comprehensive overview of the Chicago School has been written by Martin Bulmer, The Chicago School of
Sociology, (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1984); The works of leader Chicago School thinkers such as
Ernest W. Burgess, Homer Hoyt, and Edward L. Ullman are synthesised in Nicholas R. Fyfe and Judith T. Kenny,
The Urban Geography Reader, (New York: Routledge, 2005), pp.13-56. For more on the Garden and City
Beautiful movements see William H. Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement, (Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 1989), and Stanley Buder, Visionaries and Planners: The Garden City Movement and the Modern
Community, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp.133-156, 157-181.
5
Roger Sale, Seattle Past to Present, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1978) p.216, 238. Timothy A.
Gibson, Securing the Spectacular City: The Politics of Revitalization and Homelessness in Seattle, (Oxford:
Lexington Books, 2004), pp.35-58 (37-38).
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away from goods-producing industries towards service-providing industries was evidenced by the fact
in 1990 the latter outpaced the former by 772,400 employees to 317,400.6 By 2000, Seattle’s serviceproducing industries had added 91,700 new jobs, while goods-producing industries employed 2,000
more workers than the sector had a decade earlier. Transformations in Seattle’s economy reflect one
marker of wider urban trends during the second half of the twentieth century.

Amidst these economic and industrial shifts, Seattle’s downtown character, designed in the early
twentieth century endured into the 1970s. Thereafter, despite industrial decline, urban renewal
projects began to recast the downtown form, providing fertile ground for service and entertainment
activities to shape the central business district. Matching nationwide urban policy of the Johnson
administration, one such example of renewal was through the work of the ‘Forward Thrust
Committee’, founded by citizen activist James R. Ellis. Ballot Initiatives proposed under Forward Thrust
in the late 1960s indicated both a desire by city elites to effectively plan for future growth in Seattle,
and also demonstrated an engagement of the city’s population in deciding how funds should be
allocated.7 Forward Thrust propositions were met with mixed results; however the ballot initiatives
and the advocates behind them, such as Ellis, captured a city-wide moment when the approach to
municipal planning shifted in a bid to rejuvenate the downtown with the active participation of the
urban citizenry.8 A ‘parks culture’, to be discussed later, fed off a long history of participatory initiative
amongst Seattle residents, which ties with a ‘progressive ethos’ of Washington state dating back to

6

Employment data according to the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,
<http://www.bls.gov/eag/eag.wa_seattle_msa.htm#eag_wa_seattle_msa.f.P>, [accessed 5 November 2016].
The US Bureau of Labor Statistics defines ‘goods-producing industries’ for Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue,
Washington as ‘mining and logging’, ‘manufacturing’, and ‘construction’ sectors, and defines ‘service-providing
industries’ as ‘professional and business services’, ‘trade, transportation, and utilities’, ‘education and health
services’, ‘financial activities’, ‘leisure and hospitality’, and ‘information’ sectors of the labour force.
7
William H. Mullins, ‘The Persistence of Progressivism: James R. Ellis and the Forward Thrust Campaign’,
Pacific Northwest Quarterly, Vol. 105, No. 2 (Spring 2014), pp.55-72.
8
Mullins, ‘Not Quite Big League: The Pilots and Seattle in the 1960s’, Pacific Northwest Quarterly, Vol. 100, No.
4, pp.120-133, p.122.
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the turn of the twentieth century.9 This thesis will unpick and examine these reform-minded identities
in the context of park space and the public experience.

Accompanying this initial focus on urban function, Seattle’s population fluctuated. Newcomers to the
city had bolstered population growth during the 1950s and 1960s, but the reorganisation of urban
functions and the effects of deindustrialisation resulted in job losses and flight to the suburbs in the
1970s. However, Seattle’s approach to downtown public spaces, by city government and Forward
Thrust fostered an element of renewal which sought to prevent urban decline which accompanied
deindustrialisation in other American cities, to which Detroit, Michigan has become a much-used
comparative example of the late twentieth century.10 Deindustrialisation shifts have often escorted
identities of decline, dereliction, and decay. In Seattle, inner city initiatives particularly those centred
on the function of downtown public space, contributed instead to an identity of progress and renewal.
Standard bearers for this positive identity in Seattle range from the 1962 World’s Fair, to foresight of
individuals such as Ellis, the democratic participation of the city through Forward Thrust, and the
advocates of new social spaces to replace outdated land uses.

Seattle Identities through Public Space
Seattle has long been associated with radical ideas towards green spaces, beginning with grandiose
plans put forth by the Olmsted Brothers. Areas of the city designated as public spaces had been rigidly
separated from industrial spaces prior to this shift and had shaped Seattle's urban character. It is
worth now considering how public space had been treated in Seattle during the twentieth century
prior to the post-industrial turn of the 1970s and 1980s. By understanding how late nineteenth and
early twentieth-century regrading efforts, followed by systematic park planning occupied urban

9

Mullins, ‘‘The Persistence of Progressivism,’ pp.55-72.
The topic of Detroit’s urban and industrial decline in the second half of the twentieth-century has been
explored in numerous recent biographical monographs and articles including Mark Binelli, The Last Days of
Detroit: Motor Cars, Motown and the Collapse of an Industrial Giant, (London: Random House, 2013).
10
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design in Seattle during the period, we can observe the beginnings of a park culture developing in the
city during this time. One of the core tenets of this piece argues that such a culture would go onto
manifest itself in unique and experimental ways later in the twentieth century. But first, I will sketch
an outline of what came before in terms of public space and park identity.

Two prominent factors which account for this underlying awareness of the place of public space in the
urban environment concerned the regrading of Seattle’s topographical geography, which was then
reworked further through the Olmsted Brothers parks system plan. The combination of these two
elements in the conception of Seattle’s urban environment signalled a foundational interest in
reconciling the prerequisites of the urban landscape with the existing natural landscape. The
topographical situation was characterised by steep gradients, bluffs and expansive tideflats of Elliot
Bay which would later present complications for orderly urban planning. By appreciating the demands
of both the natural and the urban, civic planners and advocates fostered a culture of utility within the
aesthetic, effectively visualising the city as part of nature. The Olmsted Brothers park system, set out
in a 1903 report, envisioned a network of green public spaces, ‘a comprehensive system of parks and
parkways,’ with each space connected by planned boulevards.11 For the Olmsteds, Seattle’s park
system would provide a model example of harmonious park space as an antidote to the sharper edge
of urban expansion, and in turn instil a ‘parks culture’ within the city for subsequent generations to
continue.

Their plan was a visionary, long term projection that Seattle would nurture over the next generation,
with aims of incorporating unique natural environment features into the city through characteristic
park landscapes. Though the Olmstedian plan for Seattle did not attain complete fruition in
accordance with the Brothers’ vision, their blueprint continued to influence urban design in the second

11

‘Report of the Olmsted Brothers’ in First Annual Report of Board of Park Commissioners 1884-1904, (Seattle,
WA: Lowman & Hanford Stationery and Printing Co., 1905).
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half of the twentieth century. Often this took the form in experimental and novel ways to suit the
post-industrialised situation the city found itself in by the new millennium. The land upon which Gas
Works Park now stands was identified by the Olmsted Brothers as a site for a ‘local park,’ due its
‘advantages for commanding views.’12 Today, the park which now marks that location is unique for its
meshing of natural and industrial land features. Similarly, the Olmsted’s had visions of the park system
incorporating the Fort Lawton site as early as 1903, for what would become Discovery Park by the
1970s.13 These two parks will be examined in greater detail in subsequent chapters.

The flexibility of the plans catered for the later allocation of recreational facilities into the system, in
order to serve the civic needs of leisure and play. Similar thinking informed national park policy during
the 1930s and 1940s.14 The Olmsted Brothers argued that such a system would ‘secure and preserve
for the use of the people as much as possible of these [natural environment] advantages of water and
mountain views,’ whilst recognising the ‘financial limitations’ of achieving the vision in the short
term.15 In total, 37 park plans were designed by the Olmsteds which influenced the creation of many
of the parks which are dotted across the city today.16

Parks, in a traditional sense, are reflections of natural environments as well as being social
environments, a place where human interaction occurs. By traditional, I am referring to the designs
and vision of park architects such as the Olmsted Brothers, their father, Frederick Law Olmsted, and

12

‘Report of the Olmsted Brothers’, p.47.
Ibid., p.46.
14
In was during the 1930s and 1940s that National Recreation Areas were first planned and opened by the
National Park Service (with the U.S. Bureau of Land Reclamation). Lake Mead National Recreation Area in
Arizona and Nevada opened in 1936 to the public with the intention not only to preserve environmentally
important landscapes, but to also offer leisure and recreational opportunities to visitors. The ‘Virtual Museum’
of Lake Mead National Recreation Area contains photographs illustrating this new civic leisure purpose during
this period: National Park Service, [online] <https://www.nps.gov/features/lake/museum/historicrecreation.html#1004> [accessed 30 December 2019].
15
‘Report of the Olmsted Brothers’.
16
Don E. Sherwood lists the various parks, boulevards, and avenues which were created (at least in part) from
designs proposed by the Olmsted brothers in, ‘Interpretive Essay on The History of Seattle’s Parks &
Playgrounds’ (13 July 1979), included within the Don Sherwood Parks History Collection, Record Series 580101, <http://archiveswest.orbiscascade.org/ark:/80444/xv19503>, [accessed 27 February 2016].
13
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others such as Calvert Vaux, and James Oglethorpe, the latter an earlier architect credited with the
utilitarian design of Savannah, Georgia which incorporated the use of park squares into early American
urban planning.17 The two – natural and social – combined in a park space to bring rural elements into
American urban life. As such, classic American parks would be both beautiful and scenic, yet provide
societal utility in urban life by providing moral uplift and democratic function through unrestricted
public access.

The encouragement of park usage in the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries symbolises a
clear break with the parks which came before. These earlier incarnations of the park often comprised
of fenced off country estates in the urban vicinity, for the exclusive use of well-to-do citizens and
groups. In the United Kingdom, Richmond Park to the west of London typified this escapist and elitist
form of park space.18 Similarly, ornamental gardens and country parks were lined with walls,
hedgerows and gates, providing enclosure for private consumption. As the function changed in the
twentieth century, the park came to represent both a public space and a private space, though often
through less overt signposting.

However, parks implicitly exude both the public and the private. On the one hand a park has come to
be interpreted as a place for collective recreation and enjoyment, but also as a site of individual
solitude. Numerous individuals roam through parks, passing one another, at times interacting, but
parks are often the place of collective or individual private activity. Our understanding and definition
of contact is reworked in this sense as parks bring people together, but not always in an interactive

17

Thomas D. Wilson, The Oglethorpe Plan: Enlightenment Design in Savannah and Beyond, (Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 2012).
18
‘Richmond Park: Landscape History’ The Royal Parks, <https://www.royalparks.org.uk/parks/richmondpark/about-richmond-park/landscape-history>, [accessed 28 December 2019].
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form of social convention.19 The concept of the park as a conflicted space will be explored in greater
depth subsequently.

To return to the point of parks being both ‘natural’ and ‘social’ places, in Seattle, this combination of
carefully arranged natural scenery within public spaces entrenched a park culture in the city which
would continue throughout the twentieth century and to the present. Later twentieth-century
examples of public spaces which are the subject of this thesis represent a new stage of urban spatial
design experimentation through which experiential use would shape unique parkscapes in the
downtown and neighbouring sections of the city. The Olmstead’s vision of park space in Seattle was
perceived as prescribing an antidote to the industrial-economic functions of a growing American city,
akin to the temporal setting in which they lived. Despite their desire for connected park space, strict
definitions of urban function fragmented city space into places of work, leisure, and residence. Later
in the twentieth century, the question of public space functions resurfaced as Seattle sought to
reconcile place-based conflicts in a deindustrialising era. 20 Prior separation of spatial functions was
reconsidered and repackaged, and this is evident in the unique designs of park spaces which were
created across the city. Later decades of the twentieth century in Seattle witnessed militarised space
become open public space and attempts to remedy the dislocation wrought by policies of inner-city
highway construction using park designs.

Following on from the Olmsted brothers’ vision of Seattle, the parcelling out of spatial functions can
further be seen through the reach of New Deal agencies. Certain New Deal programmes influenced
public space planning, and their resonance was reflected through new parks and recreational grounds
creation in Seattle during the 1930s and 1940s. Largely directed through the Works Progress

19

Lyn H. Lofland explores the idea of social conventions in public spaces in her research. For example, see The
Public Realm: Exploring the City's Quintessential Social Territory (New York: Routledge, 2017).
20
Earlier theory on the decline of public spaces was led by Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American
Cities (New York: Random House, 1961) and Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man: On the Social Psychology
of Capitalism (New York: Random House, 1977).
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Administration (WPA), cities across the country received federal funding for urban projects which led
to an increase in urban public space provision. Nationally, the WPA oversaw 125,110 projects between
1935 and 1943.21 These projects distributed a total of $10.1 billion federal dollars on the construction
or improvement of smaller, municipal works such as the building of parks and playgrounds, schools
and hospitals, gymnasiums and libraries among other civic uses which reached almost every
community in the United States.22 The WPA programme, aligned towards state and city policy was
complemented by the Public Works Administration which allocated federal resources towards large,
national infrastructure projects such as dam works, road and bridge building, and airport
construction.23 In Seattle, a number of recreational and park projects were undertaken with the
backing of the WPA, resulting in the physical creation of some of the Olmsted designs. Total WPA
spending in the city totalled $1.4million by 1938, and continued into the early 1940s.24 Galen Cranz
has characterised this era of park planning as fulfilling ‘recreational facility’, in which public park
spaces served to meet increasing demands of a growing population, and citizens desire to participate
in outdoor leisure pursuits within the city.25 Rather than being instructed on what was good for them
by authority elites, the public took it upon themselves to be active in their public spaces, and the
provisions were made accordingly within cities such as Seattle. This sense of an ‘active public’ in park
spaces can be observed subsequently, in particular during the contest over place-making that took
place at Seattle’s Discovery Park.

21

George H. Field, ‘Letter of Transmittal’, Final Report on the WPA Program, 1935-1943 (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office, 1946), p. III-IV.
22
Ibid., p.III; a further $2,837,713,000 was provided by ‘sponsor contributions’ between 1935 and 1943,
according to Field’s Report.
23
Robert D. Leighninger, ‘Cultural Infrastructure: The Legacy of New Deal Public Space,’ Journal of
Architectural Education, Vol. 49, No. 4, (May 1996), pp.226-236.
24
Seattle Park Department Progress Report on WPA Projects, June 30, 1938. "WPA Projects," Box 63, Folder 3.
Don Sherwood Parks History Collection, 5801-01, Seattle Municipal Archives. Totals spent by 1938 according to
this report are $1,182,856.91 with a further $235,428.20 allocated by the WPA.
25
Galen Cranz, The Politics of Park Design, (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1982), pp.103-120.
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The universality of urban parks was no longer a luxury or ‘uplift’ mechanism. Parks came to be
considered as ‘necessary parts of every town and city.’26 The physical expansion of park systems within
cities responded to population growth, and the perception that the United States was moving toward
an era of increased leisure time.27 The allocation of park space was carefully managed by park
planners, and funding for their operation came from public sources. These spaces created specifically
for leisure were, at this time, strictly of a different construction socially to spaces turned over for
industrial, economic, or military purposes. Work took place in one space, while recreation occupied
another, and in the case in Seattle, this often dated back to the initial Olmstedian park plans of the
early twentieth century.

Public Space and the Changing Urban Landscape of the Post-War Era
Urban renewal gained momentum following the Second World War. The Eisenhower administration
ushered in a programme of federal investment in infrastructure planning during the 1950s, which led
to the construction of a network of interstate highways to take one example. Criss-crossing the
country, the interstate programme created a ‘web of roads which carr[ied] the life of the nation,’
connecting American cities across a vast continent.28 For John Updike, the Eisenhower’s interstate
project epitomised an era in which Americans were infatuated with a ‘romance of consumption.’29 In
the urban environment, these conduits of mobility altered the cityscape by dissecting cities in the

26

Raymond C. Morrison, and Myrtle E. Huff, Let’s Go to the Park (Dallas: Wilkinson Printing Company, 1937),
p.3.
27
Cranz, The Politics of Park Design, p.103; On increased leisure time, see Irving Bernstein, Promises Kept: John
F. Kennedy’s New Frontier, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), pp.21-22; Bruce Bliven, ‘Using Our
Leisure Time is No Easy Job’ New York Times, April 26, 1964, p.18-19, 114-115; David Dempsey, ‘Myth of the
New Leisure Class’ New York Times, January 26, 1958, p.12, 23-24. Longer trends of leisure time were
explained through changes in labour, increased technology by Martin H. Neumeyer and Esther S. Neumeyer,
Leisure and Recreation: A Study of Leisure and Their Sociological Aspects, 3rd edn. (New York: The Ronald Press
Company, 1958), pp.39-44, 77-97.
28
Tom Lewis, Divided Highways: Building the Interstate Highways, Transforming American Life, 2nd edn. (New
York: Cornell University Press, 2013), p.xiii.
29
John Updike, ‘When Everyone was Pregnant,’ in Collected Early Stories (1971, repr. New York: Library of
America, 2013).
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quest to drive economic growth, while also facilitating the connection between downtown and
suburban America.

The Interstate system, initially heralded as both a beacon of modernity, and also as a remedy to the
country’s ‘mounting traffic problem’ and dangerous highway network, came under scrutiny in the
1960s and 1970s.30 Questions surrounding environmental degradation and pollution, as well as the
continued role of the federal government as a tool of financial incentive entered the frame and offered
new perspectives on the interstate system. However, in American cities, the promise of integration
and mobility coincided with the removal and partition of urban public space, thus raising another
problem concerned with spatiality and the urban landscape. The de-industrialising Seattle attempted
to reconcile this spatial conflict between a physical public space and the advance of transportation
corridors. Highways characterised as consisting of individual private spaces embodied by the personal
automobile came into contact with the public space of parks. In Seattle, a series of parks were planned
that layered a public space over the top of a largely private space of the interstate highway. First,
Freeway Park was constructed over Interstate 5 in the 1970s, and later the Interstate 90 ‘lid’ (renamed
the Sam Smith Park in 1998) built in the late 1980s, followed the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park in the 2000s.
In these examples, public space is reconsidered in order to reunite, or ‘knit’ the cityscape back
together, moving toward a resolution of spatial conflict between two types of space which each
possess a different definition of accessibility.

Elsewhere in Seattle, urban renewal was dealt with experimentally through the creation of public
space on derelict inner-city industrial sites. Gas Works Park reutilised factory architecture to reimagine
the relationship between a working landscape and a park space. The continuity between different
temporal periods in land use and the history of a specific place coalesced at Gas Works. Contentious
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in its formative years, sites like Gas Works Park reconfigured conceptual understanding of public space
to rejuvenate a blighted area which had the potential to take on an abandoned identity in the wake
of downtown deindustrialisation. Inner city urban decay, due to the flight of jobs and the closure of
manufacturing plants left visible scars on countless urban environments across the United States.
Seattle was innovative in renewing its industrial spaces, which by the 1960s and 1970s had run their
course as places of work, and turned them into new social spaces, which reshaped both theoretical
and physical construction public space.

Briefly drawing upon these Seattle-based examples indicates that public space was being reconfigured
and also recreated into new places during this period, in forms to which it had hitherto been
accustomed to both in physical and conceptual terms. The definition and appreciation for public space
in the city shifted considerably between the start and close of the twentieth century, and the marked
shift of the later decades will be investigated in greater detail throughout the case-study examples of
this thesis. Linking this to park culture, Cranz tracks this trajectory, arguing that the era of the ‘Reform
Park’, which sought to uplift the health and wellbeing of city citizenry had ended during the New Deal
years, and had been replaced by a standardised system which viewed parks as essential and universal
factors of urban life heading into the post-war period.31

Standardisation in park spaces continued into the 1950s and 1960s, in cities across the nation. The
post-war era of economic expansion, urban decentralisation, and highway proliferation that followed
meant that public spaces, such as parks faced struggles for downtown land plots, where allocation for
their provision was more universal earlier in the century. In response to concerns of government
overreach through federal planning and funding, budget pressures, as well as housing demand, and
Johnson-era urban renewal projects placed a further squeeze on public spaces in American cities.
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Intellectuals and commentators debated the future of public space in the wake of these nationwide
adjustments to American urban life. Carl Abbott has argued that between 1955 and 1970, Seattle and
its Oregon neighbour Portland faced the same economic environment. However, Abbott adds that it
was Seattle that ‘acted with greater flexibility and initiative’ which informed civic enterprise and the
political culture of the city.32 Seattle’s ‘flexibility’ came in part due to its innovative approach to urban
planning and appreciation of public space.

The examples of Freeway Park, and Gas Works Park, were not the only physical results of conceptual
contests taking place but also about a re-understanding of public space in the post-war era. During
this time of transition, the contention over public space which played out across the Seattle downtown
restructured the rights and control over the city. Prior to this transition, spaces in the cities such as
Seattle were occupied by activities which clearly defined their usage. Manufacturing occurred in an
industrial space, defence and training took place at a designated naval base or on military land.
Meanwhile recreational interests and public interaction transpired in park space, markets, and
squares. Work was separated from leisure, and clearly defined places in which these factors of life
operated were established. Drawing on a series of case studies, this thesis will investigate specific
cases in Seattle when the idea of established spaces such as the above examples were redesigned and
reimagined to integrate them with a public purpose. Spatial confrontations occurred in Seattle, when
concepts such as industry and nature, military and civilian, and freeway and walkway were unified and
reconciled through public space creations, rather than keeping their functions separated.

This division of space in the urban realm was by no means unique to Seattle. Across North America,
and particularly in the United States, public space reflected societal norms in the eyes of planners,
which in turn dictated the way these spaces looked, who used them, and how they should function in
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a downtown setting. The triumph of the automobile, and the celebration of individualism it
represented, took predominance over public places in cities nationally, further shaping and separating
functions around what became an 'established tradition'. In other words, public places were seemingly
at the whim of urban alterations, relegated to a position below that of private redevelopment and
highway expansion in cities across the United States. The element of study which makes Seattle worth
investigating is that this Pacific Coast city played host to a range of spatial conflicts. These flashpoints
questioned preconceived notions of public space during this period, and set a trend for other cities in
the United States and beyond to follow in the way it reconciled imagined and physical skirmishes. The
examples explored here will further highlight the agency of the public in their reorganisation as
opposed to purely being creations of the city’s urban elite.

This established tradition would soon become an 'established past' as cities such as Seattle moved
towards a post-industrial era in the wake of urban, economic and social restructuring in the post-war
period. A trend which was occurring nationally, from industrial to post-industrial, was realised earlier
in Seattle, and its citizens embraced this change in city functions ahead of other metropolitan areas in
the United States.33 The citizens involved in spatial conflicts over public space came from different
class and backgrounds, forming coalitions which associated themselves with specific movements and
places across Seattle. One of the results of these alterations to public space and the conflicts which
accompanied them was to furnish Seattle’s with a renewed identity centred about ideal living and the
embracing of modern lifestyles. An active involvement of Seattle citizens weighed in on the debate
over the meaning of public spaces, contributing to a redefinition of their physical existence as well as
their conceptual and experiential understanding. This constructed image of an affirmative and
progressive Seattle in which citizens took a vested interest in their urban environment and found roots
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within specific places within the city, and this thesis will focus on a selection of them in the public
sphere. Such a portrait went beyond the economic changes occurring in the city, and incorporated
socio-political and environmental movements into both place, and identity-making endeavours.

These movements, I will argue, placed Seattle citizens at the heart of the contests over public space,
who would go on to exercise their power over park space design and function. This result of this helped
foster a narrative which on the one hand constituted a resistance to the sharp top-down authority of
nationwide urban renewal projects. It also equipped the debates surrounding public space with a
human, grassroots element by incorporating a wide cast of actors from across Seattle into the
discourse. Other Seattle-based studies concerned with spatial conflict investigate the situation at Pike
Place Market whereby a coalition of public users triumphed in saving the Market from the unflinching
wrath of proscribed urban renewal.34 While Pike Place Market will not be covered here, the contests
over the future of the Fort Lawton military installation site in the 1970s will feature. A collection of
perspectives on the meaning of place at the site can forms as history of Discovery Park when focusing
on the viewpoint of each group in turn. Such an observation undercovers the weight of individual
public agency and park’s interest groups in the making of place both at this park, and at other places
across Seattle.

As this sweeping assessment begins to unpack, the post 1960s timeframe with which this thesis is
concerned with is a transitional one and a contested one too. Some of these examples are of primary
concern to this thesis which aims to tie physical, historic examples of human experiences with public
space, to changing definitions of social space concepts on a theoretical level. They also weave placemaking processes into a broader set of demands of park spaces that are raised through time. Through
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a series of place-based examples, I further intend to highlight the agency of the public in the shaping
of attitudes and experiences onto the physical locations under study in this thesis. Having situated this
timeframe of enquiry into a wider, historical urban and national context which backdrops the
evolution of public space in Seattle specifically, I will now turn to the examples upon which I shall
focus, and the conceptual debates which this thesis relates to.

A place-based study of Seattle
The first spatial conflict this thesis will unpack is the conversion of a former industrial landscape into
open access park spaces within the downtown of Seattle. In the 1970s, Gas Works Park championed
the incorporation of industrial architecture into park surrounds, becoming one of the first parkscapes
of this kind in North America.35 At Gas Works Park, visitors can engage in recreational pursuits as well
as explore the site’s spatial history of a place of work in a waterfront space which combines open
green fields and derelict gas boilers. The legacy of the past persists in the park, as authorities and local
groups continue to grapple with ongoing environmental issues such as soil toxicity resulting from
energy production which occurred on the site in the first half of the twentieth century. The history of
this park also informed later park creations of a similar nature, such as the Olympic Sculpture Park,
opened in the 2000s, that sought to erase landmarks of prior industrial waterfront usage.

Continuing from this initial examination of conceptual contention, the centrality of the civilian
experience and social interpretation takes precedence in the development of Freeway Park, my
second cast study. This ‘green-lid’ project was intended to provide a spatial antidote to the separation
and divide wrought by the construction of the I-5 highway through central Seattle. Interstate highway
expansion into inner city locales at the mid-point of the twentieth century proliferated nationwide.
Freeway Park reconnected downtown districts through its contrasting use of concrete and flora, the
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man-made and the ‘natural.’ The second chapter of this thesis will focus on this example of spatial reappropriation, with analysis too of other parks linked to the highway network. Like Gas Works Park,
Freeway Park represented a site of experimentation influenced by its in-situ location. However, the
experiential history of the park during the 1980s and 1990s altered the perception of its physical ability
to reconcile conflict. Criminal acts and fears surrounding civilian safety influenced collective identities
attached to the park, which in part are a product of the park’s spatial design. Similar to the ‘industrial
to nature’ theme of the first chapter, Freeway Park’s design was innovative and ground-breaking
during its 1960s conception. Its continued importance in Seattle’s park system is testament to its
adaptation through the decades to the present. The legacy of Freeway Park filtered through to the
present, and its trajectory provides a contextual background for the study of subsequently created
park spaces in the city. The I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, a reclaimed space underneath an elevated section
of highway for the use of cyclists and enthusiasts, and also the Sam Smith Park, a second interstate
‘green lid’ project to the south of the downtown drew on the precedent set by Freeway Park.

The theme of contention over Seattle’s public spaces is then picked up in the third chapter through a
park that was slowly converted from land based on military use, to a civilian open space. Discovery
Park, which now encompasses the former Fort Lawton site, has been the subject of much conflict
amongst Seattle residents in the post-war period. Following on from visible disputes by Native
American communities, explored through Jeffrey Craig Sanders study of the Battle of Fort Lawton, the
site became a symbol of protest in Seattle, perhaps only eclipsed by the World Trade Organisation
protests of 1999.36 This particular space, in effect, became the crucible upon which contesting spatial
visions could manifest. Spanning several decades, local residents in neighbouring city districts, as well
as city-wide planners and interested parties contested the future of the Fort Lawton site.
Concurrently, a battle over meaning was also playing out. Should the decommissioned base relinquish
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its physical markers to its military past and embrace a re-wilding effort in the vision of an urban
wilderness? Or instead, should the importance of the Fort Lawton military base be forever
remembered by preserving it as a Historic District? This was the backdrop to a central question over
the meaning of park space at the site – open space urban wilderness versus an environmental exercise
in historic preservation. The legacy of historical land use loomed large Discovery Park, and together
the perceptions and lived experience of their users informed the design of those now public spaces.

Following this investigation into three different types of socially constructed urban space within the
city of Seattle, I shall bring together the findings and draw conclusions over how the lived public
experience can offer fresh insights into the way parks and public places can be interpreted and utilised
in the modern American city. Further to this, the unique park environments which will have been
examined in this thesis point toward the entrenchment of a park culture among Seattle residents,
based upon personal and collective experiential involvement. I intend to explore this park culture by
a method which centres on a series of place-based examples. These examples show how the creation
of each case study park progressed over time through a series of adaptations and reworkings of initial
plans. The social construction of public space in Seattle can be witnessed over the post-war decades
to the present, across a variety of different types of physical spaces which relate to industry and
nature, military and civilian, public and private. This approach is useful as it allows for a holistic and
inclusive investigation into the various groups of individuals involved on the ground and beyond the
city boardroom, as well as providing a touchstone to theorists and conceptual models proposed on a
non-physical level to be appreciated and experimented with.
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Chapter I: Place-making the Post-Industrial: Seattle’s Gas Works Park and the Transformation of an
Industrial Landscape.

‘Originally the work of these towers was to generate oxygen gas and separate tar. Now Haag’s vision would
generate a local controversy that separated citizens between those who thought this proposal a macabre joke
and those who saw in these towers an iron Stonehenge or a hanging garden of metal.’
Paul Dorpat, writing retrospectively about Gas Works Park in the Seattle Times, 12 June 198337

‘The existing structures on the city park site at the north end of Lake Union have virtually no historic or
aesthetic values…In our opinion, the park site as it now stands possesses the nostalgia of a well-rusted junk
heap.’
An editorial from the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 15 January 1971.38

Over the past century, Seattle's urban landscape has changed considerably in terms of topographical
and architectural form. These alterations reflect shifts in economic production and focus from an
industrial to a post-industrial society. Originally geared towards the extraction of regional resources,
during the twentieth century, the city became a manufacturing hub, first in shipbuilding, and later in
aeronautics, with Boeing becoming a major employer. In the closing decades of the twentieth-century
and into the new millennium, Seattle experienced a process of deindustrialisation where these
industries and others, such as in the sector of energy production, began to decline. By the start of the
twenty-first century, new technology companies comprised largely of software, bio-medical, and
internet-based firms, coupled with a growing service sector, supplanted old industries. With
deindustrialisation, Seattle entered a stage in societal development now commonly labelled 'postindustrial'. Across the city, and mirrored in urban centres across North America, as industry retreated,
derelict and abandoned spaces replaced former hubs of production.
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Gas Works Park, located on the northern banks of Lake Union, typified this exit of industry, as it was
crafted out of the former Seattle Gas Light Company gasification plant. The Park went through the
process of changing land uses, from working environments, characterised by the development of
industrial units and transport conduits, followed by the desertion of industry and dereliction, before
being reimagined and renovated into an accessible public park. The spatial history of the sites has
been categorised historically as a place first of untouched nature, then as a place of work and
productivity, followed by neglect and decline, and more recently as a site of recreation and enjoyment.

Gas Works Park represents both space and place, when we consider each stage of land use transition,
which on a conceptual level, reflects the thinking of Yi-Fu Tuan. In terms of space, the site can be
categorised as an industrial space, derelict space, and public space. However, ongoing in this cyclical
process of spatial production, is also the creation of place. The applied distinction between space and
place, outlined by Tuan, is that local citizens derived from these sites their own meaning, unique to
their situation.39 Prior to dereliction, Gas Works Park, then a gasification plant for the Seattle Gas Light
Company was a place of work, energy production, and fuel shipping. It operated in stark contrast to
the natural surrounds of King County, and the residential districts nearby. At this point, the subtext
for place-making was that the space represented a site of employment and production, pollution and
noise. When Seattle Gas Light was abandoned in 1956, the site became a derelict space. Derelict,
former industrial spaces are often viewed negatively in the popular conscience wherever they
manifest in the urban environment.40 But again, we can identify the element of local place-making to
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Seattle and the vicinity in which the site is located when we explore the transition of the Brown Point
site from derelict land use, to park environment.

This chapter will mainly focus on the latest land use, reimagining them from an industrial landscape
into a publicly accessible park space. However, the previous incarnations of land use cannot be
discounted and remain instrumental in the understanding of the park space it represents today. As
we will see, former land use at Gas Works Park has been central to place-making in its current form.
This chapter will explore how at Gas Works Park, the transition from industrial, to derelict, to park
space illustrated both the continuous process of spatial production, and the reconciliation of spatial
conflict which arose from the shifting meanings attached to place. Public perception and conception
are integral to understanding the transitions undertaken at these locations, and this aspect of placemaking will be discussed later in the chapter. Embedded into the place-making of Gas Works Park over
the course of the twentieth century to the present is the notion of both ‘industry’ and ‘nature.’ It is
contended here that the two are understood separately until the space was reconfigured and
reimagined as a public park. With the creation of Gas Works Park the distinctions between the two as
binaries is challenged. By extension, the physical traits of industry and nature are separated at these
sites during their earlier uses compared to current forms.

Using Gas Works Park as a specific place-based case study located within downtown Seattle, in this
chapter I intend to elucidate the relationship between industry and nature in the post-industrial
period which has enveloped the city. I will argue that the relationship between industry and nature in
an urban setting can be reconsidered through the lens of the park, and how park designers, notably
Richard Haag, approached the concept of place-making, in order to fix Gas Works Park with a sense of
place. To do this I will begin by breaking down how the concepts of industry and nature have been
understood and how they are applied to place at Gas Works Park. The malleability and definition of
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these two constructs will be questioned and discussed through closer analysis of conceptual themes,
and physical elements present within the park itself.

To do this, the focus will turn to the history which has surrounded the Gas Works Park site with regards
to the efforts to preserve industrial markers, in the face of hostile and varying perceptions of how
industry and nature relate to one another within a recreational space. Here, the issue of how the
resulting Gas Works Park has paid homage to both post-industrial experimentations with park design
(through the retention industrial features for examples) and to earlier twentieth-century pastoral
landscape visions of the Olmsted Brothers will be discussed. The concerns surrounding the adaptive
reuse of industrial features will then be examined in relation public perception and experience. Linked
to these debates is the continual conflict of opinion over how best to deal with the hangover of
industrial production at the site and the presence of environmental legacy. It is my intention to
demonstrate how public and media perceptions, through use, experience, and understanding, have
denoted a level of public agency in place-making, which ought to be considered alongside designers’
plans, political proceedings, and bureaucratic management of park space. In short, the voice of the
people helped shape the legacy of the Park itself.

On the labelling of 'industry' and 'nature'
The labels industry and nature as social constructions in the human mind have often been
conceptualised as being diametrically opposed ideas. Daniel Bell observed in his work The Coming of
Post-Industrial Society that existentialists, those who view the individual as making rational decisions
about their surroundings, have sought to ‘understand’, ‘confront,’ and ‘master’ the forces and
environment around them since ‘man’s existence.’ As such, Bell describes the first, and continuing,
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confrontation is with that of nature.41 Human attempts to fashion a living in the world have continually
been interpreted through the prism of mastering nature. In terms of rhetoric within historical
precedent in the United States, the idea of mastering nature has been romanticised if we consider
narratives relating to frontier expansion and American ingenuity over the continent’s geography.42
From this starting point, nature is separated conceptually by illustrating how human activity acts upon
it. Through these narratives and conceptualisation, control and agency is taken away from nature, and
gravitates towards human endeavour, of which one element is the pertinence of industry. Bell goes
on to state that ‘to rework nature, to make fabricated things,’ such as through industrial production
of more recent centuries, ‘was to enhance man’s powers.’43 From this early juncture, nature is then
separated out from human activity, which by extension places industry and nature into two separate
categories.

Taking this division further, typically industry and nature have both been viewed in positive and
negative, idealised and undesired perspectives. Polarising the labels in this light has served to
accentuate the differences between the two, rather than to explore how industry and nature coalesce
or meet. Taken at face value, the two labels have become strangely comparative as binary concepts.
In the case of the industry, or rather industrial ruin, Dylan Trigg has noted that within the urban
landscape, ‘the ruins of contemporary society… simultaneously invoke reactions of repulsion and
sublimity.’44 Feelings toward nature, and the force of it, can illicit similar responses. Natural disasters
which wrought the destruction of human communities are viewed negatively and with a pessimism
which is also observable when considering sentiments towards the excesses and legacies of industrial
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production. Both are undesirable in the popular mind despite the binary approach taken to nature
and industry. Examples of these can be seen in reactions towards the devastation witnessed through
natural disasters such as the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, or Hurricane Katrina in 2005. Similar
negative responses follow man-made calamities such as declining air quality as a result of industrial
production in American cities throughout the twentieth century, the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in
2010, or the Flint water crisis more recently in 2016.45

Conversely, at various points in human history, overlapping and continuous today, natural and
industrial elements of the urban and non-urban environment are cherished, romanticised, and fawned
over. One gateway for understanding the crossover of industry and nature can be through the
understanding of the sublime. Both the Grand Canyon, and the damming of the Colorado River
through the construction of the Hoover Dam on the same river downstream in the Black Canyon
provide spectacular visual examples of this human sentiment toward the sublime, both natural and
non-natural. In an urban setting, the skyscraper and the brawn required to build it, particularly earlier
examples such as the Chrysler or Empire State Buildings in New York have evoked similar awe-inspired
commentary within the urban setting. Indeed, the topic of the sublime is relatable to the discussions
of this chapter, and particularly whether the sublime operates in a post-industrial context such as
through the rusting towers, known as ‘cracking’ towers, which dominate Gas Works Park. The
romanticising of the American landscape and the conflict of eighteenth and nineteenth-century
pastoralism with the advent and swiftness of industrialism relates to the sublime and has been
explored in Leo Marx’s classic work, The Machine and the Garden.46 Marx does not provide a solution
to the conflict, turning instead to argue that it is the responsibility of the community, through politics
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rather than art, to establish reconciliation with nature. The realisation of this re-joining manifests itself
more overtly in a post-industrial setting, in which the accepted predominance of industry over nature
is challenged.

However, as the above examples show, the combining of industry and nature through the context of
the sublime occur prior to the post-industrial turn. The fluid interpretation and application of the
sublime within the context of the United States experimented with the definitions of industry and
nature, and what is considered 'natural' or 'man-made', with examples within both categories eliciting
an ability to astonish, inspire, or captivate the viewer. David Nye writes of how American forms of the
sublime in this context of ‘natural’ and ‘man-made’ are ‘culturally inflected,’ as by the nineteenth
century, ‘natural places and great public works became icons of America’s greatness’ in popular
appreciation.47 From the outset, the industrious symbols of American ingenuity began to take on a
unique quality which fed into national character and American strength, in a similar way that natural
features of the continental landscape invokes a sense of awe.

The combination of the two - the natural sublime, and the technological sublime - is most visible in
non-urban settings. Architectural and technological achievements such as the Hoover Dam on the
Colorado River, and by extension its visibility in production or domestic power can be treated within
the same regard of admiration and inspired curiosity as features of the natural environment, such as
the Grand Canyon, or Niagara Falls. The technological sublime offers power in both an aesthetic sense
but also through utilitarian power. David Nye has written at length on the reaches of the sublime as a
concept, with others such as Claudia Bell and John Lyall, and Finis Dunaway picking up on themes of
the technological sublime in landscape contexts.48 The relationship between industry and nature at
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this level is considered on comparable terms, particularly within the American context. The idealising
of industry and nature as interwoven and not diametrically opposed labels has been applied to latenineteenth and early twentieth-century industrialism. However, the link between industry and nature
in this context can also be extended to post-industrialism of the later twentieth-century. It was in this
later juncture that the challenge to the binary approach to industry and nature as separate concepts
enveloped into new forms relating to environmental legacies, heritage, and co-existence.

Contrary to the view and examples of non-urban combinations of the natural and technological
sublime, if the city were considered an intrinsic part of nature, then a city such as Seattle which
incorporates the Olympic Mountains, Mount Rainier, and Elliot Bay into its skyline would be a strong
contender for epitomising this interrelationship. When the sublime is scaled down, and contextualised
for the urban environment, it is sites such as Gas Works Park which hold a degree of transcendent
resonance. An insight into the sublimity of Gas Works Park was evident within the 1971 Master Plan
for the site, which referred to the resilience and scale of the abandoned, rusting ‘cracking’ tower
structures. The Master Plan states that ‘vandalism to these structures is minimal owing to their scale
and materials which are indestructible by human hands.’49 The aesthetics of combining industry and
nature will be investigated later on in this chapter, but for now, it is worth bearing in mind that an
understanding of the sublime can offer an insight into how experiential perspectives of the sublime
operates in both urban and nonurban environments, and in the context of both the natural and the
technological. The complexities of these interrelationships manifest itself notably in the postindustrial setting.
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Gas Works Park has been identified as the first park space of its kind in North America as early as 1971
by city officials, when architect Richard Haag’s plan for the site became known.50 Richard Heyman has
argued that the Park attained its post-industrial character when the legacies of ‘the toxic nature of
industrial capitalism became undeniable’ in the mid-1980s, referring to investigations into polluted
soils which were conducted at that time.51 In relation to how the industry and nature binary, this
chapter will go on to explore how this operates conceptually and physically in Gas Works Park. For
now, it is worth considering the binary in the abstract, investigating how nature and industry
interrelate at this specific park.

In abstract terms, Gas Works Park represents an artificially created form of nature which co-exists with
an industrial past, evident through the retention of industrial architecture, for the function of public
enjoyment and recreation. It is artificial in the sense that it draws upon tenets of nature which have
been propagated through long-standing approaches to park design, and how parks the world over
presents a form of simplified nature for human consumption and use, as well as an antidote to the
built environment.52 Gas Works Park’s use by the public for leisure pursuits also exhibits traditional
park functions by acting as space for the user to retreat to from the bustle of urban life. In parks
terms, the figurative rhetoric of parks as acting as, and to quote oft-used phrases, the ‘lungs of the
city’ or a ‘social tonic’ from industrial and urban life are comparable here when we consider that Gas
Works Park, since its creation, has been intended for use by the public and for their recreational
needs.53
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Further to this, Gas Works Park is situated within an urban environment which is itself the product of
industrialisation. Seattle, like most cities in the industrialised world, expanded because of industrial
activity and manufacturing processes. That same process of industrialisation, the general argument
goes, was an agent in the destruction of a natural environment as the city grew. Seattle’s early growth
came on the back of the exploitation of surrounding natural resources such as timber, and fish, as well
as through physical expansion in which natural barriers such as hills and water courses were levelled
and channelled. These activities altered the natural environment of the Puget Sound region as it had
been prior to Euro-American settlement in the mid-nineteenth century.

However, by returning to the concept of nature in Seattle, accompanying the conception of Gas Works
Park and its subsequent use, the city has crafted an urban identity which has embraced the idea of
nature both beyond and within the city. This ‘closeness to nature’ is then reciprocated through
culturally embedded environmental identities associated with that city. The result of this has been,
and as this thesis contends, the coming to fruition of a parks culture both within the framework of
urban identity, and within the urban psyche. At Gas Works Park, Haag attempted to link this underlying
park’s culture with the industrial heritage of the city’s recent past by recasting the image of
deindustrialisation. In doing so, Haag’s designs for Gas Works Park tacitly acknowledged an in situ
need to both retain industrial markers, and return the site to a semi-natural state.

Traditionally, the markers of deindustrialisation, such as the dereliction of industrial plants, have been
associated with individual and collective feelings of loss and disdain, as well as wider societal concerns
over legacy, and abandonment. Tim Edensor draws upon these assumptions clarifying the notion that
industrial ruins, such as at Gas Works Park represented ‘formerly hubs of dense activity,’ now

subsequently become common currency as an off-hand way of referring to how parks offer a distinctive
environment and perceived beneficial quality to public health in relation to the urban locale in which they are
situated.
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recognised as mere ‘scars on the landscape’.54 Popular sentiments toward former factory sites and
derelict places feed into social notions that such spaces are unsafe, dirty, locations of undesirable and
criminal acts. As such, often the removal of such markers of the industrial memory is considered as
one solution. In the context of industry and nature, attempts that are made that champion the
‘restoration’ of nature to sites which are perceived to lack natural world characteristics, is seen as an
alternative solution to the continual presence of wasteland sites, though issues of what form of
nature, and how much ‘nature’ are brought into the discussion.55 The concept has more widely been
considered by John J. Berger who placed the process of nature restoration into the context of a
‘damaged environment.’56 When some of the aforementioned sentiments towards deindustrialised
spaces are considered, particularly that of ‘scars on the landscape’ the thoughts of Berger’s ‘damaged
environment’ label can be useful when considering why a reversion of a landscape to a more ‘natural’
state is preferred assumptively.

This line of thinking draws upon a collective understanding relating to the appeal of the natural world.
Since the dawn of the industrial era, nature has been seen as the antidote to urban environments, the
latter a product of industrialisation. Nature as a prescriptive remedy to toiling and demanding urban
lifestyles held, and continues to hold currency among writers, thinkers, and physicians. In studying
these nineteenth and early twentieth-century views around nature as an antidote, Lynn Ross-Bryant
has explored the relationship between nature and industrial society in terms of the spiritual harmony
that nature can bring, and industry lacks, focusing on the National Park System.57 Ross-Bryant writes
that the psyche of this belief denotes that in order to make sense of and understand an industrialising
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United States, Americans would ‘turn to the “other”’ which ‘very often in the [National] parks, a turn
to the simple life, the rustic life, a life in nature, away from the complexities and overindulgence of
urban society.’58

While this is complex and problematic, for the moment, it serves to illustrate the separation of
industry and nature in the collective conscience, diverging from the closure of the gap between the
two when considering American industrial and natural sublimes. Within cities, however, the urban
park operates as an island of nature within a sea of sprawl, activity, and excess, linked to industry and
consumption. Therefore, the example of Gas Works Park, the design of which showcases its industrial
features rather than omitting them acts as an alternative example for how both industry and nature
are fashioned in the park environment collectively, but at the same time does not shun the public
health qualities which previously only nature could provide within that relationship.

However, the post-industrial is of primary concern in this chapter, and in terms of this thesis, that label
is intrinsically linked to the urban environment. The industry and nature binary have not only been
separated in terms of conceptualising intellectual and popular understanding in the mind, the
separation has also been physical in terms of distance. In short, industry has been associated with the
city, and from the city, nature features on the periphery, at a distance and in its truest idealisations,
away from the reach of the urban realm. But nature is part of the city, and inversely, the urban is part
of the natural environment. During the 1990s, historians grappled with the debate over the city in the
discipline of environmental history and caught up in this were discussions of the interrelationship
between city and nature in terms of the environment. Martin Melosi, in response to a round table
discussion within the March 1990 issue of the Journal of American History, pushed the debate on by
arguing that ‘the city has a place in such a definition [of environmental history].’59 Melosi adds that
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‘isolating the “natural world” in such an unnatural way denies the powerful holistic quality of
environmental history which demands inclusion more than exclusion.’60 Joel A. Tarr, and Christine M.
Rosen bolstered Melosi’s standpoint by claiming that ‘the built environment… is intimately related to
the history of the nonhuman natural world,’ and by extension ‘is part of earth’s environmental
history.’61 Tarr and Rosen’s position served the purpose of defining the fledgling field of urban
environmental history, although it also was accompanied by a slew of publications which sought to
reconcile the industry (or urban) and nature binary.62

It is from this theoretical and historiographical basis which we can depart and investigate the concept
and presence of a post-industrial park in the American city. Attention will now turn to the process by
which Gas Works Park came to fruition.

Locating Gas Works Park
Located within the Wallingford district of Seattle, Gas Works Park is situated on the northern shore of
Lake Union, formerly known as Brown Point. The Park derived both its name and elements of its design
from its prior land use as a coal and oil gasification plant which began operations in 1906. Initially, the
gas plant, overseen by Seattle Gas Light Company, formed an integral part of serving the city’s energy
needs by means of coal gas for municipal use. In 1937, Seattle Gas Light switched to manufacturing
gas from oil product, with the conversion hallmarked by the construction of two oil-to-gas generators
and the dismantling of the moribund coal-gas equipment.63 The existence of the ‘cracking’ towers
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from this process of energy production would outlive that of the life of the plant itself, and go on to
form an integral part of landscape architect, Richard Haag’s park design. Gas manufacturing continued
at the site until 1956, after which the site became derelict and natural gas became the preferred
energy of choice, rendering the oil-to-gas process at Brown Point redundant. Following the ending of
gas production at Brown Point, the site lay derelict for a number of years until the land was purchased
by the City Council in 1962. Through the 1960s, musings on the development of a Park at the
abandoned gas works murmured alongside discussions over the site’s future. This aspect of Gas Works
Park’s history will be explored shortly.

As highlighted in Haag’s 1971 Master Plan for the site, the park was opened to the public in five phases
between 1973 and 1976.64 It was during the initial years of development and opening in the late 1960s
and early 1970s that the park’s experimental character engaged an urban constituency over the
project’s design, function, and meaning. Questions and discussion on these factors continued in the
decades that followed with the park being subjected to a process of labelling, as urban planners,
architects, and citizens alike attempted to ascribe meaning to the space. A retrospective look at this
type of reimagined space alludes to the post-industrial park as becoming ‘a space for leisure,
adventure, cultivation, acquisition, shelter and creativity,’ as opposed to being merely a ‘space of
waste.’65 But that perspective is not complete, and does not consider the shifting meanings and
viewpoints which have been attached to the Gas Works site over time. Scepticism, disdain, confusion,
and curiosity over Gas Works Park from its conception to the present have counter-balanced a view
that the site’s transformation to a recreational leisure space has been uncomplicated and
straightforward. This layering of meaning and understanding of the park has been observable at
crucial moments since the park’s conception in the early 1970s, through the opening and use, as well
as the environmental challenges faced in the mid-1980s and again in the late 1990s. The layering of
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experiential perception will be explored subsequently, but it is worth pausing to examine how Gas
Works Park came to pass, and how its unique design blends a mixture of approaches to park design
and use which have a longer history in Seattle.

Co-Existence: Post-Industry and Olmstedian Nature
Richard Haag was selected by the city to design a park on the derelict gas plant site following design
competition interviews in the spring of 1972.66 Haag had long been interested in redeveloping the gas
plant site, and as early as October 1962, his landscape architectural firm Richard Haag Associates
submitted a proposal to civic leader Richard J Block.67 Seattle’s landmark world’s fair, the Century 21
Exposition, closed that same month, of which one of the leading advocates and lobbyist was Block,
who was involved with the non-profit Allied Arts of Seattle. Allied Arts was, and continues to be, a
non-profit organisation which champions public art, civic projects, and urban improvement.68 After
the World’s Fair, the city mood was buoyant and forward-looking, mirroring the core themes of the
Exposition. As such, the ground was fertile for urban regeneration projects such as one at the
abandoned gas works.

Applicants for the design competition, and earlier musings during the 1960s on the site’s future
envisioned a variety of spatial trajectories which ranged from ‘passive’ natural designs for picnicking
and minimal recreational features, to the building of a ‘ship museum’, to suggestions of a ‘marine
park’ with boat launches.69 One Seattle Times reader suggested that Gas Works Park should embody
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that of an ‘amusement park’ as an alternative to the ‘ill-conceived’ Seattle Center, referring to the
planned alterations to be made at the 1962 World’s Fair site.70 Haag’s winning design integrated
existing industrial features into the parkscape, and the architect made his intentions for a postindustrial public space clear from an early stage.71 Prior to the design competition, Haag expressed a
desire to create ‘Seattle’s most significant park’ on a space which had by that time lost its primary
function as a place of work, and a place of industry, encapsulating instead, the shifting tide of industrial
technology and approach to energy production.72

Coinciding with the plant closure in December 1956, the completion of the Pacific Northwest Pipeline
signalled an industrial shift from city-produced energy in Seattle, to external sources beyond the state
of Washington.73 Natural Gas could be piped from New Mexico, and later Canada, and this moment
of change symbolised a move towards a post-industrial era, as a fledging form of industrialism
outpaced Seattle’s gas works. Trigg highlights this trend in relation to the cyclical re-production of
space and capitalism, pointing out that while new industries displace old industries, what ‘entails [is]
a reworking of space in which disorder and mutability are suppressed.’74 At the gas works site, the
disorder associated with prolonged dereliction was offset by the desire to create a ‘most significant’
park space.
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With the end of production in 1956, the abandoned plant became a site of dereliction for over a
decade. Thoughts on siting a park on the northern shores of Lake Union were discussed by Seattle’s
Parks and Recreation department, as well as some media commentators in the early 1960s. 75
However, early editorials and commentaries on the site interpreted the landscape through
contemporary perspectives, drawing on the industry and nature binary referred to earlier. Journalist
Robert Schulman identified the obvious lack of a park space on the shores of Lake Union, observing
instead ‘the blackened shape of the old gas plant… typical of what has been Lake Union’s fate.’76
During the late 1950s and into the 1960s, Lake Union remained a working environment. The landscape
was characterised by an industrial shoreline and still seen as a conduit for business. But the Lake was
not immune from deindustrialising trends which began to take root in cities across North America.
Concurrent with these transitional trends was an upturn in interest regarding the recreational value
of the location.

Once the City of Seattle acquired the site in 1962, notions that the former Gas Works would be
transformed from a derelict factory site into an open park space quickly followed.77 Robert J. Block
was appointed as a consultant to redesign of the site by Waldo J. Dahl, chairman of the Board of Parks
Commissioners, a voluntary group advising the Mayor, the City Council, and the Parks Department.78
In June of that year, reports surfaced of city intentions to acquire the Gas Works and locate a ‘scenic
park’ on the site, acting upon recommendations put forth in the 1957 Seattle Planning Commission.79
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Commentary here alludes to the dualistic perceptual approach, resulting from the industry and nature
binary, with the dilapidated industrial Gas Works painted as the undesired current situation, and the
‘scenic park’, akin with nature, as the desired future for the site.

The underlying perception that the shores upon which the former gas plant was located would provide
an ideal opportunity for a public park were discussed both during the site period of abandonment,
and earlier in the twentieth century. The First Annual Report of the Board of Park Commissioners in
1904 earmarked the shores ‘between the northeast and northwest arms of Lake Union’ in a citywide
park plan, due to the site’s commanding views over the lake.’80 While the authors of that report, the
Olmsted Brothers firm, went on to design and landscape numerous plots and parks across Seattle, the
promontory land north of Lake Union was turned over for industrial use instead. However, when
placing the Olmsted Brothers remarks in a wider context of national recreation and park thinking, this
vision for a park would not be solely for open aesthetic space, as had dominated park design in the
nineteenth century. Dualistically, the site would provide recreational functions too, with the Board
recommending boating uses, and the construction of a playground.81 Galen Cranz highlighted this
approach to park design and urban planning as the period of ‘moral uplift’, and ‘reform parks.’82 Cities
across the nation began to develop playground architecture to serve a municipal purpose, and the
Board’s plans, drawing upon the consultancy of the Olmsted Brothers adhered to nationwide trends
in outlook.83
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However, as the subsequent industrial trajectory came to pass during the first half of the twentiethcentury, the parks system and boulevards which typified the Olmsteadian tradition in park planning,
did not reach fruition north of Lake Union at that time. Instead, what can be taken from this historical
precedent is the beginnings of a ‘parks culture’ approach to Seattle’s urban planning. When the gas
plant ceased production at the mid-point of the twentieth-century, the city and the Parks Department
drew upon earlier images of the park ideal outlined by the Olmsted Brothers as a way of curtailing
dereliction and the problems associated with deindustrialisation. In other words, we can trace the
spatial history of the Gas Works Park site to an earlier period in which nature was conceptualised at
that location, whilst also acknowledging the park’s industrial character which Haag fought to retain.

As is often the case, the antidote to dereliction and decline, specifically in the industrial sense, is a
return to nature. Prior to interventionist attempts to redesign such spaces, nature typically begins to
‘reclaim’ such spaces and thus holds a degree of agency over the derelict space which was not visible
during times prior to industrial departure. Plants begin to creep up through concrete, or weave their
way up tall pillars of metal. Often plants are considered ‘weeds’, and typical labels such as ‘overgrown’
or ‘invasive species’ are deployed. In terms of fauna, the derelict landscape may also play host to
animal species such as foxes, mice, or bats, along with avian life. In contrast to the carefully controlled
nature within park spaces and manicured gardens, nature in this context is considered wild or
untamed. Nature in this form, interwoven into an abandoned landscape are classified as signifiers of
decay and decline. Sentiments towards the site in its abandoned state confirm these assumptions. A
Seattle Post-Intelligencer piece from 1963 about the northern shores of Lake Union and the disused
Seattle, Lake Shore, and Eastern Railroad which runs adjacent to the Gas Works, remarked that the
area is ‘weed-infested’ and an ‘eyesore’, which is ‘blighting this entire section of waterfront.’84 Feelings
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towards the Gas Works site continued in this vein throughout the 1960s, with one commentator
remarking that an ‘ugliness’ clung to the lake which was ‘battl[ing] for survival’.85

From this juncture, the antidote metaphor of what a park could provide takes on an additional
remedying function – to revitalise a derelict space, and to regain control over this form of unwanted
nature. Re-introducing nature to the gas plant site, alongside plans to adaptively reuse elements of
industrial architecture, served both aesthetic functions in line with the designers vision, but also
utilised nature which served environmental ends through the treating ground pollution.
Environmental improvement of toxic soils, a lasting by-product of gas production, would be derived
from the same landscape features which received negative commentary during the site’s period of
dereliction.

In this light, the park provides an urban utility for the public, as well as serving a reconciliatory function
over competing spatial forms at various times during the site’s history. Transforming the derelict space
within Haag’s post-industrial vision attempts to reconcile this myriad of spatial situations at the Lake
Union site, by bringing together the numerous elements which the site signified by the early 1970s.
Encapsulated within Haag’s 1971 Master Plan is a concoction of industrial features in their abandoned
form, open and natural green space, and a degree of recreational facility. The state of the industrial
architecture at the time of the development of Gas Works Park is important when we consider the
temporal constructs that operate within the park boundaries. This chapter will now turn to detailing
the industrial aesthetic which has been mentioned prior, before moving onto understanding both
Haag’s and later the public’s attachment to a unique post-industrial park vision during the 1970s.
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Gas Works Park’s Industrial Aesthetic and Undertaking Adaptive Re-use
As has already been alluded to, but not explored in detail, Gas Works Park’s design centred on the
retention, rather than the removal, of a significant portion of the abandoned industrial machinery and
buildings left over at the site after the plant’s closure in 1956. Such remnants of an industrial past
were recast from their intended purpose and reimagined either as aesthetic landmarks for the park,
or for public use. The former boiler house was converted into a sheltered area with picnic tables and
space for the staging of entertainment events. Adjacent to the boiler house, a former exhaustercompressor building was repurposed as a ‘play barn’, with mechanical parts made safe and painted
bright colours to invite sensory engagement from younger park patrons.

However, the standout features of the Park are the six largely intact gas generator towers, known as
‘cracking’ towers, an instrumental part of the gasification process which took place there earlier in the
century. Situated in a central location of the Park the collection of tower-like structures was in active
use when the gasification plant was operational. Six of these towers were originally synthetic natural
gas generator towers, with an oil absorber, and an oil cooler located between the generators and the
‘play barn’ structure.86 By the late 1960s, photographs show the tower structures as having a rusting
colour of dark red and brown. Over the course of the past half-century, the towers continued to rust
and by the start of the twenty-first century, some of the structures have become the canvas for graffiti
artists. Despite their ruined appearance, the structures stand stoic and are symbolic reference points
for the park’s design and place.
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1. Aerial photograph of the Gas Works site, April 1966. 87

At the northern end of the park site the Seattle, Lake Shore and Eastern Railway (later Burlington
Northern Railroad) passed adjacent to the gas plant. The disused line was later repurposed as the
Burke-Gilman trail for pedestrians and cyclists, providing a recreational conduit into the park between
neighbouring Ballard, Fremont, and University Districts. Retained within the park are the concrete
trestle structures from a short spur of track, which carried coal product into the plant site for
processing into gas fuel. Aerial photography indicates that by 1973, the short length of track into the
gas works has been removed, in line with the 1971 Master Plan. The trestles serve as a reminder of
the wider interconnectivity the gas plant site had with the surrounding community and region, and
are high enough to encourage users to walk underneath and between them.
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2. Remains of track trestles. April 2016. 88

To the southwest of the Gas Works Park site is an artificial mound, which has subsequently been
named Kite Hill. The 1971 Master Plan highlights now this ’50 [foot] high mound of subsoil fill’, caps
rubble and exotic industrial wastes.’89 Thaïsa Way wrote that ‘Haag set aside the most polluted soil,
and the construction rubble that could not be recycled, placing it into a large pile to form the base of
the Great Mound or Kite Hill.’90 The active hydrocarbons concentrated in this section of the park create
a ‘dynamic process’ in the breaking down of the cocktail of pollutants beneath the clay top soil of the
mound. Subsequently, a large sundial feature was added to the top of the mound, and spot proved
popular for recreational kite-flyers, earning its namesake title. The retained plant structures, the
trestles, and the mound weave together a collection of icons which form the post-industrial narrative
at Gas Works Park.
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3. View from Kite Hill, Gas Works Park, overlooking Lake Union and Downtown Seattle in the background, April 2016. 91

The aesthetics of industrialised landscapes has been understood and interpreted as complex.92 At
times romanticised through the sheer power and heft associated with it, in the context of
deindustrialised, the same landscapes have been classified as symptoms of urban decay. Nostalgic
memories of places which instilled fulfilling, and necessary work, the flipside view emphasises the
exhaustion, pollution, and labour of industrial employment. At Gas Works Park, Haag’s proposed plan
of adaptive reuse of industrial features encountered these complexities and he himself acknowledged
that the process of understanding how the public would react to such a design would garner varying
opinion. In a 2008 interview, Haag recalls how he ‘turned the worst building which was the
blacksmith’s shop, into our office’ and explain his vision for the site by ‘teach[ing] through
demonstration.93 Haag further explained his philosophy of overcoming the gulf between those who
were hostile to the idea of adaptive reuse and those with more moderate, accommodating opinions,
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through a conversation he had with a colleague. His colleague, Adrian Ziegler argued that ‘you’ll never
get people to buy into this unless you bring them to the site.’94

The concept of ‘industrial nature’ has come to the fore over the past two decades, and an
understanding of this provides a bridge from abstract theory to the case study parks analysed. A trend
of adaptive reuse symbolises a shift from binary perspectives and reimagines an industrial past as a
recreational present. By extension, post-industrial relics within park space redefine our understanding
of industry’s relationship with nature. By way of another nod to the Olmsted’s vision, we can observe
a more rooted attempt to wed temporal and spatial meaning into place-making. In the 1903 Olmsted
Plan for the city of Seattle, the Olmsted brothers remarked that ‘every advantage should be taken of
differing conditions to give each one a distinct individuality of its own.’95 While turn of the twentiethcentury notions of ‘individuality’ of the site differed from the site composition in the 1960s, Haag was
intent on achieving a sense of uniqueness by drawing upon an industrial past. As highlighted earlier,
the Olmsted Plan also recommended a degree of openness to any park located on the northern shores
of Lake Union as to take advantage of ‘commanding’ vistas over the Lake.96 Gas Works Park adhered
to this earlier recommendation through its prudent approach to tree-lines and topographical
relationship with Lake Union. Haag’s design for the site respected both his own vision to retain
elements of the site industrial past, as well as adhere to the Olmsted Brothers suggestions for the area
as outlined in 1903.

Haag had ‘concluded that it would neither be possible to remove all the underground piping and
existing soil from the site’ and thus developed a design plan around this which adhered to the specific
concerns and nature of the site.97 ‘“Traditional” park design’, it was noted, was not possible, designs
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that permitted the ‘growth of large trees’, and as a result a more ‘selective program of site preparation
and restoration’ was proposed.98 Contemporary and in situ factors relating to prior use therefore had
a direct effect on how the park would be designed. Discussions over the aesthetic value that industrial
features possessed, and could be remodelled for the purposes of ‘industrial’ heritage were counterbalanced by financial realities, despite the availability of Forward Thrust funds for urban
redevelopment plans, between 1968 and 1975.99 In 1968, County Proposition 6 was passed by the
electorate of King County, incorporating Seattle and its immediate vicinity, which apportioned $118
million to Parks and Recreation. This figure represented the largest bond issue ever passed in the
United States for the purposes of Parks and Recreation, further symbolising the significance of park
spaces in urban planning.100

Perceptions of Industry and Nature on a Practical Level
However, the debate over whether industrial features left over at the site after the 1956 plant closure
should be reused in the proposed park was not confined to Haag’s architect’s office. Hans A.
Thompson, Park Superintendent during the early planning stages of transforming the derelict gas
works into a park space, was quoted in 1968 as saying that ‘no expense should be spared to develop
this park to its full potential’, a sentiment echoed by the unique designs put forward by Haag to the
City at this time.101 In private correspondence, Thompson, when confronted with the view of retaining
some of the industrial architecture in order to ‘produce a giant sculptural form’, remarked that the
suggestion was both ‘very interesting and challenging.’102 The suggestion resonated with the
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Superintendent as he referred the idea onto the ‘Master Planner,’ presumably referring to the team
determining who to award the design contract to, though this remains unclear.103 Further to this,
Thompson’s vision for the Park in this regard remains consistent when he lobbied in 1969 and 1970
that the ongoing demolition at the site be halted.

The idea of adaptive reuse became clear by October 1969, when Thompson requested that the
Washington Natural Gas Company negotiate with the Parks department over any future demolition
plans, as ‘certain portions of the existing superstructure of the gas works be retained and integrated
into the design of the park, perhaps as a form of industrial sculpture.’104 At this time, Washington
Natural Gas Company and the City of Seattle were still in the process of finalising payments and
transfers relating to the derelict site. From this stage in the planning and development process at Gas
Works, the intention to create a recreational park with an industrial aesthetic appears mainly to be
superficial. It would be over the course of the next two to three decades that the industrial character
of the park would transcend merely visual qualities and come to instil a sense of history and place
within the park environment.

Thompson made renewed calls during June 1970 for the retention of industrial features and the
halting of demolition plans, showing a link between Haag’s designs and a further interest in the design
of a unique park environment.105 Occurring simultaneously was the first reference to the ‘postindustrial’ presented by Haag to the Parks department. Haag proposed the utilisation of certain
existing features, to which ‘the Commission [Parks department] felt that Mr. Haag should be given as
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much freedom as possible to develop this area.’106 At this point, Haag had begun to convince
institutional officials of his post-industrial vision, which proved to be a vital step towards the creation
of Gas Works Park.

Demolition at the site represented a stalled process, with correspondence between Washington
Natural Gas Company and the City highlighting delays and indecision.107 According to correspondence
in 1971, Washington Natural Gas Company agreed to demolish the abandoned structures on site in
order to reap ‘sufficient salvage value from the material removed to offset the cost of demolition and
removal.’108 In a letter to Mayor Wesley Uhlman in May 1971, Washington Natural Gas Company
outlined how they had planned to ‘all structures to ground level prior to giving the city full possession’
in March 1973, the date at which final payments and transfers would be completed.109 At the same
time, the Company points out that during the transition process of the site transferring from their
ownership to the City, ‘some demolition [had] already taken place’.110 Concerns over demolition plans
during the park design and early developmental period, came down to financial, design, and safety
considerations. By September 1971, the City, Haag, and the Parks and Recreation Department were
still considering the extent of demolitions required at the proposed park site in accordance with the
‘economic feasibility’ of Haag’s plans which had included the ‘partial demolition’ of some, mainly
dangerous, structures.111
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Haag’s design focused on the retention of existing industrial structures for aesthetic purposes and for
some to be adaptively reused, such as the boiler house for public use. This design approach fed directly
into the process of place-making at the site. Instilling a sense of place in Gas Works Park centred
around the presence of in situ industrial pieces. Industrial features were thus detached of their
assigned function as items of ‘work’ and were instead reimagined and reassigned for purposes of
aesthetic park use. This process reflects Alice Mah’s idea of the ‘ruination.’112 Mah outlined succinctly
that industrial ruins ‘are never static objects, but are in a constant state of change across space and
time.’113 This conceptual notion played out through Haag’s design vision for Gas Works Park, as the
architect re-appropriated industrial symbols and fused them into the essence of the park’s design.
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4. Cooling towers retained at Gas Works Park, 1976. 114

The retention of disused railroad track, to the north end on the Gas Works Park site was based more
upon cost rather than on an adherence to an industrial aesthetic the proposed park. As early as 1966,
discussion notes show that in the interests of budgetary concerns, ‘working the design concept around
it [the railroad tracks]’ would be encouraged.115 This early suggestion is also accompanied with a
further suggestion to ‘screen’ off the tracks.116 Resistance to the idea of incorporating industrial, or
non-natural designs into the Gas Works Park plan run adjacent to the innovative steps taken by Haag
and others, and instances such as this one, to screen or erase these unwanted features, are more in-
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line with conventional park design thinking of the time. Existing parks across the city, such as the older
Volunteer Park, Seward Park, and Washington Park Arboretum, encapsulated a more Olmstedian, or
traditional line of park form. Haag stands out as the preferred candidate during the discussions in 1969
and 1970 however, and his designs draw heavily on the concept of reusing industrial architecture.117
When the financial cost of what to do about the disused railroad tracks, and underground piping are
considered, Haag’s designs for adaptive reuse at the site are more in step with both budgetary
concerns, and Parks Department thinking, as expressed by Superintendent Hans A. Thompson during
the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Caution over the costs of retention arose again when finances were discussed between the Parks
department and Haag. Thompson urged Haag to consider his designs for the Park as first phase costs
ran at approximately $980,000, with funding needed for further stages of development at the site.118
In the same letter to Haag, Thompson appears to be more hostile to the idea of retaining some of the
industrial components outlined in Haag’s plans, as the Superintendent argued for ‘realistic’
evaluations in relation to ‘extravagant approach[es]’ to structures.119 While not wholly turning his back
on the idea of an industrial-themed park space, Thompson’s concerns at this juncture illustrated a
need to balance idealism with reality. In the process, the concept of a park designed around its
industrial character and heritage again appeared to be more of an idealistic aesthetic quality, rather
than a rigorously considered approach to place-making and the social construction of space during the
site’s transformation. Eventually, the city apportioned $1.75 million for the acquisition and
development of the first two phases of the park’s development.120 By 1974, when the first phase had
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been completed, it was noted that a further $3 million, yet to be allocated, would be needed to
complete phases three, four, and five.121

Later in 1970, Frank R. Ray, the then Assistant Superintendent for Administrative Planning, raised the
issue of popular support for such a design and outlined that for him, his ‘biggest concern is for
community support and city support which I feel we need to develop as rapidly as possible.’122 Ray’s
concerns here are vague, but when considered against the backdrop of financial pressures, and media
commentary over the ‘ugly’ nature of the site’s condition, it is not too reaching to suggest that
perceptions over industrial characteristics played into the Parks department concerns, and its remit
to deliver an accessible recreational space for the community.

Other city officials, notably Robert Hintz in the Planning Department, raised their disagreements with
Haag’s conceptual design in 1971, while others debated economic feasibility.123 Hans A. Thompson
presented the case for Haag’s designs, against a ‘conventional plan’ to the city’s Office of Management
and Budget’s Woody Wilkinson in November 1971. The report suggested that Haag’s hopes of
retention of industrial structures would be more beneficial than constructing an entirely new
‘conventional’ design, and adhered to the funding limits allocated by the Forward Thrust program.124
Forward Thrust funds for Parks and Recreation was intended for development of 11 new parks across
King County, as well as apportioning funds for swimming pools and an aquarium. With that imperative,
both the Parks Department and the Office of Management and Budget could not allow redevelopment
costs of the gas works site to spiral. Thompson’s report recommended the adoption of Haag’s plan for
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the gas plant site, and for only the partial demolition of the existing structures, with construction on
the park commencing in March 1973, and estimated completion of the first phase in March 1974.125

By breaking the development and opening of the Park into definable phases, Haag’s 1971 Master Plan
hoped that ‘interim improvements [would] begin [a] community relationship with future park patrons
while displaying the site and our [architect’s] concepts for future development.126 Haag’s motives here
correlate with a process of place-making which sought to include, rather than exclude the surrounding
community amidst the site’s transition. By fostering good public relations from the start of physical
developments and construction, Gas Works Park as a public space evolved from a site of dereliction
and devoid place, into an accessible and inviting area imbued with a sense of place, particularly once
the park form had been experienced by users upon its opening.127

It remained for Haag and the design’s advocates to further convince the Parks department, and the
local community that industry and nature could be reimagined within the park surrounds and exist
harmoniously. Once construction was approved and plans were finalised, a slew of opinions were
exchanged by design critics, local media, and the public. In 1972, Haag’s concept of a post-industrial
recreational, open space at the former gas plant began to be put to work against a backdrop of
oppositional views in terms of both aesthetics, and environmental concerns, which will now be
explored.

An experiential level of industry and nature
Having explored the practicalities and scope of the adaptive reuse of industrial structures at the park
site during the planning and developmental years, this chapter will now move onto examine
experiential viewpoints of Gas Works Park from the perspective of the public and local media
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commentary. This aspect of discussion over the aesthetic, function, form, and use of Gas Works Park
sheds light on how an alternative, and more contentious narrative, formed alongside the official
proceedings of the architect and city officials. By exploring both contingent voices, a more rounded
understanding of how a sense of place developed at the park, and became instilled both physically
through iconography and practical use, and conceptually through perception and thought.

An industrial park was not totally welcomed by the local community [or similar] A North Central
Outlook newspaper report highlighted that Haag’s ‘master plan received the most criticism,’ at a
community hearing event in 1971, prior to construction commencing, ‘for the idea of retaining the six
generator towers once used in gas production.’128 A myriad of negative connotations were attached
to the site, and the proposed continued presence of some of the gas plant architecture. A piece in a
December 1971 edition of the Seattle Times sarcastically observed that the ‘unsightly, blackened
structures at the old Lake Union gas plant,’ would ‘perhaps win an award or two from cultural
journals,’ but would ‘remain as they are today, civic eyesores.’129 At one Wallingford Community
Council meeting, the daughter-in-law of councilwoman Myrtle Edwards, whose name the planned
park was originally to be named after, recounted, ‘those towers terrified me when I was young.’130
Adding to the chorus of opposition, other local citizens in attendance put their views to Haag,
described the park as ‘a pile of junk,’ raising objection to the ‘honky tonk’ commercialism that was
feared would accompany the new space, and one resident pointedly asking the architect if he was
‘really serious’ about the proposal.131 Others at the same meeting praised the ‘imagination and
thinking’ of the design, labelling it ‘very creative’.132
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Ruth Welch, columnist for the Seattle Times, put across her view on the proposed Gas Works Park in
January 1972 in blunter terms, stating that ‘it stinks.’ Welch called on her readership, and those ‘whose
windows face Myrtle Edwards Park [Gas Works Park]’, to ‘tell the Park Board what their wishes are.’133
The family of Myrtle Edwards withdrew their support for the naming of the planned park after the late
councilwoman during the summer of 1972. Edwards name had been linked to the gas works plans
following her years of park promotion in the city, and her advocacy of city beautification. Initially some
commentators, including Welch attributed Myrtle Edwards’s name to the cause against the park, but
her family later clarified that while a more ‘conventional’ park should be named after her, the
withdrawal represented ‘no… criticisms of the park at the gasworks site.’134 Coincidentally, the
shoreline park north of Olympic Sculpture Park, on Elliot Bay was eventually named after Edwards in
1976. Criticisms continued throughout the formative years of Gas Works Park’s development, with
one North Seattle resident chiding in 1975 that he ‘cannot imagine what thinking went through the
minds of city councilmen when they decided to retain the old gas plant.’135 Media commentaries,
newspaper ‘letters to the editor’ sections, and voiced community concerns were divided over whether
the retention of the rusting industrial architecture was a good thing. For some it was ugly, and even
unsafe, for others it provided a pocket of imaginative thought, on a waterfront where nature and
industry both existed. The word around which much of the negative media and citizen commentary
coalesced around was that of an ‘eyesore’.136

The bulk of these concerns were raised publicly prior to and during the initial phases of construction,
which began in 1973, but continued throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. The relics of the gas
plant invoked memories of an industrial past, that for some, they would have rather left behind.
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Washington based author and novelist, Earl Emerson alluded to the gas plant in his 1988 novel Black
Hearts and Slow Dancing, writing that ‘A rust brown smudge ballooned over Seattle… it grew dirtier
every minute.’137 Industrial iconography, and the lingering presence of ground pollution, as William S.
Saunders and Elizabeth K. Meyer point out, came to be ‘associated with danger and trauma as much
as regeneration and healing,’ as Haag and his team had sought.138 One 1997 letter exclaimed that ‘only
people with a Picasso-like sense of distortions, and lack of beauty, would insist and advocate that it
[the industrial features] should remain,’ and called for Seattle to be ‘liberate[d] from this ugly
image!’139 In addition to commentary on industrial aesthetics, questioning later arose over
environmental issues and safety relating to soil toxicity levels, which led to temporary park closures
in the 1984-85, 1997, and 2015.

Haag’s invitation to the public and media to visit the site during its early developmental phases, as
outlined earlier, suggest a more open and public approach to park-making rather than confining its
development to the corridors of City Hall.140 Throughout the development of the park site, and
subsequently over the past decades, Haag took a key role in leading public tours of the site. An
Environmental Impact report published in June 1974 recognised that while the retention of industrial
features sparked ‘major controversy… during public review of the Master Plan,’ their future had been
secured by that time.141 Nonetheless, commentary their place in the park, accompanied by their
perceived aesthetic values and the safety of the structures remained a topic of contention.
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Once opened, the park continued to receive criticism. Safety concerns put the disused cracking towers
back in the spotlight during the summer of 1975, when part of the park was open to the public, after
a child was ‘injured critically following a fall.’142 The boy had scaled one of the remaining gas towers
and fell from a height. The incident sparked debate over whether the envisaged post-industrial park
was a safe place for children to play with some citing a lack of secured fencing.143 In response, the
incident and media coverage relating to it, the Parks Department released a press release soon after
emphasising both efforts to secure potentially dangerous elements of the retained industrial features
at Gas Works, as well as highlighting the Park’s ability to stir ‘the imagination and challenge the
mind.’144

In line with that design intention, during the late 1990s, plans were proposed by the Friends of Gas
Works Park group to establish a ‘camera obscura’ at the site.145 The idea of a camera obscura would
engage visitors and tourists in a visual and sensory exploration of the Seattle cityscape through pinhole
slots in the Park’s retained cooling towers. The proposed use of the towers went beyond their initial
park function as architectural pieces. Vistas of the surrounding landmarks – Lake Union, the Space
Needle, and the expansive urban skyline – it was argued, would ‘attract the attention of tourists and
the public,’ by allowing the scanning of a ‘360-degree sweep’ of the surrounding area.146 The camera
obscura at Gas Works Park failed to come to fruition, and though not directly cited, the hazardous
nature of the retained tower structure was likely the reason behind this.
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Since the Park’s opening, a handful of park users have been injured whilst physically interacting with
its industrial features and its environment. In 1991, a lawsuit followed an accident which left a man
requiring ‘emergency medical care’ after he was ‘gored by a steel reinforcement bar while sledding’
at the park.147 More recently, a 19 year old man died after falling from an abandoned fuel tank, while
two individuals survived separate falls in 2014 and 2015.148 Incidents such as these, which have taken
place throughout the Park’s existence explain to some extent while negative perceptions over the
safety of post-industrial park persisted. Negative perceptions also ran alongside continual and lengthy
environmental issues relating primarily to soil toxicity, which will be discussed shortly.

Renaturing and Haag’s Master Plan
Returning to Haag’s 1971 Master Plan, the architect outlined how:

The geographic location, historic significance and esthetic [sic] resources combine to render these
structures a monument to man’s pioneer use of technology… In the context of the planned park,
selected structures will be the initial physical expression of active urban recreation embodied in the
reclamation of industrial totemic artifacts [sic].149

This statement of purpose suggests two points as to why the project was pursued. Firstly, and as Thaïsa
Way explains, the industrial features remind visitors of the historic reliance on ‘urban industrial
ventures’ as opposed to just a ‘history of Seattle [that] focused… only on the natural resources of
mountains, forests, and water.’150 Rooting an urban narrative, through the Park, in the industrial past,
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in some respects have memorialised and recognised an alternative history of Seattle, while at the
same time as revitalising and reusing a landscape of waste. When narratives of the city’s proximity to
the natural environment are considered, those landscape features – such as Mount Rainier and Mount
Baker which form part of the Seattle skyline, as well as surrounding lakes, forests, and trails – public
access to those places is invited and has proved appealing. Haag’s Master Plan in at this juncture aimed
to instil a similar sense of belonging and accessibility to an urban landscape of industrialism.

The second point to resonate from this statement referred to the idea of ‘maturity’. Maturation has
been central to the continuing cycle of the social production of this post-industrial urban landscape.
This is not meant in a glib fashion but in practical terms. As the industrial features became truly postindustrial, symbols of ruination, in combination with longstanding recreation use since the 1970s, the
perception towards the park as a hybrid public space has matured. In other words, initial scepticism
and concerns have allayed over the subsequent decades, and the park has transitioned from a space
to a place, as the public have come to understand Gas Works. As such, from the park’s opening in the
mid-1970s to the present, coming to terms with the loss of a working, industrial space was not solely
understood through the lens of economic decline. By allowing the park itself to physically mature,
users became familiarised with the park’s unique qualities as an urban public space which was once a
site of industry.

During the 1970s, natural elements of the park have interacted with industrial pieces more visibly as
nature began to reclaim industrial markers and coexist with them. The cooling towers continued to
rust, and around the base of them, wildflowers have grown. Treelines filled out at the northern end
of the park adjacent to the Burke-Gilman Trail, and marine birds made parts of the Park their habitat.
A decade after the opening of the Park, the Seattle Times ran an article exclaiming that ‘despite the
pollution… the grass continues in most places to grow and grow and grow,’ accompanied by a
photograph depicting tall wildflower and grasses in the foreground, and the tanned iron cooling
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towers in the background.151 The article adds that ‘the park has become a bird refuge’, illustrating the
amalgamation of nature and industry in a wild combination.152 Similar photographs featured in the
Post-Intelligencer showing the presence of avian species, even during the Park’s brief closure in 1984,
due to environmental health concerns.153 The maturation of the Park met the aims of the architect’s
vision which sought to preserve the space as a ‘back-to-nature site.’154

Also factored into this process of maturation is a greater understanding of both the continuous and
lengthy process of environmental clean-up in situ at Gas Works Park. The conflict of understanding
and approach to environmental legacies ran alongside efforts to gain personal and communal
legitimacy over the place. In the first instance, watershed moments can be identified in the ongoing
process to clean-up Gas Works Park and the by-products of earlier industrial use. Secondly, grass-roots
neighbourhood-based coalitions came into being around the heritage that sought to preserve the
history of the site. The drive to establish landmark status vested both a community stake in the park
further exemplified this. which in turn fostered energies focused on place-making Gas Works Park.
This chapter will now explore environmental themes and heritage legacies in turn.

Conflict over environmental legacies
The environmental history of Gas Works Park highlights one of the main problems in trying to create
a safe public space out of an industrial park. As such the issue of environmental legacy at Gas Works
Park, refers directly to the presence of waste industrial product, which was leftover at the site,
following decades of energy production. Haag, and the Department of Parks and Recreation
considered this aspect of the site’s situation prior to, and during the conversion of the derelict gas
works into a public space. One external organisation, that conducted preliminary testing at the Gas
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Works Park site in 1972 reported that ‘of the numerous petroleum and chemical plants we have
inspected, this would seem to be the most severely polluted.’155 In the same year, the Washington
Natural Gas Company confirmed to the Department of Parks and Recreation that an oil spill had
occurred at the derelict site in January 1969.156 The soil toxicity at the Park proved to be an ongoing
environmental issue since the Park opened in the 1976.

Haag recognised this in his assessment of the park, and incorporated a method of environmental
clean-up, known as ‘bioremediation’ within the 1971 Master Plan. Bioremediation was, at the time,
experimental and theoretical. Akin with the motif of Gas Works being one of the first post-industrial
park in North America, the bioremediation project embarked upon was pioneering and
unprecedented in the context of park creation. Gas Works Park itself would take on the identity of an
operating laboratory of sorts to test theories of in situ soil recovery theories. Bioremediation refers to
the process by which microbes and bacteria which are found naturally in the environment are utilised
to clean up soils which have been contaminated by toxic pollutants. For advice on bio-remedial
strategies, Haag drew upon the expertise of Richard Brooks, a Seattle-based environmentalist who set
up Chemithon Corp., a chemical engineering firm in 1954.157 Through Haag’s discussions with Brooks,
he came to the idea that the solution to treating the existing pollution problems at Gas Works Park
could be found within the same toxic soils which raised the problem in the first instance. In a 2004
interview, Haag extrapolated on his discussions with Richard Brooks and explained the remedial
process in layman terms. He outlined that bacteria were fostered within the soil which would then
‘eat hydrocarbons, to digest hydrocarbon molecules,’ the latter of which was in plentiful supply in the
contaminated soils north of Lake Union. Referring then to Gas Works Park, Haag explained
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He [Richard Brooks] said, “No, the best, the perfect bacteria microbes have evolved here from when
they brought the first coal in, and the first oil in and so on. They’re right here, they just need to be
aerated, stimulated and fed”. And I said, “Nobody’s going to believe that”. And he says,
“Demonstrations”. So we made three demonstration plots, 100 square feet, ten by ten and planted
different things, and it worked. So that allowed us to know we could actually have a park without
hauling everything away.158

Haag and the developers of the Gas Works Park site set up a series of ‘demonstration plots.’ The 1971
Master Plan for the site had called for the ‘phytoremediation’ of the Park’s toxic foundations, which
employed the use of living plant species as a mechanism which neutralised contaminated soils. ‘The
most functional and pollution resistant plant materials,’ which would be ‘determined by test plantings
at the site,’ were recommended to deal with the remedial approach settled upon by Haag and
Brooks.159 Haag noted that during the development of the Park and the testing of the bioremediation
method, nature’s recovery mechanisms were harnessed at the site, as a means of offsetting decades
of industrial pollution. As a result, Haag and his proponents believed the process of bioremediation
would be to combat toxic detritus in an environmentally harmonious, and cost-effective way.

Early signs of success for the bioremediation method were highlighted in July 1974, when it was
reported that the site, once deemed an ‘ecological mess’ was instead ‘reaping a bountiful harvest.’160
One newspaper wrote that the once ‘sterile’ landscape was ‘lush in a healthy growth of tomatoes,
cabbage, squash, mustard greens, and even a grape vine or two’, after compost and ‘treat and seed’
was spread at the site.161 This ‘greening’ confounded earlier views that an entirely ‘garden or tree-
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orientated park’ would not occur at the site due to its toxicity.162 This view was shared within the 1971
Master Plan itself, and gave an insight into both an understanding of the ecological and topographical
makeup of the site, as well as adhering to Haag’s vision for a post-industrial park space which
combined industrial features, with natural elements within the design.

The 1974 Final Environmental Impact Report for Gas Works Park revealed how the continued presence
of polluted soils went on to affect the design, use, and aesthetic of the park itself.163 Haag faced several
issues in getting the park off the blueprints and into construction. He faced issues of cost and budget
pressure, as well as creating and maintaining a publicly accessible park despite its contaminated
nature. As Thaïsa Way points out, alternative proposals to remove ‘the top six feet of soil… and replace
with 180,000 cubic yards of new soil’ if carried out ‘would have left little funding for the actual park.’164
Haag had already adopted the adaptive re-use approach of industrial features, and as such,
bioremediation correlated with that vision of dealing with environmental and architectural design
concerns in situ.

As the earlier examination of popular and media commentary on industrial iconography shown, the
environmental condition of Gas Works Park also divided viewpoints both locally and beyond in terms
of commentary and analysis. Ensuring that the Park was a safe place to visit required long-term efforts
of persuasion and understanding, particularly when the timespans involved with bioremediation are
considered. Renewed environmental concerns in the 1980s and 1990s went on to test the mettle of
both the park’s continued vitality, and the trust of the public. To win over both public approval, as well
as satisfy environmental concerns held by politicians, city officials, and advocacy groups, whilst also
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adhering to financial constraints, Haag’s vision in effect raised the profile of the Park’s unique aesthetic
and environmental status, rather than hiding it.

In terms of dealing with ground pollution, a recovery process such as bioremediation represented a
slow approach. The complete removal of contaminated soils and the introduction of new soils, as
occurred during the construction of the Olympic Sculpture Park, while expensive, provided a quicker
solution to environmental degradation. Considering this, bioremediation was recognised as a decadeslong technique for Gas Works Park. Haag was forced to defend the remediation approach to the public
and the media when the park encountered difficulties in the mid-1980s.165 Following sampling within
an Environmental Protection Agency investigation in the spring of 1984, Seattle Mayor, Charles Royer
took the decision to close the Park on 20 April of that year.166 For a time after August 1984, the Play
Barn and picnic areas of the Park remained fenced off, as those sections of the site remained a
‘hotspot’ for contaminants.167

Meanwhile community and public concerns were visible during this period of closure and EPA
investigation. Throughout the Spring and Summer of 1984, local newspapers regularly updated the
public of the ongoing closure and surveys into the Park’s condition. Concerns were raised over the
presence of carcinogenic chemicals at the site which were not only present in the soils, but mobile
due to the element of groundwater run-off and infiltration. Media commentary reported on the
closure, and the potential human health risks of the park, and several articles cited the Environmental
Protection Agency’s definitions of ‘hazardous’, and ‘carcinogenic’ chemicals present in the park’s soil,
and Lake Union’s shoreline sediment. Newspaper headlines and commentaries once again raised the
issue of public safety as high on the Park agenda. The presence of environmental officials and scientists
during the mid-1980s, dressed in white overalls, hard hats, and protective gloves led to some
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sensationalist reporting that ‘moon men’ had arrived at the Park.168 Such reporting fed into the
narrative that Gas Works Park was a dangerous and hazardous place, rather than a safe and clean
space for leisure and recreational respite.

Perceptions towards soil toxicity at Gas Works Park during the mid-1980s were also reflected in local
literature. The relics of the gas plant invoked memories of an industrial past, that for some, would
have rather left behind. Washington-based author and novelist, Earl Emerson alluded to the gas plant
in his 1988 novel Black Hearts and Slow Dancing, writing that ‘A rust brown smudge ballooned over
Seattle… it grew dirtier every minute.’169 Industrial iconography, and the lingering presence of ground
pollution, as William S. Saunders and Elizabeth K. Meyer point out, came to be ‘associated with danger
and trauma as much as regeneration and healing,.170 The duality of how ground pollution and its cleanup at the site could be perceived fed into popular notions of how the same Park could be interpreted
in terms of its sublimity as a place of healing on the one hand, or nightmarish fear on the other.

Haag responded glibly to the EPA’s investigations in 1984, and remarked that ‘it was reprehensible for
the EPA to poison the minds and spirits of the people through their grotesque inquisition,’ deploying
environmental connotations by adding, ‘I just hope people’s minds haven’t been polluted.’171
Reflecting on Gas Works Park decades later, Haag explained how during his involvement with the Park,
he ‘learned about all kinds of pollution, especially bureaucratic pollution.’172 Haag’s reaction towards
the EPA’s investigations illustrated the conflict between the vision of renewal through adaptive reuse,
and the physical realities of inviting the public to traverse and engage with a contaminated site. Haag’s
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design for Gas Work Park stressed the importance of retaining the industrial markers which imbued
the Park with a sense of place and meaning. The overtly visible markers of the former industrial
condition of the site, notably the ‘cracking’ towers, exposed pipework, and boiler house machinery
were sanitised, secured, and made structurally sound prior to public access. However, the invisible
markers of industrial use, such as the hazardous particles buried in soils and sediment were dealt with
over a longer, even indefinable, period of time. Both elements, when the architect’s Master Plan is
considered, instilled a sense of place in the park, but the contaminated soils transcended the nostalgic
and preservation tendencies of machine parts. Contaminated soils required treatment and
remediation, as in a realistic, rather than conceptual sense, the park’s toxicity represented an
unwanted, but nevertheless omnipresent by-product of earlier use.

Seattle City Council returned to the issue of remediation in the early 1990s. In May 1992, the City
tabled options to fund $2 million worth of remediation work in accordance with the Environmental
Impact Statement that called for half of that figure to be sourced from the State Toxics Fund.173 In
April 1997, Seattle’s Department of Parks and Recreation, in conjunction with the Washington
Department of Ecology and Puget Sound Energy (formerly Washington Natural Gas Company),
published a ‘Public Participation Plan’ on the ongoing environmental clean-up process at Gas Works
Park.174 The document sought to identify ‘community concern’ and act upon it in a transparent
fashion, in the spirit of the Model Toxics Control Act (1988) which came about following sustained
grass-roots efforts.175 A timeline of events was established which facilitated engagement with the
public through fact sheets, workshop sessions, comment hearings, and community group briefings.
The Public Participation Plan came on the back of renewed public and media interest regarding safety
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concerns over public health and the environment during the 1990s. A Seattle Times article referred to
the late 1990s clean-up plan, as well community concerns over the presence of benzene in the park’s
soils.176

At this time, it was revealed that ‘budgetary and regulatory reasons’ lay behind the stalling of a
rigorous bioremediation plan for Gas Works Parks.177 According to a troubleshooting document, ‘state
environmental law requires that the DOE (Department of Energy) must supervise the work of the City.
Because of budget constraints, DOE did not have the staff required to supervise this kind of clean-up
effort.’ Criticisms of the environmental condition of the park continued in the media up to and after
the turn of the new century.178 Further concerns were raised over the levels of contamination at the
Park at the turn of the twentieth century. A 2003 report by the Washington State Department of
Ecology explained that ‘wastes found at the site include solvent-soaked wood chips, slag, lampblack
carbon, coal by-products, and tar.’179 The report added that

‘Analysis of sites along the north shore of Lake Union in the vicinity of Gas Works Park found high levels
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and elevated
concentrations of arsenic, copper, lead, zinc, and other metals.’180

This level of detail of the extent to which Gas Works Park constituted a polluted environment did not
correlate with descriptions and summaries completed closer to the Park’s development. A 1979
Environmental Impact Report highlighted the ‘extremely polluted condition of the site which resulted
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from over forty years of heavy industrial use.’181 The same report further outlined that ‘the long term
impact of the proposed park development on natural systems should be a return to a more stable and
ecologically sound conditions that have existed since man first developed the site.’182 The effort to
‘return’ the Park to such a condition required a plan to tackle toxicity in situ rather than through the
removal of polluted soils. Containment and remediation formulated the approach taken to dealing
with the environmental hangover from past industrial use. The same report highlighted that in
financial terms, ‘on site burial of the polluted soil should represent a significant savings to the project,’
with a plan of ‘soil rehabilitation’ undertaken to help restore soil quality over many years.183 The
former industrial use of the site therefore continued to persist in the form of an undesired
environmental legacy for years thereafter.

Compared with the subsequent history of the Park’s use and condition, its environmental condition
has proved more problematic than theorists and planners had accounted for when plans to redevelop
the site were first tabled. Nonetheless, Gas Works Park remained a popular destination for both
Seattle residents, and visiting tourists alike. The presence of pollutants in the soil, and the risk they
posed the visitors have throughout the Park’s existence been mitigated and tackled by a variety of
actors, ranging from community coalitions and city officials, to external experts and state and federal
employees in environmental departments. It has taken several decades for media narratives to fully
engage in the clean-up process which Haag envisioned at the start of the project in the late 1960s,
with newspaper headlines geared more towards negative images of danger, park closure, public
health risk, and continual testing. Despite this, the Park ranks favourably as a place to visit and tourist
attraction. In 2016, Gas Works Parks featured as one of the ’10 Parks That Changed America’ (along
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with Freeway Park, to be discussed in a later chapter), in a PBS documentary.184 The Park has also
featured in Lonely Planet, and recent travel-based publications including Seattle Walks.185

Conclusion: Gas Works Park
The history of Gas Works Park illustrates the contestation which transpired over the issue of how a
former industrial site could be reimagined as a place of leisure and recreation, without abandoning
the working history of the Park’s recent past. Tied up in this conflict – both conceptually and physically
– were debates over landscape beauty and industrial aesthetics, the joining of industry and nature,
public safety, and the issue of environmental legacy.

The attempt to create a park out of a former industrial site clashed with the continual issues of
environmental legacy. In spite of this, pollution imbued the space in cultural memory as a site linked
to industrial use even after industry ended, and this narrative was favoured by park architect Haag,
and proponents of Gas Works Park. Woven into the topics of environmental legacy and park aesthetics
relating to industrial features were safety concerns. The idea that a park is supposed to be a haven or
respite space from ‘ills’ in society clashed on a conceptual level with the intention of the architect, the
management by the Department of Parks and Recreation, and those who sought a middling narrative
between industry and nature.

Furthermore, EPA investigations and media coverage which portrayed the site in a negative way raised
questions which would go on to push the debate over how post-industrial landscapes could be
reimagined as public spaces, and whether bioremediation and environmental recovery through
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natural means, could work alongside such a space being accessible to the wider public. The debates
surrounding the park’s creation in the early 1970s, as well as heightened coverage over environmental
safety in 1984, the late 1990s, and the 2000s illustrated a resilience of the co-existence between
industry and nature, against long-held perceptions of their incompatibility.

The risk of being injured by metal parts of adapted industrial pieces could be, and were minimised by
those tasked with maintaining the park. The visible presence of abandonment served also as a warning
to visitors and park users, of the downsides of post-industrial spaces, and developed a deeper
understanding of what the Gas Works site stood for in terms of place. However, the ‘invisible’ state of
ground pollution in soils and sediment proved more shocking to park users initially. All of this came
together with the fact that Gas Works Park represented the first post-industrial park space of its kind
in North America, and the Western World. The intrigue, curiosity, and high visitor numbers suggest
that rather than shunning the attempt to bring together industry and nature, Gas Works Park has
acted as a site of experimentation in forming new opinions and perceptions on the two, seemingly
disparate concepts.

The development of Gas Works Park demonstrated one early approach to understanding and reimagining industrial spaces in a post-industrial society. The central element of the Park’s sense of place
depended upon the retention and re-use of industrial features, both in overtly visible – through
cooling towers, pipework, and machine parts – and invisible – ground pollution and soil remediation
– forms. The next chapter will pick up themes developed here regarding the relationship between
industry and nature, and explore how they were dealt with in the creation of another park on the land
of a former industrial operation within the vicinity of Downtown Seattle. At Olympic Sculpture Park,
traces of past industrial use were removed rather than retained. An alternative place-based narrative
was established by the park’s architects and advocates which fixed the sense of place towards a preindustrial, and pre-urban timeframe. In doing so, Olympic Sculpture Park attempted to foster a more
75

‘natural’ experience in park space, rather than focusing on preserving and reimagining a site of
industry.

5. 2015 Fourth of July at Gas Works Park [People picnicking and lounging.] 186
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Chapter II: Reconciling the Freeway: Seattle’s Freeway Park and I-5 Colonnade Bike Park

“It was with the Freeway, cutting through the very heart of the city, that Seattle began taking one of
its wrong turns and started to lose its identity as a city.”
Paul Thiry, 1972187

“By the freeway we did some wonderful stepped Babylonic-type gardens full of plants and lovely
things. And everybody has loved it ever since. That seems to me one of the good things about that
park too, and that is that it accepts the nature of where it is and uses it as part of the solution. Now
the two pieces of the city are connected. The healing occurred easily.”
Lawrence Halprin, discussing Freeway Park, 2003188

Eisenhower’s Interstate Highway System and Seattle
On 29 June 1956, the Federal-Aid Highway Act was signed into law by President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
The Act ushered in a wave of mostly federal-funded road highway construction across the United
States of America, and formed the Interstate Highway System.189 New and improved stretches of
highways criss-crossed the nation linking major urban centres. To create the Interstate Highway
System, the Act authorised $25 billion to fund the building of 41,000 miles of highway, over a ten-year
project, which at the time represented the largest public works project in the nation’s history, and
outpacing the ventures of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programme.190 Road
construction on the Interstate Highway System continued throughout the second-half of the twentieth
century, with total mileage covering 47,856 miles, according to data collected by the Department of
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Transportation in 2013.191 Federal-aid legislation for the Interstate Highway System exceeded the
initial costing, and by 1996, authorised funds reached $119 billion.192 Eisenhower’s Interstate Highway
System reached the city of Seattle during the 1960s in the form of Interstate 5, the main highway
linking the northern and southern borders of the United States along the Pacific Coast.

Aside from joining up the nation’s cities and disparate regions, the Interstate Highway System
pervaded into urban environments and subsequently re-ordered inner city and downtown landscapes.
In Seattle, the Interstate project cut through the Downtown as the I-5 expressway dissected the city
parallel to Seventh Avenue. By the mid-1960s, a corridor of vehicular-only traffic streamed through
central districts of Seattle which had previously been accustomed to multi-modal city streets. Seattle,
like numerous other cities across North America and Europe, was becoming geared towards the needs
of the automobile over other traditional urban functions. The growth of automobile usage and
Interstate expansion in urban locations has been connected to environmental problems such as
pollution, landscape destruction, and congestion which have been linked to negative effects on human
health, and wider social issues which include spatial dislocation, neighbourhood removal, vehicular
and energy dependence, and blight.193

This chapter will explore two responses to this dissection by concrete and automobile: the
development of two Seattle parks that attempted to re-connect the divided urban landscape and
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provide for public access and valuable recreational and social space. The first, Freeway Park, was
planned, constructed, and opened in the mid-1970s above the I-5 in the heart of Downtown Seattle.
The second, the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, came to fruition later in the mid-2000s, transforming
wasteland space beneath the elevated sections of the freeway between the Eastlake and Capitol Hill
neighbourhoods, to the north and north-east of the central business district. Together, they represent
two successful examples of the re-establishment of public space where it had previously been lost.

In this chapter, I will present an alternative spatial narrative for understanding the relationship
between the freeway and public space which occurred concurrent to other supportive or opposing
reactions towards the Interstate System. Since the 1960s, the growth of an anti-freeway movement
on the one hand, and the emphasis on interstate construction and calls for urban renewal on the other
hand, have shaped the historical narrative for understanding public reactions to city expressways.
Physically, both parks presented in this chapter – Freeway Park and the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park diverged from these traditional lines of thought and offered a compromise solution which sought to
transcend the ‘either/or’ nature of the debate. For Freeway Park’s designer Lawrence Halprin, the new
inner-city expressways with their elevated roadways, off ramps, and interchanges offered new and
exciting opportunities for the landscape architect and the urban planner to exploit, rather than
viewing the freeway as the provider of only one function, the movement of vehicular transport.194
Halprin worked with Angela Danadjieva, a project designer within Lawrence Halprin & Associates, to
put into practice the construction of a park space above a busy Seattle expressway.195 More recently,
the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park established a connective form of space between two Seattle districts
either side of the freeway, centred largely around urban BMX/off-road cycling. Conceptually, as icons
of an experimental take on the urban park motif, the two parks shifted intellectual discussion over the
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interplay of the freeway as part of the downtown urban form and how ‘new’ spaces can be formed
through the elevated and tunnelled design of multi-laned inner-city highways.

Though the case studies have similarities in certain respects such as their experimental take on park
design, operating as layered recreational spaces in relation to the non-pedestrian freeway, and both
being in Seattle, the process of by which the two spaces were established differed at a developmental
level. Freeway Park, first discussed in the late 1960s, was a project which epitomised a ‘top-down’,
institutional-led approach to park creation. From the design stage, through the park’s construction,
and its opening and subsequent trajectory, this has been the case, as Seattle’s Department of Parks
and Recreation maintained the site (and continue to do so). The park was conceptualised, designed,
and built during an era of urban renewal of cities across the nation, led and instituted predominantly
by a centralised cohort of professional officials, with the backing of the Forward Thrust initiative.

By contrast, the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, took an alternative route to becoming one of Seattle’s unique
park environments. The idea of ‘reclaiming’ divided space is more transient at the I-5 Colonnade Bike
Park, and citizens’ efforts drove a grassroots bid to create a park space between Eastlake and Capitol
Hill, with the heavy involvement of volunteer groups such as the Evergreen Mountain Bike Alliance.
By the mid-2000s, when the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park venture gained traction, urban land values were
too high to match the landmark parks projects undertaken by the City during the twentieth century,
and Seattle park policy shifted from engaging in wide-reaching urban renewal development towards
a more volunteer partnership approach.196 With this in mind, this chapter will also explore the extent
to which the public were involved in park creation, and how the two case study parks contrasted one
another in this regard during their creation, design, and management.
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Furthermore, the chapter will explore ideas of perception, and how perceptions of these spaces has
shifted over time regarding human interaction and the park’s use. In doing so, examples from both
park spaces will be presented which illustrate how specific design features and architectural
alterations has affected perception and use. Here, media commentary is also considered in the
shaping of public perceptions towards the two park spaces as well as the how the designs for the
Park’s factored into the shifting of popular perceptions. On this point, investigating how the park’s
‘mature’ in relation to horticultural design at Freeway Park, and the increasing visibility of human use
at the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, will bolster understanding of how perceptions of park space shift over
time.

Throughout this chapter the examples of first Freeway Park and then the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park to
facilitate multiple modes of movement and passage will be explored. Initial project intentions for
Freeway Park centred on the establishment of a recreational space in Downtown Seattle, for the
purposes of meeting, relaxing, and spending time within Park. However, as the Park matured, for a
variety of reasons ranging from architectural design and to visitor perception, its primary park function
altered to being that of a thoroughfare and space through movement. Similarly, the I-5 Colonnade
Bike Park invited active cycling pursuits as opposed to the Park being a place for pause and reflection.
Together, as spaces of re-connection, both Parks facilitated the movement of people, either on foot
or bike, from one city district to another in a more personal form. For Freeway Park, kinesthetics and
movement featured heavily in Halprin’s understanding of how social space operates due to the
influence of his wife’s work in the fields of experimental art and modern dance. In a more
contemporary sense, urban designer Amalie Wright’s writings on ‘linkages’, ‘obsolescences’, and ‘colocation’ help inform human use of park spaces akin to Freeway Park, investigated first in this chapter,
and the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, which will be explored later in the chapter.197
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Before engaging in an investigation of these two parks, the historical backdrop against which reactions
to inner-city freeway construction in the late twentieth century ought to be considered. The common
denominator which links both Freeway Park and the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park is their relationship to
the Interstate 5 Highway in the urban setting. The chapter will then move into the exploration of the
case studies, first introducing Freeway Park as an alternative reaction to creating and understanding
urban space which does not necessarily conform to the typical ‘pro’ or ‘anti’ freeway narrative which
has dominated traditional park debates

Historical Narratives: The Pro and Anti-Freeway Movement Debates
The ‘coming of the freeway’ to American cities, both between them and within them, provoked a
varied response to their place in the modern, urban United States. Much of the debate relating to
their construction and form has centred upon two opposing narratives – the pro-freeway movement,
often in line with calls for ‘urban renewal’, and the anti-freeway revolts. In Seattle, policy directives in
line with other major American cities, urban renewal aimed to improve the ‘quality of life’ through
investment in public housing projects, such as proposals to redevelop commercial districts such as
Pike Place Market with high-rise commercial and office space, and the fostering of infrastructure
connections between Downtown and suburb, through freeway construction.198 Countering this shift,
lobby groups and citizen activists such as Jane Jacobs mobilised for the preservation of social and
community life in the city. The selection of Freeway Park and the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park as spaces of
study serves not to counter these narratives, and should instead help elucidate an alternative
undercurrent within spatial design and conceptual analysis ongoing alongside these two movements,
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which focused on the notion of ‘reconciliation’ with the freeway. Re-appropriating and re-imagining
urban space, and what the freeway represented, is a central tenet which links these two parks.

The Interstate Highway System construction programme and funding levels underpin federal, state,
and city efforts to utilise roads and automobiles to drive economic and transportation growth across
the United States.199 For freeway advocates, the bottom line was that Interstates both connect the
nation, and power the modern economy. Robert Moses, the influential and controversial urban
thinker inextricably linked with New York City, writing in an article that appeared in a December 1956
edition of Harper’s Magazine declared that the Act and the subsequent highway construction
programme ‘will affect our entire economic and social structure.’200 In retrospect, Moses was correct
in his prediction. The coming of the Interstate Highway System had a profound effect on the nation,
and particularly the nature of public infrastructure which altered the urban fabric of numerous cities
from East to West. In this regard, the Pacific Northwest cities were familiar to downtown
infrastructural development centred around the automobile. In the aftermath of the Second World
War, national economic expansion provided fertile ground upon which the ‘automotive city’
flourished. Spacious and numerous concrete highways became commonplace in cities such as Seattle.

The concept of the ‘automobile city’, and as a result the command of the freeway in transportation
modes, has typically been applied most strongly to cities and states in the American West, including
the Pacific Northwest.201 Freeways became a central infrastructural feature, and influenced urban
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design around the needs of the automobile, particularly following the expansion of the automotive
industry in the 1950s. At that time, the post-war American economy switched from military production
to the manufacturing of consumer goods. Furthermore, suburbs grew beyond the city limits,
expanding urban populations, which required modal access between residential areas and the
workplace.202 These socio-economic elements combined and fed the demand for both freeway
construction and private transportation, with cities such as Los Angeles, Phoenix, and Seattle serving
as prime examples. In the Pacific Northwest, historian David Louter has explored how highway
expansion affected peripheral Western regions and National Parks throughout the twentieth century.
Louter argued that ‘cars dominate the national park experience’, and his research has investigated the
relationship between the park concept and the automobile.203 In the same region, the relationship
between automobile and freeway, and park and public space, can also be investigated in relation to
the urban environment.

With change came conflict and disagreement. The advent of the multi-lane, control-access freeway
which infiltrated the urban core, became the focus of a multitude of fights and quarrelling between
pro- and anti-freeway advocates. Moses was no stranger to these disputes as protest fermented in
New York City over his proposed Lower Manhattan Expressway, which cut through the heart of the
city, drew the attention of community activist Jane Jacobs, and coalition of anti-freeway groups and
individuals. The battle over the proposed Lower Manhattan Expressway in the early 1960s
represented one landmark clash in what would later be termed the ‘Freeway Revolts’. In cities across
the country, neighbourhood activists and local demonstrators protested a slew of freeway projects,
against both planned and completed urban highways. The movement transcended the United States,
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with similar protests occurring in Canada, Australia, and Europe, all reacting against what was often
perceived as a dividing, disruptive or destructive urban conduit.

Responses to the infiltration of the Interstate Highway System into inner city and downtown
environments varied between cities, and the reaction against their presence within the urban
landscape became a protracted one over the second half of the twentieth century. During the 1990s,
in San Francisco, local opposition successfully lobbied for the raising of the Embarcadero Freeway,
following on from lengthy disputes during the 1980s, and safety concerns following the Loma Prieta
earthquake which struck the city in 1989.204 In San Diego, plans to connect Interstate 5 and Interstate
805 downtown were halted following neighbourhood opposition. And in Los Angeles, the Laurel
Canyon Freeway which would have cut through Central Los Angeles, extending from Hollywood to Los
Angeles International Airport, failed to make it off the drawing board following local opposition, and
the fact its path led through an influential celebrity district.205

Within Seattle, one section of the mothballed R.H. Thomson Expressway (originally the Empire
Expressway), which would have cut through Washington Park Arboretum, southwards east of Capitol
Hill, and eventually connect with Interstate 5, was built following approval in 1959.206 At the northern
end of the expressway, an elevated interchange would connect the planned freeway with a proposed
link across Lake Washington, and it was here where a collection of ramps were constructed but never
completed. Successful lobbying by citizen activists against the plan, and in support of preserving the
wetland environment and Washington Arboretum, resulted in the axing of the project. The short ramp
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sections remained a ghost of a future that could have been for the next half-century and began to be
dismantled in 2016.

6. Empire Expressway Bridge Design. Copy of Drawing. Arboretum Interchange. Jan 8, 1960.207

A variety of feelings have forwarded local anti-freeway movements across the United States. In these
New York and Los Angeles examples, plans were halted prior to construction, the former by a
grassroots movement, and the latter by elite-celebrity pressure. The calls to tear down the
Embarcadero Freeway, dominating the Bay waterfront accelerated following an act of nature.
However, these examples illustrate one important commonality, which centred on the tearing down
of the freeway within the urban landscape as a means of solving the problem of inner-city highway
proliferation. Jane Jacobs, the prominent urban activist in New York argued that expressways and
autos were ‘instruments of city destruction.’208 Additionally, Raymond Mohl has noted how the
teardown movement which sprung up across the United States during the 1960s and 1970s, favoured
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freeway removal and championed alternative modes of transportation, chiefly light rail, and mass
transit.209 DiMento and Ellis have recently explored the shifts in public feeling over American freeways
during the twentieth century, arguing that the Interstate Highway System was ‘a logical development
of modern transportation technology’ but its development has come to be an ‘iterative process, in
which modifications came as highway developers learned from past mistakes’ such as neighbourhood
destruction, pollution, and a lack of public input.210

These traditional debates, casting a ‘pro’ or ‘anti’ view of the freeway has explained political and social
discourse for numerous examples across the United States, notably that of Manhattan in New York,
but it has its limitations when applied to the two Parks investigated in this chapter.211 Contrary to this
narrative, by focusing on the development of two Seattle parks inextricably linked to the freeway, an
alternative history of approaching the coming of the multi-lane freeway into the city limits can be
etched. Freeway Park and the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, both constructed along stretches of the NorthSouth Interstate 5 highway in Seattle reconnected downtown districts dissected by a busy arterial
route, crossing the Interstate either above or below its express lanes. In both instances, the imperative
behind the creation of the parks has been to bring into use accessible public space, in conjunction with
a land use with prohibits non-vehicular public access. Additionally, both Freeway Park and the I-5
Colonnade Bike Park were experimental in their form, use, and design, and reflected attempts to
reconcile both disconnection within urban space, and provide a park environment which meets the
challenges of establishing public space around non-conventional park features involving concrete,
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columns, and traffic. Peter Harnik has argued that ‘it wasn’t until the construction of Freeway Park
that the “deck-the-freeway” concept began getting some serious attention.”212 With that, the
alternative line taken by Halprin, and those thereafter inclined by his beliefs of the urban form in a
‘Freeway Age’, this chapter will now turn to examine both parks in turn, beginning with Freeway Park
and its visionary design in the 1970s.

‘Lidding’ the Interstate 5: Freeway Park
The earlier of the two parks, Freeway Park, was conceptualised not long after the express lanes first
opened to traffic in the late 1960’s. The Park forms a ‘park-lid’ above the Interstate 5 between Exit
164 and Exit 165B, and Sixth and Ninth Avenues. The park has connected Downtown Seattle with the
neighbouring First Hill district, which had been divided following the full opening of the Interstate 5
express lanes in January 1967.213

In order to be of most use for vehicular users – both luring new users and alleviating downtown traffic
congestion – the Interstate 5 was built directly through central areas of Seattle, which were heavily
populated residentially and commercially. The Park took advantage of air rights above the highway,
ceded by the Department of Transportation, which project files highlighted as the ‘largest area of
undeveloped area in the Downtown which can be developed as a park.’214 Downtown regeneration
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projects drew political and economic support from city, state, and federal levels of government, with
the ‘Forward Thrust’ initiatives highlighting Seattle’s focus on local urban growth against the backdrop
of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s policies of renewal, the War on Poverty and support for publicprivate partnerships.215 As a result, Freeway Park was funded from a variety of sources in this vein,
with Forward Thrust bonds accounting for $2.8m of a $3.5m budget.216 Administratively, the Park was
managed and developed through the city, notably, the Department of Parks and Recreation, and
monthly progress reports during construction phases, as well as after the park’s opening in 1976,
attested to this structure.217 At the time of opening, the park created 4.5 acres of newly accessible
public space (later expanded to 5.5 acres with additional phases of development) in Seattle’s
downtown centre.218

Elsewhere in the United States, some early attempts to combine multi-modal spaces in relation to
inner city freeways had been attempted, though not on the scale envisioned for Freeway Park. In New
York City, the Brooklyn Heights Promenade completed in 1951, composed of a cantilevered walkway
which partially covered what would become Interstate 278 in Brooklyn, with west-facing views of
Manhattan. The ‘roadtop park’ gave ‘broad views of the New York Harbor,’ and was completed under
the oversight of Robert Moses, highlighting an early example of such a design, which combined Moses
two urban interests – roads and parks.219 The design of the Brooklyn Heights Promenade precedes
that of Halprin’s writing on Freeways, and of Seattle’s Freeway Park, but provided a marker of how
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freeway and public space could be reconciled. Halprin and Danadjieva embraced the concept more
readily, and the function of a public park to physically link two distinct spaces divided by the Interstate
5.

The design for Freeway Park, championed by Lawrence Halprin and his landscape design firm,
Lawrence Halprin & Associates, incorporated brutalist architectural form and natural ‘green’ elements
above the Interstate 5 express lanes below. A public advisory guide outlined how following the
completion of the project, ‘the landscaped cover will provide a park-like pedestrian link between First
Hill and the downtown business district.’220 Topographically, the I-5 express lanes are partially sunken
which provided Halprin and his team the ability to bridge across the freeway, creating a lid structure.
Covering a 460 metre stretch of the I-5, Freeway Park spans ten express lanes, with additional acreage
to the east of the interstate, and according to Alan Tate represents ‘a prime example of the
exploitation of “air-rights” over a highway’.221 Sunken, or partially sunken freeway routes cut through
inner cities and downtowns across the nation, rather than the costlier approach of tunnelling
underneath a city. Coupled with Seattle’s steep natural geography, forming gradients from west to
east, the design of Freeway Park, with its numerous stairways and ramps, in some respects mirrors
the sloping landscape form which the freeway had dissected. A closer insight into the aesthetic design
of the Park in relation to the surrounding urban form will be discussed shortly, but for now, it is worth
considering Halprin’s conceptualisations of the mid-twentieth century city design and how this
influenced the creation of Freeway Park in Seattle, before moving onto the physical development of
the Park during the early 1970s.

Writing in his 1966 book, Freeways, Halprin highlighted a duality in the infiltration of multi-lane
expressways into urban environments. On the one hand, Halprin exclaimed that their construction
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was destructive for the urban fabric of a city. However, their unique and disruptive form, weaving
through downtown and inner-city districts, presented the opportunity for creative development.
Halprin explains in the book that freeways offered ‘form-giving potential,’ and saw ‘their inherent
qualities as works of art in the city’.222 Halprin continued, stating that often, feelings towards freeways
in cities comes down to perception. Pro-growth advocates heralded their construction across the
nation as a positive move for the post-war American economy. Conversely, anti-freeway activists saw
the freeway’s presence in the city as oppressive and damaging to urban life and inner-city
communities. The antidote to this, Halprin argued, was to reset ingrained perceptions. He quantified
that ‘the trick is to perceive the freeway as part of the cityscape and tame it, rather than complain
about it.’223

Halprin, when he stated that ‘transportation must take its place as a form-giving rather than a
destructive element,’ also saw within aspects of freeway design, the opportunity to limit its intrusive
elements into urban ecology and social spaces.224 Elsewhere, and at the same time, Parks & Recreation
noted in a 1966 article that ‘contrary to popular misconception that the highway planner has a
bulldozer mentality, the profession in the past decade has been increasingly concerned with
a?esthetic and human values.’225 While it is difficult to see through a mid-1960s lens how the highway
planners adapted Downtown sections of Interstate 5 in Seattle to adhere to this aesthetic realisation,
Halprin positioned himself as one designer who was conscious of the ‘human values’ that others were
calling for.
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In Freeways, Halprin mapped out a theoretical blueprint and explained that ‘if interchanges are
designed as parks, they can bring needed recreation facilities into a downtown area.’226 Halprin
recognised that the process of constructing swathes of concrete highways in cities created new space
at the same time for non-vehicular use. Perceptually, the arrival of the freeway demolished sections
of the city, but it also implicitly established new land use opportunities beyond the singular purpose
of facilitating the movement of automobiles. At the time of publication, Halprin summarised the state
of freeway construction in American cities by arguing that ‘freeways have always been designed for
one purpose only and that is to move traffic.’227 Alternatively, for a freeway to ‘become a part of the
city and cease being separate from it,’ Halprin claimed that ‘enormous possibilities unfold,’ as multiple
urban functions, such as parks and recreational space, can become woven into the fabric of the city,
in harmony with the freeway.228 Running concurrently with the gaining momentum of the antifreeway movement, Halprin offered an alternative outlook on urban alterations in the era of mass
inner city highway development. Understanding and conceptualising the freeway in this manner,
viewing the freeway as a part of the new urban landscape, ultimately informed his design for Freeway
Park in Seattle.

The resulting Freeway Park was constructed between interchanges, rather than at one. At the site of
the Park, the I-5 curves from north-west/south-east to north/south in direction. This curvature, along
with the east-west hillside gradient at this location, provided one of the alternative spaces that Halprin
alluded to, in which the urban contours of the land gave the designer and planner ‘form-giving’
potential to work with when developing a new public space. Prior to the eventual plans which would
see Freeway Park come to fruition, earlier visions for a lidded Interstate 5 in Downtown Seattle had
called for a longer stretch over over-head park space, covering several intersections in the process.
This lengthier ‘lidding’ of the Interstate 5 over a twelve-block span were originally mused by Paul Thiry,
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as a means of ‘rectify[ing] some of the mistakes of the 1960s.’229 A visionary lidded ribbon of newly
created public space would have epitomised the Halprin’s doctrine of working with, rather than
against, the freeway in modern urban planning. In the downtown, the Interstate 5 would have
effectively been artificially buried into a tunnel, despite its original above ground construction.
However, the ambitious and costly plans were scaled back to cover roughly a three-block span.

The section of the Interstate 5 which Freeway Park would be constructed above was part of a 20-mile
stretch informally known as the Seattle-Everett Freeway. This segment of the north-south I-5 project
was opened on February 3, 1965, at a cost of $18 million. The opening represented a ‘major highlight’
in the Washington State Highway Commission’s Thirty-first Biennial Report, as the new freeway
‘eliminated 26 traffic lights’ and ‘save[d] motorists 22 minutes driving time and 84 cents per trip.’230
The freeway, in the eyes of the state’s Department of Transportation, gave the city enhanced mobility
and movement, economic benefits, and much needed time-savings. On the ground, the physicality of
a multi-laned concrete highway dissected the urban form in two.

Selecting an architect and approving a design
Once the city had thrown its weight behind the siting of a park above the I-5 in the Downtown,
attention turned towards selecting the architect to design and oversee the project. Lawrence Halprin
and his firm had been selected by the City in November 1970 from a shortlist of names, and he went
on to design Freeway Park with Angela Danadjieva.231 Initially, the park board were keen to recruit a
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locally-based architect to spearhead the design project for Freeway Park. Included within these
considerations was Seattle-based Richard Haag Associates, the landscape architect firm behind the
developments at the derelict Brown Point Gas Works site, and Paul Thiry, a commended and
distinguished voice in Seattle urban planning and affairs.232 A ‘father of Northwest modernism’, Thiry
served as a supervising architect at the 1962 World’s Fair which took place in Seattle, and continued
to have a hand thereafter in the fairground’s renovations into the Seattle Center.233 His iconic
residential designs at Normandy Park, Washington garnered national attention and was emblazoned
across the cover of Sunset magazine.234 However, Halprin’s vision, and informed conceptual approach,
as illustrated in Freeways, captivated the attention of the City, despite the fact his landscape architect
firm was based in San Francisco. This locational element went onto affect the resulting design of the
Park, particularly regarding horticultural design as the vegetation and park matured. The selection of
specific plants factored into shaping public perceptions of Freeway Park during the 1980s and 1990s,
which will be returned to later in this chapter.

In line with his innovative approach to understanding the freeway, as laid out in his book, Lawrence
Halprin was keen to give the public a stake in the new park, especially during the developmental stage
of its life, as a means of avoiding a potential rift between designer and user. This style was also evident
in Richard Haag’s design process with Gas Works Park. Halprin categorised his method of involving the
public through what he called, the RSVP Cycle. The RSVP Cycle essentially represented a systematic
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method of understanding collaboration within the design and developmental stages of an
architectural project.235 In a 2003 interview, on the origin of the RSVP cycles, Halprin said that:

I became very aware of the fact that as I designed if I didn't include people somehow they became angry,
literally... I thought of ways at that moment where I would try to get a system going which would allow
people to feel a creative, who are going to be shareholders and occupants of an environment, that would
allow them to participate in not only the dialogue as clients but also as participants of the solution.236

The development of Freeway Park, faced challenges in its experimental approach to park design on
the one hand, and in its physical siting in the urban landscape on the other. In addition to the public
voice, nearby developers and the planned construction of large buildings adjacent to the park also
influenced the conversation of Halprin’s downtown project. Surrounding buildings and their occupiers,
such as Horizon House, the Park Place Building, and the ongoing plan to construct a parking garage all
required a careful period of consultation, collaboration, and compromise between the various parties.
Archival documents compiled in 1972 highlighted that Seattle City Council subsequently ‘acted $3-1/2
million dollars for a 585-car public parking garage, which would support the eastern half of the park,’
a structure partially constructed underground.237 The concrete design of the parking garage blended
with the aesthetic of the interstate freeway, and the brutalist visuals of Freeway Park above it. The
inclusion of a parking garage also cemented the centrality of the automobile in the outlook of
downtown planning, when planners prospectively gazed into the future of urban locales such as
Seattle. In short, it was clear that by 1972, the site would ‘contain a private office building and garage,
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an interstate freeway, a public parking garage, and Seattle’s major downtown park which will also
provide access over the freeway.’238

Concerns were raised as early as 1969, when the Park was still in its conceptual development and
planning stages, over the issue of shading and shadowing in the Park because of the construction of
the Park Place Building. One concerned individual highlighted that the building would be ‘detrimental’
and ‘would detract from the pleasing appearance of the gateway to the inner city’ which the Park
would represent to both visitors on foot, and those viewing the city from the freeway.239 The then
Seattle Mayor, Floyd Miller, responded to such concerns by emphasising how the city was working
with the developers of the Park Place Building, R.C. Hedreen. The eventual result of this negotiation
saw Hedreen locate their planned high-rise to the northwest corner of the park, so that shade from
afternoon sunshine would not diminish light levels in Freeway Park. The Park Place development
reportedly returned $175,000 dollars to the City in taxes, compared to the $50,000 collected from
prior use.240 From the point of view of the City, this economic element illustrated the financial motive
for accommodating both a new urban park, and commercial property at the site. High-rise buildings,
as predicted the then Parks Superintendent Hans A. Thompson, eventually sprung up around Freeway
Park, and added an additional topographical element to the aesthetic of the fledgling park.241

Integral further to the development of Freeway Park was the Forward Thrust bonds and with that
programme, the work of James Ellis. Ellis, headed the Forward Thrust initiative in the late 1960s and
early 1970s and continually backed the creation of the Park, a hallmark in a series of measures and
projects Ellis had a hand in, which would progressively manage urban growth, ensuring ‘more open
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space, and more parks.’242 Ellis encapsulated how Freeway Park transcended the pro- and anti-freeway
discourse:

[Freeway Park] did not become a casualty of the war between freeway fighters and freeway lovers. This
project did not suffer the attrition of lengthy lawsuits between environmentalists and developers.
Freeway Park was enthusiastically undertaken as a joint project by imaginative private owners, by
sensitive highway officials and by a city determined to stay livable.243

Here, Ellis referred to the range of interest groups, departments, and organisations, both public and
private, who came together to create the Freeway Park project, and the adjoining structures. In 2008,
a push was made by the Freeway Park Neighborhood Association to rename the Park in honour of
Ellis.244 The Association President, David Brewster labelled Ellis, ‘Mr Freeway Park’ highlighting the
efforts of the Forward Thrust civic leader in getting the Park off the drawing board and into reality.245

Furthermore, a Tripartite Agreement, signed off by the Mayor of Seattle, the State of Washington
Department of Highways, and R.C. Hedreen in May 1970, included specific reference to the
construction of pedestrian bridges between the Park project and adjacent property. The pedestrian
bridges worked as a ‘good faith attempt to secure the consent of the Plymouth Church and/or the
owner or owners of the property north of University Street’ in order to provide local foot access.246
These additional, collaborative arrangements adhered to Halprin’s RSVP strategy and demonstrated
that the Park was more than just an architectural vanity project above the freeway. Mayor Wesley C.
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Uhlman went further, stating in private correspondence with the League of Women Voters of Seattle
that without Tripartite Agreement, ‘there would be no Freeway Bridge or Park at all.’247

Within the project goals, three of the five aims for the Park related to access, pedestrian safety, and
visitor experience. Read in conjunction with the Tripartite Agreement, the five goals in sum would
produce ‘reciprocal benefits’ for those involved and the resulting park environment, created for the
citizens of Seattle248. The first of the goals sought to ‘improve pedestrian access across the Seattle
Freeway and adjacent streets in the vicinity of Seneca Street and University Street,’ which directly
indicated how Freeway Park operated as a mechanism for urban re-connection following the
construction of the Interstate 5. Building on from this, a second goal called for the ‘separat[ion of]
pedestrian and vehicular movement to achieve maximum vehicular and pedestrian safety.’ The third
goal, relating to visitor usage and benefit summed up the intention of the project as a whole:

develop a substantial connected public open space available for pedestrian passage, for the
preservation of light and air for public rest and recreation and for enjoyment as a place of interest in a
dense urban environment.249

In-line with these goals and in-keeping with the urban freeway environment, the Park design meshed
man-made concrete structure and borders, with green elements through raised planters, tree lines,
and minimal maintenance flower beds. Freeway Park’s brutalist design chimes with Halprin’s earlier
writings on urban park design in post-war America. His view placed emphasis on the concrete form of
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the city, rather than utilising greenery and flowers to hide or limit the visibility of man-made
structures. In Freeways, he wrote that

The integration of the freeway and the city with its landscape should be understood to mean integration
with its urban environment. This means an integration with architecture and urban form, not with
planting. Shrubbery and grass and plantings in cities often are diametrically opposed to urban qualities
of aesthetics, particularly in built-up urban cores.250

The prominence of concrete within the zig-zagging design by Halprin and Danadjieva emphasised the
urban nature of the location. The varying heights of concrete containers and blocks mirrors within the
park, the visible skyscraper and high-rise structures that existed, and were built subsequently, outside
and surrounding the park. The maze-style layout of the Park reflected the density accustomed to the
urban city form, as well as maximised the acreage and space available for Park use, on a perceptual
level. This latter feature of Freeway Park’s design went on to create a myriad of social and criminal
problems as the Park matured in the 1980s and 1990s, negatively altering Seattleite’s view of the
space.

Concerns over design were raised at the advent of construction of Freeway Park. Carl R. Johnson,
Director of the Columbia Club, a programme which served dinner and organised social events for
senior citizens in Downtown Seattle, vented his worries publicly in the Seattle Times in 1975. He wrote
on behalf of his organisation that they feared Freeway Park would become an ‘architectural
nightmare,’ adding:

We are expressing our concern about the freeway park… there was one word that prompted this letter,
and that word was “canyon”. If this is true, we see that type of construction as a barrier to movement
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of people and a potential area for assault… Lest you forget, they [senior citizens] are already residing in
a “grand canyon” of concrete walls and asphalt valleys with streams of water and traffic. 251

Johnson invoked the metaphor of nature to illustrate the Columbia Club’s frustration of the ‘antinature’ of Downtown Seattle. The “canyon” mentioned within his remarks referred to the cascading
water features included within Halprin and Danadjieva designs. Johnson’s tone reflected the view that
there was a disconnect between Halprin’s vision which fused the natural and the non-natural in the
city, creating an ‘urban nature’, and the long-held view that park spaces should be more closely aligned
to nature, in order to delineate them from the concrete and asphalt he describes. Later remodelling
in the Park further addressed issues of access for senior citizens and users with limited mobility, but
the question over prioritising the Park’s utility or landmark spatial design became a continuous debate
from its conception.

Mitigating the Freeway
The remaining two stated goals within the project description for the Freeway Park plans directly
related towards the mitigation of undesirable elements that had accompanied the utility of the
downtown section of the Interstate 5.252 These were outlined as ‘mak[ing] the freeway aesthetically
more compatible with adjacent public and private land use,’ and also to ‘suppress the traffic noise of
the Seattle Freeway for a substantial adjacent area.’ Between cities, these by-products of the
Interstate System proved less of an issue, but in a busy residential and commercial downtown
environment, these two stated goals became a focus for limiting the detrimental effect of the
freeway’s presence in the city.
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Prior to the Park’s construction, local traffic data indicated that the Downtown I-5 express lanes served
97,000 vehicles each day (1970).253 In 1976, the year Freeway Park opened to the public, this figure
had risen to 120,600 vehicles per day.254 The amount of traffic passing underneath Freeway Park has
risen steadily since then, with 198,300 vehicles in 1990, and by 2016, the section of Interstate 5 below
Freeway Park served 207,000 vehicles daily.255 The Interstate 5 was organising the city for the
motorist, but increased automobile usage had a detrimental environmental impact in the form of
noise pollution. Within the park environment, it inevitably meant that the freeway remained
omnipresent. Halprin carved out a new social space in a concrete landscape which had previously
created void spaces – places that lacked a public or social function overtly beyond that of automobile
transport. But the Park had to overcome issues of noise to appeal to the wider public, and the nonvehicular user. The problem of noise proved a paramount issue for Halprin and planners alike, as the
stated goals for Freeway Park illustrated. The alternative solution to minimise the traffic noise, and
mask its source was woven into the Park’s design.

Elisabeth C. Miller [Betty Miller], acted as a horticultural consultant for Freeway Park during its design
and construction in the mid-1970s. Miller conveyed her thoughts on the design of the Park in a 1979
article for American Forests. She highlighted the growing ‘psychological and physical pressures of the
city environment’ and the need for tranquillity in public spaces. At the same time, Miller conceded
that ‘many of our traditionally favorite trees cannot tolerate the environmental stresses,’ referring to
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the depth of plant beds, air pollution, and funnelling wind patterns found in cities such as Seattle.256
In the article, Miller also raised concerns that over time, trees planted in concrete beds with limited
space and drainage ‘will eventually rot in the resultant stagnant water,’ and called for these aspects
of Freeway Park’s horticultural design to be given ‘highest priority on the budget.’257 Nonetheless,
‘dense edges of conifers,’ were selected for their ‘environmental tolerance’ as well as for aesthetic
purposes.258 The growth of tree lines in Freeway Park went onto exceed expectations in terms of
height and coverage, and were subsequently blamed for fostering social issues which occurred in the
Park, as the space matured.

A carefully planned system of cascading water features was the solution proposed by Halprin and
Danadjieva’s design. Halprin’s design statement outlined how fountains on the western side of the
Park would be cascading and interact with an ‘exciting, active, [and] enthralling’ sense of place.
Meanwhile, on the eastern side of the Park, place-making of a more ‘softly’ and reflective section of
the park would be aided by ‘quiet shallow pools and a diminutive waterfall.’259 Instructive physical
models of the proposed park illustrated this combination of water, concrete, and green foliage,
carefully positioned to ensure road noise was eliminated from the space as much as possible. To the
east of the Interstate, top-down models of the design centralised the shallow pools and border tree
line shielding the edge of the Park and the roadway. While to the west of Freeway Park, the towering
canyon design was clearly visible offering terraces and sheer drops for water to tumble over.
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7. Model of Freeway Park showing the reflecting pools to the east of the park. 1970. 260

Hans A. Thompson, Seattle Parks Superintendent from 1969 to 1973, writing in Parks & Recreation,
the leading national publication on park issues, highlighted that in the centre of the park, ‘a series of
waterfalls will tumble over a 30-foot by 120-foot canyon and fall into pools on the canyon floor.’261 He
continued to add that ‘the sound of falling water… will alleviate the site’s noise pollution problem so
that the visitor will find the park a restful retreat from the urban environment.’262 Writing in 1972,
four years before Freeway Park opened to the public, Thompson here had already accepted that the
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acoustic environment of the space would not be akin to the traditional municipal park, but the design
represented an attempt to circumvent these residual spatial issues. Public information signage
emphasised that ‘27,000 gallons of water are recirculated each minute,’ to muffle freeway noise,
when the water aspects of the park are in operation.263

One of the main water features included within the design of Freeway Park was funded by the
American Legion Foundation of Seattle, which gifted the City $35,000 to establish a ‘Children’s Wading
Pool and Fountain,’ accompanied by a commemorative plaque.264 The pool and fountain, with the
sounds of falling water, helped mitigate a proportion of the road noise emanating from the freeway
below, and initially provided a recreational function for family-orientated play. In this light, the design
and intention for the space aligned with traditional park functions, for recreation and escape. John
Miller, chairman of the City Council Parks and Public Ground Committee, responded by stating that
‘the fountain and wading pool will enhance a park which itself will bring greater beauty and vitality to
Seattle’s downtown.’ A 1976 brochure for Freeway Park proclaimed that ‘the freeway has been
silenced.’265

However, despite the aural water-centric solution, Freeway Park’s design ‘couldn’t completely muffle
the sound of traffic, and the park experience is accompanied by a white noise – not obtrusive, but not
minimal, either,’ wrote Peter Harnik in 2012.266 The issue of noise intrusion into the park, and a
decision to switch off the water fountains factored into an image problem which plagued the Park’s
identity in the 1980s and 1990s, and as a result shifted its identity through the decades.
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Shifting Perceptions and Problems of Perception
The Environmental Impact Statement compiled for Freeway Park acknowledged how the Park would
facilitate the movement of people between districts. It was estimated that ‘the total number of park
users, including people who just walk through the park on their way to some other destination, is
estimated at 3000-4000 per day.’ This figure incorporated footfall from adjacent ‘residential areas east
of the park [walking] through the park to jobs or other destinations in the Central Business District.’
Additionally, the report highlighted how ‘there should be significant general use of the park on warm
sunny days, particularly during the lunch hour by office workers.’ These visitation numbers were
approximated at 1,000 per day, plus around 800 vehicles using the parking garage. Designers and
auditors recognised the Park’s function as a connecting modal as well as a destination in itself.

As a destination, Freeway Park was intended to be a place to go for specific purpose. This was
highlighted through several leisure and recreation events which occurred regularly after the Park’s
opening in 1976. Archival photography from the late 1970s captured a scene of vibrancy and activity
in terms of the Park’s use as a destination, beyond that of a thoroughfare. Citizens would gather for
lunchtime concerts and weekend big band ensembles. Children and adults alike were photographed
enjoying the water features of the Park, cooling off during unusually sweltering summer days for a city
iconified for dreary wet weather. What stands out from the photographic record is the demographics.
Men and women, adults and children, elderly couples and young families are shown enjoying their
time in the Park. Additional photographs from the 1970s also display quieter scenes of strolling and
relaxing, a past-time often associated with the function of a municipal park space.
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8. Enjoying the fountains in Freeway Park. 1970. 267

9. Lunchtime concert taking place in Freeway Park. 14 September 1979. 268
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One Seattle Times article recounted a September afternoon in 1978, in which the Seattle Symphony
Orchestra performed in Freeway Park, while ‘crowds perched on cement columns, sat on the grass,
and patiently stood on the walkways.’ The ‘symphony-goers tote[d] brown-bag lunches and bottles of
wine,’ with the event bringing together ‘businessmen in suits and ties, senior citizens, students, office
workers, and a few small children,’ for the lunchtime recital.269 Similarly, additional media
commentary captured the scene in Freeway Park on an April lunchtime, writing that ‘it takes about 10
minutes on a balmy spring day for workers in most of Seattle’s downtown offices to get from their
desks to Freeway Park.’270 At that time, Freeway Park was ‘irresistible’ for the downtown dweller on
an agreeable day.271 The idyllic prose is accompanied by a serene image of people sitting on the
concrete edging, enjoying the spring sunshine, with many of the Park’s trees without leaves and having
yet to reach full maturity. The ranging heights of Halprin and Danadjieva’s concrete columns offered
Park users the opportunity to perch atop, dangle their feet of the edge, with the backdrop of gurgling
water to help them retreat from the urban surrounds. This clever mimicking of nature with the form
of the city enabled the individual to imagine that they were not sitting in an urban park, rather a
national park, miles from Seattle’s streets.

It did not take long for others to raise an alternative interpretation of this design feature. As Jane
Jacobs warned in 1960, ‘parks are volatile spaces… they tend to run to extremes of popularity and
unpopularity.’272 Anything but tranquil and relaxing, others charged that Freeway Park was hazardous.
One Seattle resident wrote to the Seattle Times with urgency, and remarked that ‘great danger exists
to life and limb.’ Those same lofty concrete vantage points ran the risk of ‘falls from higher waterfalls
and even that of drowning.’273 There was reasonable logic behind these warnings, as some heights
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reached 30 feet above ground level for the Park. Other residents wrote to the Superintendent of
Seattle Parks and Recreation in the Summer of 1976, when Freeway Park officially opened for public
use, and highlighted the potential for criminal activity in ‘hidden walled-in areas’ where an individual
could be ‘robbed, mugged,’ or become the victim of a sexual assault.274 On this latter suggestion, the
warning foreshadowed a string of sexual and violent assaults committed in Freeway Park in the 1980s,
1990s, and early 2000s, which will be discussed shortly. In response to the concerns raised, Parks
Superintendent David L. Towne argued that Freeway Park ‘was specifically designed to involve people
creatively in its environment,’ but warned against ‘careless or inappropriate use.’275 The position of
the Parks Department and those who advocated the Park’s design faced the challenge of how the
conceptual design worked in reality, when some of its innovative and brutalist design went on to foster
unwanted perceptions and behaviour.

Following on from the initial years after opening, fewer people saw Freeway Park as either a
destination for relaxation, or as a desirable walking route to and from workplaces and residential
streets, though the latter function prevailed during daylight hours. A string of incidents occurred
during the 1980s which sparked a continuous decline in public support for Freeway Park. These events
which centred around the combination of illicit activity and poor maintenance cemented a negative
image for the Park which the Parks Department and local advocates were unable to shift until the new
century.

One of the most significant moments in shaping the negative perception of Freeway Park’s occurred
on 2 April 1985, when a woman who was passing through the Park became the victim of a sexual
assault. Archival documents describe how the incident took place during the mid-afternoon when the
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victim was ‘grabbed’ by the assailant who ‘came from the shrubbery.’276 The incident drew city-wide
and national attention.277 Employees working in the nearby Park Place office block demanded action
to curb illicit and criminal activity that had taken root in the Park. In a letter to the Mayor of Seattle,
they called for the pruning of overgrown shrubbery for creating an atmosphere in which ‘unsavory
characters with less than honorable intentions could hide or to which they could drag their victims.’278
In relation to this second point, the signatories of the letter called for ‘increased police surveillance’
so visitors could use the Park ‘without the fear that we may suffer bodily and emotional trauma.’279

A Seattle Police Department memorandum letter highlighted years earlier, in August of 1982, that
pedestrian routes and public spaces within the park were poorly lit, particularly the East Plaza, and
the 8th Avenue underpass. The 1982 letter also raised general issues of concern which included the
Park’s ‘heavily landscaped’ design regarding shrubbery, and an ‘isolated area’ close to a stairway
between the park and street level on 8thAvenue which ‘identified this location as a problem area and
highly vulnerable to misuse.’280 Following the 2nd April incident, Parks Superintendent Walter Hundley
corresponded with Mayor Royer about putting into place security measures based upon the 1982 SPD
findings, particularly with regard to shrubbery pruning, lighting concerns, and cordoning off of the
‘isolated area.’281 Hundley’s letter revealed that the 2nd April attack took place ‘in an area of the park
not visible from the park pathway and noise from the I-5 traffic corridor permeates the area.282 From
these descriptions and the subsequent measures taken by the Parks Department, the Seattle Police
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Department, and the various Maintenance Divisions, a combination of design features contributed the
conditions in which the criminal act could take place.

Later in 1985, John Hopkins of the Facilities Maintenance Division, highlighted that exit doors between
the Parking Garage and Freeway Park lock behind ‘exiting persons [meaning that they] become
trapped between unsavoury characters, and a locked door.’283 This omission reveals both the design
issues behind the exit route, and the perception that upon arrival in Freeway Park, parking garage
users were likely to meet ‘unsavory characters.’ Hopkins blames lighting in this situation, as adequate
illumination would have ‘permit[ted] people to see, through the window doors, the situations they
would be stepping into.’284 Following on from the sexual assault which took place in April 1985, further
design features contributed to an unsafe environment which fed fears that Freeway Park was a
dangerous downtown location.

In 1986, matters regarding lighting and shading within the Park rose up the agenda of issues plaguing
Freeway Park’s image problem. Robert L. Durham of Urban Seattle Community Council linked the
problems of inadequate lighting inside Freeway Park to undesirable and criminal activity. Durham
observed that ‘because the trees have grown so tall, the 80-foot lighting poles are no longer effective.
Pathways are thrown into deep shadow… and these tunnels of darkness invite incidents that can
become serious.’285 In his letter to Chief Fitzsimmons of the Seattle Police Department, the Parks
Department and Seattle Mayor Charles Royer, Durham reminded the city officials of a sexual assault
which occurred in Freeway Park, plus ‘drinking parties in the middle of the night,’ and other activities
which included the setting off of ‘fireworks,… [and] purse snatchings.’286 Durham and the Urban
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Seattle Community Council continued to press on the issue of shading and lighting into 1988. One
letter to Holly Miller, the new Parks Superintendent, in October of that year stated that the
organisation, ‘for the past eighteen months… expressed our concern about the inadequate pedestrian
lighting in Freeway Park.’287 Miller responded to these concerns with Parks Department plans of tree
removal and re-lighting.288

Parks Department archival records detailed a string of incidents and observations between 1987 and
1988 which highlighted the desperate state which had befallen Freeway Park. Included within these
records was the ‘rush [isobutyl nitrate drug]… with syringes around the bottle’; ‘vandals caught putting
graffiti on the walls’; the arrest of ‘two men who were in the women’s public restroom’; ‘transient
sleeping’; ‘vomit and feces throughout the park’; and the dumping of ‘garbage’ and large goods.’ The
catalogue of misdemeanours also included evidence of drug use, theft, and the consumption of
alcohol within the Park.289 These incidents contributed to the decline of both the Park’s physical
environment, and the public image of Freeway Park, which upon its opening had been billed as a
much-needed oasis of public space in the heart of a growing Seattle Downtown.

Archival documentation suggests a sluggish back-and-forth process of apportioning responsibility
between Seattle Parks and Recreation, Seattle Police Department, and by 1988, the new Washington
State Convention Center for dealing with the issues plaguing Freeway Park. One letter highlights how
the Parks Department approached the Seattle Police Department about providing ‘more, [and]
regular, evening and nighttime foot patrols through Freeway Park,’ an issue raised numerous times
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between in 1987 and 1988.290 Durham pointed out on one occasion that while ‘cruising the streets in
a patrol car may work for thoroughfares… this leaves a park area with no observation at all.’291 The
unique design of Freeway Park, with the unconventional elevated east-west design straddling above
the Interstate 5 expressway meant that the Park was difficult to patrol from the perspective of a police
vehicle. By separating the Park away from the access and sight of vehicular traffic, the space was
isolated from an instrumental method of policing. Meanwhile further correspondence detailed how
the Washington State Convention Center would be involved with funding and maintaining some
lighting, and a police presence during events held at the venue, further complicating the issue.292 The
position of the Parks Department suggested that the root of Freeway Park’s social problems could be
solved ‘if we can provide the improved lighting, the Police foot patrols and the elimination of hiding
places,’ in order to ‘permit us to regain control of the Park.’293

Aside from the unwanted and dangerous actions which were reported as taking place within Freeway
Park, a series of general decline was observed in terms of park maintenance. Signs of deterioration
within Freeway Park surfaced only 18 months after opening. Gerald A. Friesen [project manager]
alerted Donald Harris of Seattle’s Department of Parks and Recreation in February 1978 of water
fountain damage. Cracks had been observed in window panes adjacent to a waterfall feature.
Immediate repairs were ordered to ensure that water did not leak onto the freeway below, which
Friesen highlighted ‘was one objection of the Highway Department early in the design [stage].’294
Further correspondence around this time flagged up sixteen other ‘drainage’ related soil issues and
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leakages within the Park and nearby property including the East Plaza Parking Garage.295 The
highlighted problems would have been expected to a degree, especially when considering the
challenging structural design of Freeway Park. However, over the next decade fixes and repairs were
needed to deal with the issue of water safety both inside Freeway Park, and to prevent water or
material seepage causing accident or injury to park and freeway users. Some of the Park’s design
features in this regard went on to be blamed for fostering negative perceptions, and abetting criminal
activity.

In addition to the teething issues surrounding water features documented in 1978, structural and
cosmetic deterioration relating to the Pigott Memorial Corridor proved a problem for the Parks
Department in 1984. A December 1984 inspection observed ‘rusty’ handrails, missing covers relating
to water features, and a ‘wash out on [the] hill upper North side.’296 The deteriorated and unsafe state
of restrooms led to measures in 1988 to ensure ‘periodic special clean-up and anti-graffiti’ deep
cleans, as well as regular night-time lock up of those facilities.297 In 1989, local residents raised
concerns about leaking water pipes linked to Freeway Park’s water fountain features, which were
confirmed by the then Parks Superintendent, Holly Miller.298 As a result, fountains within the Park
were turned off during the winter of 1989/1990. A decision was taken to have the water fountains
operational only during daylight hours, with periodic seasonally related switch-offs during winter
months from the 1990s and into the new century.299
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Throughout this time, criminal incidents and unwelcoming activity and the official discussions
regarding them was not confined to internal correspondence. Adverse perceptions were further
perpetuated by popular media reports. Negative media perceptions culminated in a newspaper report
written in local alternative publication The Stranger and subsequently received widespread attention.
The 2002 article entitled ‘Topography of Terror’ surmised the fate of Freeway Park during the 1980s
and 1990s, and in doing so, gave a catchy name to the Park’s image problem. Charles Mudede’s article
listed the spate of criminal incidents which took place in the Park and ultimately linked these and the
Park’s decline to design.

Although violent crimes are committed in other parks around the city, Freeway Park is distinct in the
sense that it's hard to separate its crimes from its design… It's highly likely that the man who stabbed
RaeAnn Champaco to death in Freeway Park [in 2002] knew its convoluted design would afford him the
cover he needed for a successful getaway. Champaco was deaf and mute, so she could not scream for
help; but even if Champaco could scream, it's hard to hear anything over the park's thundering artificial
waterfalls and the traffic rushing beneath it.300

Mudede’s article draws heavily on conversations he’d had with Mike Evans, a former law enforcement
officer who worked on ‘reforming’ the Park ‘to make it more pleasant and safe.’301 Mudede and Evans
pointed to lighting creating dark and shadowed parts of the Park, inadequately designed restrooms,
small tunnels with obscured corners, poorly maintained planting, and a ‘brutal’ use of concrete which
in places form to create ‘dangerous… ‘little concrete rooms.’302 Also detailed in the article were the
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attempts to warn park users of the dangers of waterfalls and ledges. However, Mudede went further
in his commentary by saying, ‘perhaps the city should post signs at the very entrances of Freeway
Park. Entering this park at all is risky business.’303 Mudede’s ‘Topography of Terror’ article, and its
headline stuck in the minds of Seattle residents’ familiar with the trajectory of Freeway Park. Others
criticised the emotive and heightened language used by Mudede in the article for fuelling a negative
image.

One underlying factor which indirectly affected Freeway Park’s decline in popularity during the 1990s
and early 2000s could have been linked to a shifting urban core. By the turn of the twenty-first century,
investment headed towards redevelopment of the area which came to be known as South Lake Union.
The district lies to the north of Denny Way, and north of Seattle’s main downtown streets, such as
Pike Street, Pine Street, and business locales. This northward migration of the urban focus also
coalesced around a reimagined South Lake Union, in a park-like work and leisure amalgamated
environment known as the Seattle Commons. The Seattle Commons project, billed at the time as
Seattle’s ‘Central Park’, gained momentum in early 1990s but was denied city funding following highprofile public votes in 1995 and 1996.304

The debates around the Seattle Commons plan will be explored in a later chapter, but despite its
failure when put to the electorate, investments continued to pour into South Lake Union,
predominately through the involvement of Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen. In the mid-2000s, Amazon
announced plans to locate its offices and headquarters in South Lake Union, further bolstering
neighbouring redevelopment and speculation. Consequently, in 2010, Lake Union Park opened at the
expense of close to $10 million in city funds to acquire land, and a further $20 million raised by the
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Seattle Parks Foundation to create a new green space in Seattle’s downtown vicinity, limiting the
primacy of Freeway Park.305 Additionally, Olympic Sculpture Park opened through a public-private
initiative in 2007, further increasing the acreage of downtown public park space.

The series of illicit observations during the 1980s and 1990s, coupled with Mudede’s 2002 article
fostered an uninviting image of Freeway Park. Images of citizens sunbathing along concrete terraces
and enjoying lunchtime concerts were a distant memory by the mid-2000s. Undesirable perceptions
were harmful to the park experience and sharply contrasted both the intentions of the architects and
the park department. As the park experience was affected in this way, it meant that the Park did not
function as an attractive bridge between two Seattle districts, divided by the Interstate 5. Negative
connotations with the Park went onto affect the park’s purpose, be that as a non-vehicular, pleasant
thoroughfare, or as a public space retreat from the bustling Seattle downtown. By the 1990s, and
more evidently after the turn of the twenty-first century, the Park’s image problem was tackled headon, led by efforts both from a departmental design viewpoint, and also by local community
engagement and volunteer organising.

Changing Perceptions for the better?
Early design attempts at abetting the negative perceptions attached to Freeway Park accompanied
the opening of the neighbouring Washington State Convention Center in 1988. As part of the creation
of this convention complex, which also spans the Interstate 5 expressway, remodelling occurred within
Freeway Park, to connect the Park with the Convention Center. Additional ramps, stairs, and walkways
were created to link the two neighbouring spaces. The opening of the Convention Center and its link
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to Freeway Park suggested that the latter needed to shed its unwelcome character, and that the
former would facilitate new footfall into the park. However major modifications were limited and the
Park continued to be a site of illicit and criminal activity into the 1990s.

Further impetus for this rejuvenation initiative centred around restoration work which began in 2006,
as well as the continuing work of the Park’s advocacy group, the Freeway Park Association. The main
goals of the renovations focused upon the reversal of the decline of the Park which had been
augmented by negative perceptions, through careful and considered redesign. One of the central
tenets of this mid-2000s restoration drew upon the expertise of Iain Robertson, a landscape architect
and design academic, who was based at the University of Washington’s College for Built Environments.
In 2012, he wrote at length for Landscape Journal about replanting and his involvement with Freeway
Park’s renovations. In the article, Robertson recalled the initial purpose of Freeway Park, as a conduit
space to span ‘a deep “freeway gulch”’, which in the years after opening was a ‘success’ as ‘citizens
flocked to its open sunny lawns, terraces, and concrete structures to eat lunch, stroll, pause, and take
delight in its water features.’306 The picture painted here reflected the initial embrace of Seattle
citizens of the Park and its unique design. Not only had this image deteriorated by the turn of the
twenty-first century, Robertson notes that some did not even know where Freeway Park was,
according to a 2006 survey.307

Robertson recalled how he approached the redesign with ‘trepidation’ as ‘the park experience had
changed substantially; the open sunny smile over years had become a somber, overbearing frown.’308
His involvement in the redesign work required an understanding of the Park’s future in the twentyfirst century, while remaining ‘empathetic to the original design character and conception.’309 Over
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the decades since the Park opened, plant species matured to the extent that it gave the Park an
overcrowded and shaded quality. Tree shade cast by towering Deodar Cedars contributed to the
‘sombre’ tone Robertson alluded to, and wider commentary argued that it aided the pursuit of
criminality. Discussions with Robertson and close analysis of his 2012 article indicate that a lack of
foresight when it came to horticultural knowledge, lay at the heart of Freeway Park’s problems. The
original designers had chosen Deodar Cedars and similar tree species for their qualities in screening
off the freeway, mitigating both the noise and smell from the vehicles below. However, the Deodar
Cedars grew rapidly in the temperate and oceanic Seattle climate. Regular rainfall and mild
temperatures fostered the growth of the tree lines ahead of expectations, and did not ‘rot’ in ‘stagnant
water’ as Betty Miller had raised concerns over in 1979.310

In 1971, Angela Danadjieva Tzvetin, Freeway Park’s project designer, spoke of how such a design with
these tree species would provide ‘elderly people [with] peaceful surroundings in which to relax in full
sun as well as in shade.’311 This seems an apt observation to make as several retirement apartments
are located immediately outside the Park. However, as Robertson highlights, ‘anticipating plant
growth rates or how plants will be managed and assessing the effects of growth and management on
the design experience are not, typically, the main considerations in designers' minds when preparing
planting plans.’312 The rapid maturation rate of the Deodar Cedars, coupled with a lack of regular
maintenance required by the Parks Department led Robertson to replace the them with two species
of Hemlock - Tsuga canadensis and Tsuga mertensiana. Robertson justified this decision by stating
that the hemlocks would serve the purpose of providing a screen from surrounding traffic noise and
intrusion, while growing at a slower rate than the Deodar Cedar. Furthermore, the selection of ‘smallstatured bitter cherries (Prunus emarginata) were chosen to replace the large sweetgums and red and
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Norway maples in the deciduous groves surrounding Cascade Canyon,’ as their narrow growth allowed
for ‘tighter planting without substantially increasing shading.’313

Consequently, to mitigate the impact shading had on the park experience, Robertson’s redesign
utilised the use of smaller tree species which served multiple ends. These species reduced the amount
of shade cast, continued to lessen outside road noise in the park, and ‘enlivened’ the Park’s character
during winter months, when the combination of lack of foliage, dreary weather, and concrete aspects
of the Park coalesced to make the space uninviting. Smaller tree species were also better suited to the
concrete planter bed design envisioned by Halprin and Danadjieva. This meant that the skeletal and
basic design of Freeway Park remained intact during and after the redesign, retaining the original
character of the Park design despite calls for overhaul. The Seattle Design Commission reviewed Iain
Robertson’s proposals in May 2008, and ‘unanimously approved’ them in a meeting on 15 May 2008,
paving the way for the alterations to take place thereafter.314

One of the central ideas to come out of Iain Robertson’s involvement in the horticultural redesign of
Freeway Park was the concept that the space acted as a ‘living’ entity. Maintenance and care for its
design and existence contributed to its vitality. The efforts of the late 2000s renovation work
illustrated that both attention to how horticulture operated in a complex setting, such as Freeway
Park, as equally important as understanding the human ecology of the Park. Natural and human
elements are closely linked in Freeway Park, despite its overtly brutalist and concrete design. The work
to rejuvenate the Park’s green credentials were subsequently followed by a re-understanding of how
the Park worked for people. Initially envisaged as a space of reconnection and reconciliation against a
spatial disruption wrought by Interstate 5, the work of volunteers and the Freeway Park Association
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sought to build on Robertson’s foundational work to turn the Park’s fortunes around, by welcoming
people back into space.

The Freeway Park Association was established in 1993, ‘in response to the community’s demand for
greater public safety,’ following the decline of Freeway Park in the 1980s.315 According to the
Association’s website, the group partnered with a number of local organisations, such as nearby
retirement community Horizon House, neighbouring hotels and businesses, arts organisations,
churches, district improvement non-profits, and Seattle Parks and Recreation. Their mission
statement calls to ‘mobilize […] resources and community members to ensure widespread enjoyment
and the continued maintenance of Jim Ellis Freeway Park,’ which it recognises as a ‘rich and dynamic
outdoor experience.’316

The extent of the Association and its affiliated partnerships can be observed in its work in recent years
to establish not only a community coalition which cares for the Park, but also in its drive to create a
calendar of regular events to entice citizens to spend more time in Freeway Park. Part of Freeway
Park’s historic image problems during the 1980s and 1990s stemmed from the fact that the space was
not being used by the broadest cohort of users which architects and managers had envisioned. The
Freeway Park Association has overseen the organisation of a range of public events including walking
tours, musical-themed evenings, illuminations, gardening workshops, dances, concerts, and exercise
classes to cater for an extensive Seattle audience. As of 2018, many of these events take place on a
regular schedule.317 A highlight in this schedule is the ‘Fountain Festival’ which aims to ‘celebrate the
parks greatest architectural feature’, its water features.318 On a visit to Freeway Park in April 2016, I
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encountered a volunteer-led guided ‘tree-walk’ in progress, in which over a dozen individuals made
their way through the park, gaining a horticultural education of the Park’s plant species.319

In addition to these events, in recent years, the Freeway Park Association has launched a project
entitled ‘Finding Freeway Park’. This two-phase initiative, aims to ‘address… historical misconceptions’
of the Park, and to ‘reconnect the Park with the city and the city to its Park through thoughtful
community engagement and urban design strategies that address visibility, accessibility and safety to
and through the Park.’320 In essence, the strategy is engaged in a place-making process which
welcomes people back into the Park, and dispels the negative connotations which had been externally
attached to the Park in the closing decades of the twentieth century. One aspect of the project utilises
small grant funding from city agencies to implement design alterations for the purposes of helping
people access the Park. By acting as park ‘stewards’ the Freeway Park Association has shifted the
power of managing the Park away from the total control of the Parks Department, and formulated a
new way for public and private entities to get involved in place-making the Park. Alongside this has
been the establishment of a social media presence for the Park, to communicate with a wider Seattle
audience.321

Media commentary amidst the efforts of the Freeway Park Association and initial replanting
discussions suggested the beginnings of a shift in public perception. In the Summer of 2005, the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer linked park improvements to increased visitor numbers.322 In 2006, The Cultural
Landscape Foundation reported that the then Seattle Mayor, Greg Nickels, remarked ‘we must not
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turn our back on the park again.’323 Following the replanting work recommended by Iain Robertson,
the Seattle Times reminded its readers of the ‘traffic chasm’ downtown Seattle would have without
Freeway Park, and praised the renovations ‘removal of trees to increase visibility’, ‘fresh plantings’,
and ‘inspired design.’ The article’s author recalled how the Park’s lack of use linked to the fact that
the waterfalls designed to mask the road noise beneath the Park ‘had been left dry,’ defeating the
purpose of the Park’s central intent.324 In 2014, The Trust for Public Land ranked U.S. cities on their
park credentials, through a system called ParkScore. Seattle entered the top ten, with Peter Harnik,
director of the Center for City Park Excellence at the Trust for Public Land, praising the city for its
creative method of establishing park space, making specific reference to Freeway Park.325

The Freeway Park Association’s work with Freeway Park illustrated how citizen advocacy aided the
reinvigoration of a Seattle park space. The I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, in contrast to Freeway Park, came
to fruition because of direct volunteer action and impetus, rather than initially being conceived by
Seattle’s Department of Parks and Recreation. The second case study in this chapter will consider an
alternative trajectory for how a park space concept was utilised to re-connect urban space disrupted
by the arrival of the Interstate 5 expressway. However, in this example, the power of community and
advocate activism sparked the project, whereas in the case of Freeway Park, similar efforts manifested
itself later following years of city-led management.
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Trails under the Freeway: The I-5 Colonnade Bike Park
In 2011, CityLab, an online platform for the discussion of urban affairs, scouted the United States for
innovative uses of empty spaces beneath overpasses. Seattle’s I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, underneath
the busy Interstate 5 arterial route, featured as one of the nation’s ‘cool projects under freeway
overpasses.’ Writing about such spaces, CityLab’s Nate Berg noted that:

At their best, they [freeways] make getting into and around cities incredibly easy; at their worst, they
segregate and isolate communities. Somewhere in between those two poles is a ton of potential. The
spaces beneath those overpasses are often underutilized – or utilized in ways illegal or undesirable.
Cities are beginning to take advantage of these dead spaces as usable parts of the public realm. 326

Berg’s analysis was applied to Seattle, and is especially true of the ‘empty space’ which the I-5
Colonnade Bike Park came to be built upon. The Colonnade space supporting the Interstate 5 lay
unused, at least officially, and off-limits for decades between its construction and the opening of the
Bike Park between 2005 and 2007.327

The I-5 Colonnade Bike Park has a shorter lifespan than Freeway Park, however its spatial construction
and creation of place provides an insightful case study in relation to the themes of multi-modal
movement and re-connection central to this chapter. By multi-modal, I am referring to the diverse
ways in which people traverse the city environment through walking, cycling, driving, and so forth.
Seattle Parks and Recreation describes the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park as ‘a winding series of bike paths,
trails, and an off-leash area running under the I-5 highway,’ adding that the ‘space helps link the
Eastlake and Capitol Hill neighborhoods.’328 Before uncovering the history behind this particular space
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in Seattle, it is worth pausing to consider division of urban space between the public, the semi-public,
and the private, in relation to freeways and underpasses.

Vehicular users travelling along a stretch of the Interstate Highway System, whatever the duration of
the journey - be that the commute to work, or to reach a destination beyond the city limits - are
engaged, for the most part, in a limited or solitary relational experience. The driver may travel alone
with only the company of a voice on a radio station or phone call transmitted from miles afar. If there
are passengers, this may be limited to familiar relationship groups such as family, friends, or carpooling
work colleagues. The freeway, with its design and strict set of regulations governing use and operation
often excludes anyone but the vehicle user the opportunity to engage and traverse the landscape and
places through which the roadway extends. Lyn Lofland, through her work on public spaces has
referred to the ‘privatism’ which operates in public space.329 The freeway, and in this example, the
Interstate 5 expressway, is a semi-public space in which multiple vehicular users pass through, but
through their own individual private spaces - the vehicle. Pedestrians cannot walk along the freeway,
and it is dangerous for drivers to exit their vehicles whilst on the express lanes.

On the other hand, the city citizen walking between their home and their place of work has the
opportunity to interact with a myriad of different people, places, and objects. On a smaller city street
or avenue, vehicles-users, pedestrians, cyclists, runners, and so on can go about their journey in a
multi-modal fashion. Jane Jacobs observed the city street as central to understanding how cities
operate in terms of urban ecology and human interaction, stating that ‘streets and their sidewalks,
the main public places of a city, are its most vital organs.330 Jacobs extended this line of thinking to
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include park space, as witnessed through the protests to save Washington Square Park in New York
from being bulldozed for one of Robert Moses numerous freeway projects during the 1950s.331

The basic purpose of both freeways and city streets is to connect places, but each does so in a way
which sets different parameters for who can utilise those spaces. One of the main arguments of this
chapter has been to illustrate that parks can also provide that connecting function as we have seen
earlier with Freeway Park. Freeway Park became a place that was created for the purpose of
reconnecting Seattle districts, but the space upon which it occupies was not there prior to the Park’s
existence as it was merely air-space above the Interstate 5. In the example of the I-5 Colonnade Bike
Park, the Park provides the multi-modal space in which a broad community of users can come,
traverse, or engage in the space itself, which prior to its designation as such a public space; access had
been forbidden and discouraged, despite the physical space existing.

By the mid-2000s, the Evergreen Mountain Bike Alliance (the group that ignited the project to utilise
the I-5 underpass space) and Seattle Parks and Recreation aimed to provide a solution to what Kip
Redick has termed ‘freeway alienation’, evident beneath the I-5 at Eastlake. While the freeway
fostered the movement of cars, buses, and freight vehicles, ‘freeway alienation effectively means that
local citizens, ‘no longer cooperate with the constituents of the environment in order to creatively
maintain a healthy mutual habitat.’332 In the context of the ‘dead space’, to borrow Nate Berg’s phrase,
beneath the Interstate 5 that became the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, this refers to the physical human
link between residential and commercial districts through non-automobile modes of movement. Feet
may have been forbidden both on the freeway, and underneath the highway between the 1960s and
the 2000s, but the creation of the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park fostered reconnection through the presence
of footfall, and pedal power. The transition of the abandoned underpass area from ‘dead space’ to
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park space occurred over a couple of years in terms of construction but was mused about conceptually
for decades up to 2007.

The idea for the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park came about largely because of the efforts of the Evergreen
Mountain Bike Alliance (formerly the Backcountry Bicycle Trails Club), and Seattle City Parks which
funded the project through the Seattle Neighbourhood Matching Funds.333 The Matching Funds
initiative, which began in 1988, symbolised the shift towards supporting community-led and local
district-based projects. According to Seattle Department of Neighborhoods, the scheme ‘provide[s]
matching dollars for neighborhood improvement, organizing, or projects that are developed and
implemented by community members.’334 Prior to the initiation of Matching Funds, park development
in Seattle was led, for the most part, by city oversight in conjunction with architectural firms selected
by the Parks Department and the Design Commission. The advent of Matching Funds offered the Parks
Department in Seattle the opportunity to share the process of park creation with local citizens,
primarily on monetary terms, but also practically in terms of organisation and management through
the spirit of the initiative.

In 2007, the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park was awarded $74,996 in matching funds, with a further $15,000
in 2009, and $24,575 in 2014 for improvement and maintenance works to support community-led
efforts.335 The use of the Matching Funds initiative is important when the Park project is compared to
Freeway Park. The development of the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, represented an alternative approach
to creating accessible park space in Downtown Seattle. Both parks attempted to reconnect
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pedestrians between city district in the wake of mass automobile usage. However, while Freeway Park
followed a top-down approach to design, construction and management (the latter shifting to a mixed
mode of sharing responsibility in recent years), the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park came about in major part
through public and volunteer energies, rather than official channels, epitomised by the goals of the
Matching Funds initiative.

Before the Bikes: Tracing the Roots of an Underpass Park Space
The Interstate 5 had been completed through Seattle’s urban environment in January 1967, and its
route through the city ploughed straight through central districts, densely populated by residential
and commercial units. At that time, planners argued that it was necessary that such freeways be
constructed in these urban locations to target inner-city traffic congestion and entice suburbanites to
come back into the heart of the American city. Peter D. Norton has highlighted that, in the vision of
President Eisenhower’s Advisory Committee on a National Highway Program, the ‘well-funded
interstate freeway program, did not shrink (as European highways did) from venturing into the heart
of cities.’336 Seattle and the Interstate 5 was no exception to this guiding principle of linking American
cities, and connecting city and suburb alike. In order to keep the Interstate 5 as streamlined as
possible, elevated sections of the freeway were required through Eastlake resulting in the underpass
space following completion of construction in 1967.

Musings on the utilisation of under-the-freeway areas for public park space between Eastlake and
Capitol Hill were mooted as early as 1962, when the Interstate 5 was first being built through Seattle,
and the Eastlake section remained confined to the blueprints. An article that appeared in the
Washington Highway News periodical in May of that year outlined a vision of a ‘landscaping project’
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beneath the elevated section of the Interstate 5 between Shelby Street to the south and Martin Street
to the north.337 The planned park would have been constructed almost entirely under the freeway,
hemmed in by the north-south Harvard Avenue and Eastlake Avenue ground-level roads that predated the I-5 route. The article labelled the project as ‘Freeway Park’, a name that ultimately came to
be attached to the above-the-freeway park space which crossed the Freeway in Downtown Seattle.
This vision did not come to fruition, with the space underneath the Interstate 5 at Eastlake remaining
disused, and in places overgrown, as of 2017. Instead, Seattle’s Parks Department opted to establish
a small nearby green space, called Fairview Park, which was not related to the freeway structure.
However, the article rightly foresaw how in the future ‘some spaces along and under the structures of
the Freeway will undoubtedly be developed as play areas for children and for athletic activities.’338

The Eastlake Community Council, a volunteer organisation representing Eastlake district residents
established in 1971, recalled how the coming of the Interstate 5 divided the community. Where a
‘thriving residential neighborhood’ stood in 1960, it was ‘destroyed’ following the construction of the
freeway in 1962. The ECC’s historical perspective recounts the division that the Interstate 5 caused for
the Eastlake community:

Despite the freeway along this stretch being on a high viaduct whose grand space underneath would
have allowed re-establishment of passage underneath, the I-5 right of way was marked “no
trespassing,” an exclusion reinforced in some places by fences.339

On a visit to the site of the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, and its vicinity in May 2017, the fencing referred
to by the ECC remained in place underneath some sections of the elevated freeway. This description
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by the ECC, that the space beneath the Interstate 5 acted as a space of exclusion was further
emphasised by its use as a dumping ground for removed earth and waste product from the
construction of Freeway Park, further south along the expressway’s route. Don Sherwood’s Park
History files which include sketches, notes, and information on most of Seattle Parks and Recreation’s
properties contains several pages of illustrative and insightful content on Freeway Park’s relationship
to what would later become the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park. Don Sherwood’s notes highlight a 0.9-acre
site underneath the Interstate 5 between E Garfield Street and E Galer Street which was used as a ‘soil
storage area’, a far cry from an inviting public park environment. This site was later incorporated into
the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park. The construction of one reconnective public space in the 1970s, Freeway
Park, effectively designated a future district-joining park space, as a wasteland space, for dumping.

Oral histories of Eastlake have captured the sense of loss of community that accompanied the
construction of the Interstate 5 through the district. On the subject of the Interstate 5 in Eastlake,
James Jules remarked that:

Freeways tend to make bad neighbors. Our freeway (Interstate-5), built in the late 1950s and early
1960s, paved over hundreds of houses once brimming with school-aged children. When completed, it
created a noisy, dirty, dangerous, hostile chasm where a thriving community existed before. 340

A recent article in Bike Magazine, described the prior condition of the Park, presenting a typical image
of the space during the 1970s and 1980s as follows:
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for years the area beneath it was a wasteland filled with transients and drug deals. It was the kind of
place you wouldn’t walk alone, even in broad daylight… a rundown, vacant, freeway underpass [that]
could be turned into a productive space.341

During the 1990s, the desire to transform the empty, ‘wasteland’ space beneath the Eastlake
Colonnade sections of the Interstate 5 into a ‘productive space’ gained pace once more. The 1998
Eastlake Neighborhood Plan recommended converting the Colonnade space into an accessible place
for public use. The recommendations effectively laid the groundwork for a plan to reconnect the
Eastlake and Capitol Hill districts through a series of green space and public stairways, aimed
predominately for pedestrian and non-vehicular use.342 Within the ‘Open Space Planning’ chapter of
the 1998 Eastlake Neighborhood Plan, recommendations were put forth to establish improved
lighting, the ‘planting of suitable trees and other vegetation’ and ‘install climbing notches on I-5
columns,’ as a public survey of local residents called for both passive and active public spaces which
reflected recreational demands.343

These recommendations within the Eastlake Neighborhood Plan reflected a wider inter-district goal
of establishing greater non-vehicular east-west routes across the city. The objective was discussed by
policymakers within the City Council and Seattle’s Office for Planning & Community Development in
the early 2000s. One of the stated transportation policies for Eastlake within the 2005 Seattle
Comprehensive Plan was to ‘strive to establish additional pedestrian connections where they do not
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now exist, such as under or over Interstate-5 or along the shoreline.’344 Those familiar with the
topography of Seattle are familiar with the steepening of gradients when traversing eastward from
western streets and districts. Between the Eastlake and Capitol Hill district, the Howe Street Stairs,
constructed in 1911, straddle the two neighbourhoods and comprise of over 350 steps divided into 13
flights, with a section passing underneath the Interstate 5.345 The utilisation of this staircase route,
along with the adjacent Blaine steps, played into the hands of the proponents pushing for a publicly
accessible space underneath the freeway at Eastlake, and their place in the Park will be returned to
later.

The Howe Street Stairs and the Blaine Street Stairs that run through the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park have
served several functions. Originally constructed to link Seattle citizens residing at the top, or along the
slopes of Capitol Hill with the now defunct Seattle streetcar trolley system, geographically the stairs
link two Seattle districts which have limited accessibility for those not using an automobile.346 In terms
of access to public transit, during the 2000s and 2010s, the staircase continued to connect these
residents with bus services into the Downtown. As such, the staircases are used for commuting
purposes between Eastlake and Capitol Hill, both of which comprise of densely populated residential
communities with commercial land uses, as well as Downtown Seattle. The latter’s main Broadway
street has for decades been a hub for local businesses and employment.

The staircase’s route provides both commuting and recreational functions for pedestrians. One other
major use of the staircases is for exercise purposes. The Howe Street Steps are comprised of 349 steps,
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while the Blaine Stairs total at 293.347 The Trust For Public Land has highlighted how the steps are
often used by firefighters in training exercises, and for novice climbers in preparation for hiking up the
nearby Mount Rainier.348 Descending both stairways, pedestrians are afforded expansive views of the
Seattle skyline, the Olympic Mountains on the horizon, and Elliot Bay, which can also be seen from
some vantage points under the freeway at the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park.

On the back of the comments in the 2005 Seattle Comprehensive Plan, the initial development of what
would become the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, began to form. Progress was sluggish over the next
decade. However, when landscape architect firm, J.A. Brennan Associates got involved with the space
in 2016, the firm outlined how the ‘Colonnade is still under programmed,’ and there existed a ‘great
unrealized potential to stitch this part of Seattle back together, and serve citywide and regional
recreation and nonmotorized travel needs.’ The language used to interpret the underpass space
mirrored comments earlier accounts of the site made, such as James Jules’s reference to a ‘chasm’,
and Bike Magazine’s ‘wasteland’ characterisation. J.A. Brennan Associates’ design schematics and
concepts incorporated a further four acres of fenced off under-freeway space, south of the existing
park, extending the boundary of the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park to the point at which Lakeview Boulevard
crosses the Interstate 5 from the east. Within this ‘long-range plan’, it was noted that ‘a
comprehensive program of recreation and travel improvements, including greatly improved lighting,’
would ‘better connecting Colonnade to the surrounding area,’ and boost visitation numbers.349

With this observation epitomising design goals, J.A. Brennan Associates put forth a concept plan to
both ‘diversify and intensify adventure’ while catering to commuter needs by incorporating ‘new
pathways, stairways, and gateways [that] will safely and enjoyably bring pedestrians and bicyclists to
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and through this area.’350 Just as Freeway Park did between Pike and Seneca Streets in Downtown
Seattle, the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park spread the net of potential park users wider and also sought to
fix a sense of place to the site beyond being just a means of transit connection.

Broadening the audience
J.A. Brennan Associates plans also sought to make it easier for pedestrian users to navigate between
the two districts and underneath the freeway. Designs and architect notes illustrated how steps and
stairways would be enhanced, and regraded at steep sections to make for easier traversing; trails
would be paved; measures taken to meet accessibility standards; and better signage for wayfinding.

A site analysis, which drew on public comment, was presented at an Eastlake Community Council
public meeting in May 2015 that called for an ‘additional stairway’ be built through the I-5 Colonnade
Bike Park. The identified location for this stairway was to be situated ‘between Franklin Ave. E. and
Lakeview Blvd. to continue the Blaine St. steps that connect 10th Ave. E. to Lakeview Blvd’, within the
central section of the Park. A continuous east-west connection could then be completed between the
Blaine Street Steps (that extended uphill eastwards to North Capitol Hill), and adjacent Eastlake streets
such as Franklin Ave. E. and Eastlake Ave. E. In addition to completing this connection, it was noted
that such a design, once completed, would create an exercise ‘loop.’ Both the Blaine Street Steps and
the Howe Street Steps would form a circuit route, incorporating the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park and other
local landmarks such as Streissguth Gardens and Volunteer Park, one of Seattle’s oldest Olmsteddesigned landscapes. Jaramillo and Jaramillo have added that Streissguth Gardens ‘are a refuge of
carefully tended native plants and wandering pathways,’ a contrast to the bustling freeway lanes and
bike trails beneath the Interstate 5.351
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Though not referred to directly in such terms, the Howe Street Steps and the Blaine Street Steps
integration between Eastlake and Capitol Hill formed part of a pedestrian highway within and around
the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, trailing through city districts. J.A. Brennan Associates plans also proposed
a new ‘north-south multi-use path’ that, within the park boundaries, stretched from E. Newton Street
in the north, and Aloha Street in the south.

Off-Road and Off-Leash
The I-5 Colonnade Bike Park has also been designed to include a large off-leash dog area by Seattle
Parks and Recreation. Journalist Sean Keeley recently noted that ‘finding a reliable place to take your
pooch for running, playing and interacting with others can be hard.’352 The problem is not a trivial one
either. Political scientist Julie Walsh has written that since the late 1980s:

it has become commonplace for dog owners to be scolded, ticketed, and in some rare cases, even arrested
for walking their dogs off-leash in places that had either allowed or tolerated that activity before. 353

Walsh observed that in Seattle, ‘animal control officers cracked down on off-leash walking in 1994.’
Enraged the Citizens of Off-Leash Areas formed shortly after in 1995 with the City of Seattle
compromising with dog-owner demands in 1996 when Seattle Parks and Recreation agreed to oversee
a pilot study area in 1997. One of the proposed areas identified was at Gas Works Park.354 By 2018,
Seattle Parks and Recreation advertised 14 off-leash areas across the city. 355 The half-acre off-leash
area at the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park represents one of Seattle’s newer dog areas and since 2016, has
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received attention from Seattle Parks and Recreation and the Eastlake Community Council for
improvements alongside broader development plans for the Colonnade space.

The improvements of the off-leash area at the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, whilst forming a park of greater
vision for the space underneath the freeway at Eastlake, also came on the back of a survey which
found that only 2% of dog owners used the space monthly, and 90% had never visited. Citywide, the
survey revealed that dog owners would be more willing to use off-leash areas if the spaces were within
walking or biking distance, aesthetically looked ‘like a park environment’ and contained ‘open exercise
areas.’

356

Specifically in relation to the I-5 Colonnade off-leash space, J.A. Brennan Associates

consulted 299 individuals through public workshops. Respondents called for safety improvements to
increase usage of the space. The architects addressed concerns by introducing higher fences, new
‘paw-friendly surfaces’, ‘better signage’ to delineate the area from other park uses and improve
lighting which enhanced visibility.357 Coupled with this, $73,000 was earmarked for the off-leash area
improvements by Seattle Parks and Recreation.358 In order to create a well-visited, multi-use park
space underneath the Interstate 5, bridging Eastlake and Capitol Hill districts, advocates and designers
sought to broaden the cohort of users, and dog-walkers formed an integral part of that vision.

In sum, the gradual construction and expansion of the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park represents the clearest
legacy of Freeway Park in its acceptable of the freeway’s presence but its viewpoint that the lost
spaces above or beneath the concrete express lanes can be reclaimed. These spaces that operate in
an inter-twined manner with the freeway opened new places for a non-vehicular audience to use. A
community of users has been established at both parks – commuters, tourists, cyclists, extreme sport
athletes, dog-walkers, horticulturalists, young and old, solitary users and families alike. The
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experiments paid off and were ripe for replication beyond this isolated portion of interstate highway
in one US city.

Recent Years
In contrast to negative perceptions of Freeway Park in the 1980s, more recent commentary on the
Park has been celebratory, despite the park’s flaws. Peter Harnik, environmental advocate and former
Director of the Trust for Public Land remarked that Freeway Park ‘was beautiful and memorable’ but
conceded that ‘it failed on one major count: acoustics.’ Despite the best efforts of its designers to heal
the scar that Interstate 5 caused through the Seattle landscape, it is ultimately unable to completely
rectify that situation.359 In other words, the Park, by its namesake, is not a separate entity from the
freeway that runs beneath it. The presence of vehicle noise, and by its concrete design is symbiotically
linked to the road that traverses, unwaveringly and constantly below.

Seattle’s Freeway Park, for some, stands head and shoulders above the crowd in leading the national
mood towards lid-parks and the use of park design to reconcile change wrought by expressway
construction. Mark Hinshaw argued in this decade that ‘Seattle pretty much invented the idea of
covering an interstate freeway with green space.’360 At least locally, the Sam Smith Park lidded a
section of the I-90 in Seattle’s inner city Mount Baker district took inspiration from Freeway Park, as
did the Mercer Island Lid (later renamed Aubrey Davis Park) over the I-90 on Mercer Island within Lake
Washington to the east of Seattle, that opened during the 1990s. Studies and interest in completely
enclosing the Interstate 5 through Downtown Seattle through a large-scale ‘park lid’ project gained
traction in recent years and receives regular commentary in the city’s media.361
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Journalist and long-time Seattle resident David Brewster takes a more consequential view of Freeway
Park in the grander picture of inner-urban freeways and how they forever changed city environments.
Brewster surmised that Freeway Park acted as ‘a model for other cities to heal the scar that cuts right
through a neighbourhood.’362 Nationally, examples can be found in US cities whereby mid to late
twentieth-century urban transport planning responded to the need for greater urban road capacity
by constructing freeways in inner city neighbourhoods. Whether that is Interstate 59 in Houston, the
I-94 that dog-legs around the western and southern fringes of Downtown Minneapolis, or the maze
of lanes that link the I-20 and I-85 due south of Downtown Atlanta, road arteries are a visible and
relatable element of the United States’ urban centres across the country.

In New York, Brooklyn Bridge Park was completed in 2008 adjacent to the I-278 route that forms the
Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. Efforts were made to link the Park with the Brooklyn Heights
Promenade, a cantilevered walkway over the Expressway. The Promenade, which predates Freeway
Park, and the Brooklyn Bridge Park, also represent attempts to bridge freeway space with public space,
though Freeway Park embodies the first large scale attempt to craft an urban park over an interstate
highway. In Portland, Oregon, the Burnside Skatepark was established (ad hoc during the 1990s)
beneath the east section of the Burnside Bridge which spans the Willamette River. Freeway Park and
the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park has been directly referenced in plans elsewhere to transform unused
underpass space into accessible park areas. In Chattanooga, Tennessee, local news media quoted Noel
Durant, the city’s Program Director for the Trust for Public Land, as drawing inspiration from the
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Seattle Park for the development of space under the Olgiati Bridge, currently populated by ‘a jungle
of weeds and brush, graffiti-painted concrete columns and debris.’363

I would agree with Brewster’s assessment of Freeway Park. Coupling his sentiments with Halprin’s
initial principles behind Freeway Park we can return to the concept of ‘movement.’ At the core of the
park-lid idea and the examples of Freeway Park and the I-5 Colonnade Bike Park, the notion of allowing
different modal functions to operate in the urban environment is central. In the 1960s, the predominance of the automobile in allowing people to move from one place to another captivated the
minds of urban planners and fixated vehicle users alike. However, it was only after the Interstate 5
had been built that the realisation became clear that the city relied on movement of many kinds –
walking, driving, cycling, and so forth simultaneously. As Peter Merriman highlighted, ‘Halprin was
quite clear that as a designer it was his job to engage with and engineer people’s embodied
movements, sensations and experiences.’364 Urban streets of all sizes epitomise and foster movement.
The largest of these – the Interstate Expressway however curtailed other types of movement.

Halprin sought to engineer an urban space that allowed for the movement of as many people as
possible. Freeway Park embodied more than just a bridge, it created a place in which people could
move between different parts of the city, but also provided an outlet for retreat from the hustle and
bustle of urban surrounds. An experiment in alternative park design, it required a longer stretch of
time to come to its true fruition and win-over the hearts and minds of Seattle citizens, many of whom
had become resistant to the idea that the freeway was a fact of urban life by the end of the twentieth
century. Freeway Park was a model for the future. It blazed a new path that allowed for the
reconciliation between the freeway and people-centred urban space. Its greatest contribution has
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been that it offered an alternative way of looking at twentieth-century urban America. Rather than
being either pro-freeway or anti-freeway, the Freeway Park model spawned a middle ground that
accepted the presence of the Interstate in the Downtown, but worked to reclaim the spaces that it
dissected, that had a longer history. In this light, the traditionalist idea of a park – that of a typically
green space, separated from the urban or non-nature, was turned on its head and re-examined.
Seattle citizens, at first sceptical and fearful of Freeway Park have reflected on its place in the city and
have replicated its core principles of re-connection and reconciliation elsewhere in the city, and others
have drawn inspiration from it to re-create its form in cities across North American and the wider
world.
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Chapter III: Discovery Park as an Urban Wilderness or Historic-Cultural Preservation Space

‘Since 1964, my Committee has approved, and the Congress has enacted legislation to set aside 13 million
acres and land and water for the use and enjoyment of the American people… Because I believe in the
relevance of parks and recreation programs to our urban crisis…’
Senator Henry M. Jackson, 1969365

‘The seclusion of the site, the magnificent vistas, the stretches of tidal beaches, the stands of native trees, the
meadowlands—all combine to make this site one of surpassing beauty and serenity. As a park site its potential
is bounded only by the vision and resolution of those into whose hands it is entrusted.’
Dan Kiley, Discovery Park Master Plan, (November 1972).

‘Hundreds of years ago, Spinoza wrote that “Nature abhors a vacuum.” More than 25 years ago, a vacuum was
created when the military left most of Fort Lawton. Instead of buildings and roadways, noise and pollution, the
land could then become a magnificent city park.’
Robert Kildall, founding member of the Friends of Discovery Park group, Letter to the Seattle Times (25 th
December 1994).

Introducing Discovery Park
On 1st September 1972, the then Seattle Mayor, Wes Uhlman, acting on behalf of the city, received
the official land deed of the 391 acres of Fort Lawton military site, from Tricia Nixon Cox, and thus the
Federal Government. Cox, President Nixon's daughter, presented the deeds in a short ceremony
attended by Uhlman, marking a watershed moment for city's parks and public spaces. Just over a year
later, on 28th October 1973, Washington senator's Henry Jackson and Warren Magnuson, and a host
of other interested parties including Donald Voorhees and Robert Kildall, long-time advocates for the
conversion of the site to a park, Dave Torone, President of the Magnolia Community Club, the district
adjacent to the site, and Bernie Whitebear of United Indians of All Tribes gathered for a dedication
ceremony in which Discovery Park was established.
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10. Discovery Park Opening Day Dedication by Senator Jackson, Mayor Brahman, and Mayor Uhlman. [Senator Henry
Jackson Speaking]. 366

The events culminated a lengthy period of deliberation over what to do with the land at the city’s
army base. It became clear as the 1960s progressed that the US army presence would be scaled back.
In 1968, plans for base upgrades, which would have included the siting of ABM nuclear missiles had
been rejected by the Department of Defense. With military investment in doubt, planning discussion
ensued and proposals for the conversion of the site played out against a backdrop of urban renewal,
city expansion, and a growing public call for park space. The inception of the Park may have ended
one round of speculation over the future of the space. However, deciding what form the new park
space should take sparked a conflict over what the park space should represent: an open space park
akin to wilderness characteristics, or place for historic preservation and cultural engagement. The
clash over purpose coincided with the opening of the park in 1973, and continued in the decades
thereafter and into the twenty-first century.

This chapter will argue that since its founding as a public park, dualistic interpretations of the 1972
Master Plan for Discovery Park resulted in divergent attempts at place-making as the former Fort
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Lawton military installation site was transformed into an urban park space. At the time of its transition
into a park space, a lobby formed with the intention of ensuring that Discovery Park represented a
place as akin to the natural world as possible. At its most extreme, advocates of this vision adopted
an 'urban wilderness' approach to place-making, with the primary goal of achieving a restored state
of wildness. In understanding this position, the concept of 'urban wilderness', its tenets and what it
has come to represent for Discovery Park will be unpacked carefully through this chapter This spatial
conception at Discovery Park dominated the early trajectory of the Park's design and focus.

Countering this position, cultural organisers attempted to utilise the land at Discovery Park for first
historic preservation, and then lately, for educational, leisure, and arts functions. This involved a
succession of different actors, groups, and initiatives since the 1980s. Spurred in part due to
clarifications included in the 1986 Master Plan for Discovery Park, this contingent centralised the effort
of preserving existing military buildings within the Park and called for them to be repurposed as spaces
for cultural exhibition and practical, as well as providing an outlet for artistic and historical display, for
the wider public.

Beginning with a survey of the Park's pre-1972 history, this chapter will investigate the roots of this
dual-conflict over function and spatial purpose, and then consider the intentions of Dan Kiley's Master
Plan. The ambiguity of the 1972 Master Plan (and its 1974 Revisions) reveal historic insights into why
Discovery Park became a contested site between the open-space advocates and those championing
greater cultural activity within the Park boundaries. The themes which loomed over Discovery Park
pitted a military past and the cause for historic preservation against local civilian calls for a wilderness
space. City-wide sentiments coupled with national trends help inform the social and environmental
context in which this contest is couched. Undercurrent movements that called for historic
preservation in urban areas and a growing demand for open space parks across American cities help
explain the positions taken by the opposing sides. This chapter will deal with the chronological history
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of the tussle between the park's conceptualised and physical form as both a space for untouched
nature, and for greater human activity, the latter of which gaining an increased foothold since the late
1980s, before evaluating the situation in more recent years.

Fort Lawton: 1890s-1950s
Before delving into the immediate backdrop which culminated in the creation of Discovery Park in the
early 1970s, it is worth tracing a brief history of the 534 acre site, in order to understand its geographic
situation, and the military presence which formed the Fort Lawton base.367 This extended placehistory factors into the positions taken by both natural open-space advocates, and those who rallied
for a greater human and cultural presence at the Park in the later decades of the twentieth century.

In the 1890s, the Magnolia Bluff, at the north western end of the central Seattle peninsula was largely
untouched by the reach of the city. Incorporated into the city of Seattle in 1891, Magnolia represented
a large district sited on headland, hemmed in by the waters of Elliot Bay, Salmon Bay, and later after
1911, the Lake Washington Ship Canal. The heavily forested bluff jutted out into Elliot Bay, an inlet
within the complex Puget Sound water system. From this promontory, visitors to the bluff could look
out across the waters of the Puget Sound to the majestic Olympic Mountains in the distance.
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11. Magnolia Bluff overlooking the Puget Sound. 2 May 1903. 368

John Charles Olmsted surveyed the site in preparation for his landscape design firm’s 1903 plan for
the city’s parks. The firm was hired to establish a ‘system’ of park spaces and boulevards which
covered the entire city. Their 1903 plan was accompanied by a detailed set of design notes, which
included general contributions and explanations relating to the Magnolia district. These observations
tied with Olmsted’s overall remarks on the city’s geographical situation that linked Seattle with its
surroundings. Summarising at the start of their report, the Olmsted’s argued that ‘Seattle possesses
extraordinary landscape advantages in having a great abundance and variety in water views and views
of wooded hills and distant mountains and snow-capped peaks.’ The brothers were in no doubt
referring to the splendour of the Olympic Mountains and Puget Sound in these remarks, two regional
characteristics which were directly visible, and in the case of the waters, reachable from the hilly
Magnolia peninsula.

Olmsted’s observations built upon earlier accounts of the peninsula’s natural characteristics. In the
late nineteenth century, the headland of Magnolia and its bluffs ecosystem was home to pioneer
species of trees, and ferns. According to David Williams, General Land Office surveyors David Phillips
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and William A. Strickler, visiting the peninsula in 1855, observed a flora vista that included Douglas fir,
western hemlock, red alders and an understory of ferns, salmonberry, and younger tree species. 369
However, the composition of tree species became more deciduous at the turn of the twentiethcentury and thereafter, as loggers moved in a felled the taller, older forest growth.370 These notes,
along with Olmsted’s survey constructed a natural and scenic sense of place at the site which both the
Master Plan and its advocates drew for inspiration.

In addition to the existence of small logging efforts during the 1860s and 1870s, the 1890s witnessed
the establishment of a military presence on the headland, which came in the form of the Fort Lawton
US Army post in February 1900.371 The base, named in honour of Major General Henry Ware Lawton,
an American Civil War veteran who died in 1899 while serving in the Philippines during the SpanishAmerican War, came about primarily due to the persistence of local calls for the stationing of soldiers
in the area. The calls came on the back the dual belief that it would quell tensions and criminality in
the furthest reaches of the American West, and ‘bolster Seattle’s prestige’ to heightened Seattle’s
reputation on the national stage.372 Local Seattleites donated ‘some seven hundred acres of prime
land… in the hope of improving their local economy.’373 The impetus for this spirit of boosterism
formed part of a collection of measures and actions that occurred at the turn of the twentieth century
that sought to boost Seattle’s profile, with the coming of the transcontinental Northern Pacific Railway
to the city (1893), and the 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition further supporting the cause.
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Despite this human presence on the peninsula, the Olmsted Brothers still lobbied for the area to be
enhanced and enjoyed for its natural characteristics. Augmenting their Seattle-wide vision for a parks
‘system’ that highlighted the city’s scenic location, their 1903 Plan for the city outlined some core
remarks for the Magnolia district specifically. For visitors to take in the majestic views of the Puget
Sound and the Olympic Mountains, as well as enhance a sense of escape from the city by being in the
presence of forest growth, the plan called for the creation of a ‘parkway’ along the edge of the
headland, around the Fort Lawton boundary. The proposed parkway would follow atop of the bluffs
and connect with a proposed ‘bicycle path’, ‘bridle path’ and ‘electric railway’ which was envisioned
to connect up with the Fremont and Ballard neighbourhoods further north along Elliot Bay. The
Olmsteds’ noted that ‘the woods here are so beautiful, and the land is of little value for residential
purposes, that it would be desirable to include in this woodland park almost as much as is enclosed
between the bicycle path and the shore.’374 The Olmsteds’ were adamant on the scenic beauty offered
by the unique location, and as such fashioned a plan which emphasised this for the human eye.

12. Bicycle path near Fort Lawton that later became Magnolia Boulevard. 1900. 375
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The Olmsteds’ Plan went on further to request that ‘permission should be sought from the
government to extend some pleasure drives through this [Fort Lawton] property’, which would allow
for ‘circuit drives,’ and access to the sandy beach at the head of the promontory, which was ‘certainly
the best one for bathing within an equal distance from the city.’376 The Olmsteds’ vision sought to
establish access for a multitude of users, including motorists, walkers, cyclists, and horse-riders, and
in-line with their other designs for city, the imperative was to encourage visitation and human use,
through touristic and leisure pursuits.

What the Olmsteds’ proposed for the peninsula and parts of the Fort Lawton base was a hybrid of a
park landscape which incorporated and protected parts of the inner woodland, and the bluffs, but also
accentuate the possibility for human recreational activity. Their remarks also included provisions for
‘field sports, and athletic games’, making the proposed site ‘wholly desirable for families.’ Their
conclusions for the area stated that ‘it would be well worth to have a pleasure drive cross it in order
to make the views of the Sound and the Olympic Mountains from this high point available.’377 The
1903 plan for the Magnolia bluffs and Fort Lawton base did emphasise and showcase the natural
environment, but it did not shy from limiting human activity within the surrounds discussed, as
illustrated by these inclusions and suggestions. Ultimately, the Olmsted’s designs here, and for the
city more widely, often served a a source for inspiration when it came to park design and function.
This retrospective endeavour at rooting design motivations occurred in relation to Fort Lawton and
Discovery Park during the 1960s and thereafter, and both the 1972 Master Plan for Discovery Park,
and its 1986 Development Plan successor document reflect the intentions of the Olmsted Brothers’
proposals at least implicitly, as will be discussed later. Both the 1972 and 1986 documents, as we shall
see, are drawn upon by each side of the Discovery Park spatial conflict to support their respective bids.
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13. Historic photo of Fort Lawton Grounds - Sixth Engineers Band. C. 1929. 378

For the Fort Lawton site, and the surrounding coastal heights and bluffs, the potential for a park
environment, threaded with scenic parkways and paths did not come to fruition at that time. The city
did not pursue the Olmsteds’ request to seek permission from the federal government for access into
parts of the Fort Lawton base for the purposes of parkway creation and recreational use. After being
designated as Fort Lawton in 1900, the site remained under military control for the next six decades.
Local boostering efforts to establish the US army base were supported by military planners who
desired such a fort to protect against unwanted entry into the Puget Sound and Port Orchard Bay
where the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard at Bremerton, further south, was located. In the opening
decade of the twentieth century, visions of an appealing large municipal park space ultimately gave
way to military necessity.

However, in the short to medium term, the scope of the Fort Lawton base remained limited. Despite
having facilities and quarters for 3,500 stationed soldiers, the base was sparsely populated and lay
largely dormant up to the 1940s. Highlighting this, a bid was put forth by Seattle’s Department for
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Parks and Recreation to lease the property and reignited a short-lived effort to construct a park in the
place of the base, but the proposal was quickly turned down by the Secretary of War, Dwight F.
Davis.379 Following the US entry into the Second World War, the site became a point of embarkation,
and facilitated the movement of over one million US troops to the Pacific Theater. After 1945, the site
continued its embarkation function, supporting US actions in the Korean War. Later in the 1950s, antimissile infrastructure was constructed at the base in 1959 which included the siting of a large radar
that connected to the nationwide Nike missile defense system. In the 1960s, Fort Lawton’s military
importance to Air Command declined once more.

This foray into the spatial history of the Discovery Park site portends the debates which engulfed the
purpose of the space which played out during the period covering the 1970s to the present.

Envisioning a Park Space: 1950s-1960s

During the 1960s, the city faced a myriad of challenges which all linked back to the shifting dimensions
of how urban environments were formed, populated, and used. Like many major US cities of the
decade, Seattle was challenged with a changing economic focus, blight of downtown districts,
congested and traffic-ridden streets, and a wave of air, water, and noise pollution. Against this
backdrop of urban decay, the policy which gripped city officials nationally was that of urban renewal.
Regenerating the central business district and inner-city environment which grand building projects,
the razing of dilapidated buildings and structures, and the reconfiguring of urban infrastructure to
become more streamlined. The city’s Century 21 Exposition of 1962 had inspired a generation of urban
thinkers, boosters, and politicians to think beyond the malaise of the present and envision a
reinvigorated urban form. The spirit of demolition and make-anew led to controversial battles in the
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central city, but elsewhere, the opportunity to flight momentarily from the excesses of urban life
presented itself in one of the unlikeliest of places.

In 1955, a resolution passed the Washington State Legislature that called for a World’s Fair to be held
in the City of Seattle. Slated for opening in 1959, 50 years after the 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition, Seattle’s first foray into the arena of World’s Fairs, the ‘Century 21’ Exposition as it became
known needed a large suitable site to match the international scale of hosting such an event. The ‘Civic
Center Advisory Commission’ in charge of organising Century 21 scouted locations across the city, with
the Fort Lawton site very much in the crosshairs of the organisers. Edward E. Carlson, civic leader and
chairman of the Commission, argued that ‘long-range development… [and] long-range benefits’ for
the city were paramount for the Fair’s legacy.380 However, instead of hosting the technological and
cultural fair, Fort Lawton continued to be used for military purposes, with a training centre for
reservists being constructed in 1958.381 The conflicting visions and demands for the space, between
military use and civilian use at this juncture highlighted an early example of the contention which
would characterise the development of Discovery Park in the decades that followed.

A more central location of Lower Queen Anne eventually won out in hosting the city’s Century 21
Exposition and the World’s Fair took place three years later than initially pitched, in 1962. The site
received subsequent redevelopments during the later twentieth century, and remains an important
tourist and cultural attraction, known as the Seattle Center. Seattle journalist Shelby Scates, has
argued that on reflection, the prospects of Fort Lawton being transformed into the fairgrounds of the
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Century 21 Exposition represented ‘a hopeless notion, given pending military demands.’382 Other
potential uses for the Fort Lawton space called for the conversion of the base into a shopping complex,
and also the construction of residential housing to supplement the military housing units that had
been operated by Capehart Housing since the early 1950s.383 Other functions for the site, along these
lines, were raised during the 1970s and 1980s, and will be discussed later. However, throughout the
1960s, Fort Lawton remained under military jurisdiction.384

In 1965, plans to expand Fort Lawton’s Air Command remit briefly surfaced when it was suggested
that Anti-Nuclear Ballistic Missile (ABM) hardware be positioned at the site. However, the likelihood
of the plan coming to pass at Fort Lawton was thin when local manoeuvrings are considered. In April
1964 Secretary of State Robert McNamara had announced that 85 percent of the Fort Lawton property
would be deemed surplus and the City of Seattle was invited to purchase the property at half of the
market value. In this light, there appeared to be conflicting futures proposed regarding ABM expansion
and the site in general. In December 1968, Senator Henry Jackson persuaded military officials to site
the ABM plans elsewhere, with the support of local constituents.385

While the regression of Fort Lawton as an army base ensued, an opportunity arose in terms of utilising
the site for city services. The city’s recently formed Metro, a regional waste water treatment system,
acquired a portion of the northern section of the Fort Lawton site at West Point to develop a sewerage
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facility which has served Seattle, Shoreline, and north King County districts since 1966.386 In his
dedication speech, Metro’s legal counsel and Seattle citizen activist, hailed the development as ‘the
largest single pollution abatement project ever undertaken,’ by the city, to counter urban pollution.387
Human and urban uses for the space had begun to take precedent towards the late 1960s on the back
of citywide urban renewal fervour.

In 1968, Seattle voters approved a series of ‘Forward Thrust’ bond issues that sought to boost
investment across a range sectors and bolster the city’s defence against looming economic doubts as
major local employer Boeing faced hard times. Wrapped up the Forward Thrust program was $118
million for the city’s Department of Parks and Recreation, of which $3 million was set aside for the
purchase of Fort Lawton to convert into a park. The economic groundwork had been completed to
fund any future enterprises in park creation at the site, and those efforts then needed political impetus
to match it. The picture by the start of 1969 suggested that the Olmsted Brothers calls for an open
space park environment at Fort Lawton were being revisited.
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14. Aerial view of Fort Lawton site. 1970. 388

During the 1960s, park planners once again eyed-up the sleepy military base as a place for nature in
the urban confines. Seattle Parks Superintendent at the time of the Fort Lawton conversion, Hans A.
Thompson, noted that New York had long had Central Park, and San Francisco enjoyed the green
surrounds of Golden Gate Park, and the Golden Gate National Recreation Area which was created in
the early 1970s, on the city’s doorstep.389 Thompson argued that those ‘magnificent’ parks, ‘tend to
identify the city with the park.’390 Developing a large urban nature park for Seattle seemed too good
of an opportunity to relinquish at the dawn of the 1970s, especially when the Parks Department had
been rewarded with hundreds of millions of taxpayers’ dollars, paid for by Forward Thrust. Parks have
an extensive history as being couched in restorative terms for the human body and mind. Other Seattle
parks, such as Volunteer Park and Seward Park with longer histories hark back to a generation of park
creation in the Olmstedian tradition. The visions for a park at Fort Lawton, along with park
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developments at Sand Point (Magnuson Park), Brown Point (Gas Works Park), and Freeway Park all
represented a new wave of parks which sought to provide physical and mental relief from the rigours
of the late-twentieth-century city. Of those, the plans for the redevelopment of the Fort Lawton site
into a natural park space, to then become Discovery Park in 1972, epitomised the largest of those
spaces.

On a national level, Ann Louise Strong argued in Open Space for Urban America ‘a continuing
association with the natural world’ should form the central focus of 1960s urban planning. Strong’s
publication was linked to the newly created Department for Housing and Urban Development by the
Johnson Administration. Jeffrey Craig Sanders highlighted that ‘beauty, blight, and open space formed
a persuasive vocabulary’ that citizen-based groups ‘could use to guide the taste and aesthetics of local
communities or advance other agendas.’ Sanders concluded that ‘open space offered a brake on
development… and [an] alluring idea [that] would become a crucial part of the language of the modern
urban environmental movement.’391 On the ground in Seattle, by 1972, Strong’s line of thinking
equipped park advocates with the conceptual tools to shape the fledgling Discovery Park in the image
of a wild space, that was reflective of the natural world, within the urban setting.

In alignment with local discussions on the future of Fort Lawton, city newspapers backed those
professing the potential for a park at the site. The Seattle Argus pleaded that ‘civic leaders should be
considering the possibility that some of the land just might become available for a magnificent park,’
and rallied against the ‘real estate operators dream of tantalizing profits.’392 By the end of the 1960s,
the time had come for park ideas to become a reality. Federal urban policy directed by President
Johnson was focused on the ‘renewal’ of cities and informed by voices such as Strong. While economic
development remained a central feature of the Urban Renewal agenda of President Johnson, there
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was a consideration by planners ‘to preserve nature and natural amenities’, and ‘to reserve large
accessible areas for outdoor recreation and neighborhood playgrounds and parks’, that could prevent
the sprawl and blight of ‘tomorrow.’393 Meanwhile local politicians and representatives within Seattle
Department for Parks and Recreation possessed an appetite to engage in long-term open space
planning at the Fort Lawton site, as the prospects for future military use diminished. Soldier training
ended at Fort Lawton in 1959, and in August 1974 the small handful of the remaining Nike anti-ballistic
missiles stationed at the base were deactivated. The Army Air Defense Command buildings lay derelict
thereafter until their demolition in 2001.394 With impetus for future military planning at the site not
forthcoming, the early 1970s effectively marked the end of the site as a functioning military
establishment. Seattleites, both official and citizen, could draw upon national trends, and the broader
thinking of the urban planning movement, to guide their efforts in their own city.

The transition of Fort Lawton to Discovery Park, from military use to park use, benefitted from in large
part due to the efforts of local Senators, and a specific piece of federal legislation which related to
creation of parks and recreational spaces in post-war America. The legislation in question referred to
the Federal Lands for Parks and Recreation Act of 1969, which was absorbed into the Land and Water
Conservation Fund program later. Senator Henry Jackson argued that ‘surplus military installations are
located in or near major metropolitan areas and afford a great opportunity for urban park and
recreational complexes.’395 The 1969 Act represented a national piece of legislation that resonated
neatly with the feeling towards Fort Lawton’s surplus lands harboured by Senator Jackson, and a vocal
group of concerned Seattle citizens. As a result, the precedent which informed the passing of the
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Federal Lands for Parks and Recreation Act came in large part from Washington state. Senator Jackson
sponsored the Act and surmised that ‘the improvement of the environment… can mean the most to
those who are most deprived.’396 The ‘deprived’ in Seattle’s case with Fort Lawton is debateable. Local
voices pointed towards a deprivation of spacious and accessible park space, while other groups such
as the United Indians of All Tribes went on to visibly protest their specific lack of recognition through
the Fort Lawton site in 1970.

The new legislation, that was approved by Congress on 22nd October 1970, gave the Department of
the Interior the power to relinquish ‘surplus real property, including buildings, fixtures, and equipment
situated thereon… as needed for use as a public park or recreation area.’397 The Act effectively
resurrected the repealed provisions that had previously been set out in the Surplus Property Act of
1944, which at that time was approved to deal with excess property assets linked to the war effort.
President Harry S. Truman ‘liquidated’ the Act in a bid to streamline and modernise federal property
management.398 The Federal Lands for Parks and Recreation Act specifically transferred federal
property for the purposes of parks and recreation. Senator Jackson’s crusade to make federal property
and lands available for public use legislatively took place on the national scale. Meanwhile the
transition of Fort Lawton to Discovery Park epitomised a localised example of Senator Jackson’s vision,
with the handover and conversion unfolding in the Senator’s own backyard.
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The Early Years of Discovery Park: Transitioning from a Military Space to a Park Space.
The events the facilitated the opening of Discovery Park were couched in both national and local
political trends, and sentiments that guided urban thinking during the 1960s. Returning to Hans A.
Thompson’s comments on the potential for the Fort Lawton site in shaping a Seattle parks identity,
the Parks Superintendent conceded that:

the opinion is virtually unanimous that the highest and best use of this site is as a public park, and
indeed the problem will be to find adequate space for all of the many commendable and desirable
improvements which have been suggested for inclusion within the site.399

Thompson’s candour in his response here to a Seattle constituent, while not aware at the time,
foreshadowed the events of the coming decades following the transition of Fort Lawton to Discovery
Park. Designs and visions for the space going into the later twentieth century revealed a multitude of
desires for the Park. These stretched from a site of restored nature, through to traditional urban park
functions that by the 1960s, typically included open space, recreational and public facilities such as
sports spaces and public toilets, trails and paths, and areas to relax. Thompson meanwhile continued
his response and remarked that the ‘challenge’ of the Parks Department was to ‘protect the integrity
of the entire site and prevent overdevelopment and consequent diminishing of the open space
impact,’ that the Fort Lawton site offered Seattle.400 It is at this juncture that the divergence in opinion
begins and is subsequently played out during Discovery Park’s history, as institutional sentiments for
the purpose of Discovery Park, fall more on the side of undisturbed open nature space, rather than
developing the Park for a range of natural and cultural functions.
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At the time of the initial planning in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the planned park was known as
Fort Lawton Park. It wasn’t until 1973 that the transitioned site was formerly given the title of
Discovery Park. Nonetheless, a process by which an architect would be selected was initiated in 1969
and was undertaken with ambitious intent.401 Given the site’s situation, geography and natural history,
all within easy reach of Downtown Seattle, the potential for a large, bold, urban park was looked upon
favourably. The call for architects’ designs culminated in 1971, when Mayor of Seattle, Wes Uhlman
selected Dan Kiley and his firm to spearhead the park project. Uhlman highlighted Kiley as ‘one of the
world’s outstanding urban planners’ and a press release by Seattle’s Department of Parks and
Recreation repeated the scope of the project which transcended Seattle’s borders, stating that the
‘major regional park… possesses the potential of becoming one of the world’s great parks.’402

Dan Kiley and his architect firm produced a written document to accompany their winning
presentation for the park bid entitled ‘Memo on a Man-Nature Park for Seattle, Washington.’ The
memo, which preceded the publication of the Master Plan (which was drawn up the following year),
outlined Kiley’s intentions and thinking for the proposed park, placing Seattle’s relationship with
nature at the heart of the design plans. Kiley linked this to human desires for a physical space in nature,
stating that ‘the wildness of the fauna and flora is the great need.’403 For Kiley, the purpose of a park
on the Fort Lawton site would transcend the traditional approach to urban park planning, which he
highlighted as ‘additions to the habitations of man, for instance, New York City plus Central Park,’ and
would instead be designed so that ‘man and nature’ could exist, ‘as one.’ The Memo laid the
groundwork for the more detailed Master Plan in high conceptual terms, but in retrospect, the short
document was vague. Kiley expanded on the Memo within the presentation to the Department of
Parks and Recreation and ultimately convinced city officials. However, this Memo indicated a direction
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of approach, but also left the door open to multiple interpretation as to what the future park, and
urban parks in general, should represent for users and as representations of nature.404

It is important to note that in the intervening period between the awarding of Kiley’s landscape
architect firm the contract of designing Discovery Park and the publication of the Discovery Park
Master Plan, the official handover of the future park, still referred to as Fort Lawton Park at that point,
took place. On 1st September 1972, 381 acres of the Fort Lawton site was ‘deeded to the city [of
Seattle] as part of the federal government’s “Legacy of Parks” program.’405 The ceremony was
attended by Mayor Wes Uhlman, representing the city of Seattle, as well as Washington Senators
Warren Magnuson and Henry Jackson. Also in attendance was Tricia Nixon Cox, the daughter of
President Nixon, representing her father in an official White House capacity. [Sentence on Press
Coverage/Tricia Nixon Cox]. Notably, the press release issued by the Mayor’s office was clear in
outlining that the deeded Fort Lawton lands would ‘become a wilderness park within the city,’ with
Uhlman adding through his ceremonial remarks that the ‘priceless open space’ would be ‘a place for
peace and quiet.’406

What this effectively meant was that Seattle joined its urban Cascadian counterparts and acquired a
vast park space within its city limits, as initially 391 acres had been ceded to the City. In nearby
Portland, Oregon, over 5,000 acres of forest was incorporated into the city’s Parks & Recreation
Department portfolio in 1948, that has since constituted one of the largest areas of urban forest in
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the United States.407 Across the border in British Columbia, Canada, Vancouver had enjoyed close to
1,000 acres of green, publicly accessible, municipal park space in the form of Stanley Park, since it
opened in 1888.408 Both the Portland and Vancouver comparisons illustrated the potential scope of
Discovery Park in Seattle. Forest Park in Portland had taken on a more nature-centric, wild approach
to large park design in the city, while Stanley Park evolved over the course of the twentieth century
and invited human use through recreational initiatives. While the Discovery Park Master Plan does not
directly reference either of the two other parks explicitly, the interplay between nature and human
focused park design in Forest and Stanley Park was implicitly alluded to by Kiley’s plan that catered for
nature lovers and recreationalists alike.

In the years following the 1972 handover, and the creation of Discovery Park, the space was contested
by those who held divergent opinions about what the Park should come to represent for the city of
Seattle. Many historic military buildings remained intact, though deteriorating, within the new park
boundaries. The question of whether Discovery Park’s military past should be preserved and
refurbished hung over the Park’s transition during the subsequent decade. The fate of these relics of
past military use was questioned as others advocated that the space should be sanctioned as a largely
untouched wilderness, on the doorstep of Seattle’s urban environment. This dual vision of Discovery
Park’s future, a space for nature, versus a space for historic preservation and human involvement,
played out during the 1980s and 1990s, and continued to divide opinion into the current century.
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The Concept of ‘Wilderness’ In an Urban Setting
As far as traditional narratives towards natural spaces go, the concept of wilderness is usually applied
to natural world spaces far beyond the periphery of human settlement. The very existence of the
concept of ‘wilderness’ is a contested battleground over its parameters, scope, and continued
relevance temporally as was as spatially. Alfred Runte has written about how early twentieth-century
figures in the American environmental movement, viewed ‘wilderness’ as ‘worthless lands.’409
Preservationists in this period placed spatially in remote, isolated, and difficult to reach areas, and
officials drew wilderness boundaries in locations that were not financially beneficial.410 Later in the
twentieth-century, the Wilderness Act of 1964, and later the National Parks and Recreation Act of
1978, shifted notions and reframed public perceptions of what wilderness was, as the acts expanded
the coverage of National Park and wilderness area to allow more Americans to use and enjoy such
natural spaces. Couched against this backdrop, the concept of wilderness and open space around the
time of the formation of Discovery Park took on new meaning. The terminology of ‘wilderness’, ‘open
space’, and ‘wildness’ became intertwined with perceptions of park space. In American cities such as
Seattle, groups and individuals concerned with the expansion and concentration of the urban
landscape that occurred in the post-war period saw the application of terms such as ‘open space’ to
non-National Park locations, such as large municipal park spaces.

Stanley Park in Vancouver, British Columbia, served as a precedent for establishing a level of urban
wilderness through park space. Sean Kheraj, writing on Stanley Park, has observed that ‘nature in the
park is precious because most visitors believe it to be old and unspoiled,’ that in turn ‘has come to
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influence contemporary park policy.’ As a result, Kheraj adds, ‘many Vancouverites value the park for
its perceived sense of naturalness, [coupled with] its proximity to a highly urbanized environment.’
But as Kheraj argues, ‘this perception is the disjuncture between public memory and the peninsula’s
environmental history.’411 There are parallels which can be drawn between Seattle’s Discovery Park,
and its northern neighbour in Vancouver’s Stanley Park on the topic of public perception of urban
wilderness space.

While Stanley Park and Discovery are not officially linked or related to one another, their histories,
and design are comparable. Both parks occupied a portion of urban space that is relatively close to
the downtown hub of their respective cites and are expansive in their coverage. Similarly, the two
parks share a degree of ‘natural’ or rather typically ‘non-urban’ geographical features within their
boundaries, such as forest cover, exposed gradients and natural vegetation, beaches, and access to a
shoreline for much of their limits. Added into this is the factor that both parks are also the home to a
tapestry of ecological habitats for both plant and animal life. The two parks also utilised trails and
pedestrian routes to allow city citizens access to these natural spaces, a stone’s throw from a bustling
urban core. In this light, Stanley Park, the older of the two, offered an ‘open space’ approach to urban
park spaces that served as a historical precedent for those involved in determining the trajectory of
Discovery Park, in the early 1970s.

Jeffrey Craig Sanders has argued that the term ‘open space’, which crops up frequently in all manner
of archival material, from departmental correspondence, to promotional material, to speeches and
media commentary, represented a ‘ubiquitous phrase of the era,’ that ‘could encompass multiple
meanings.’ The era in which Sanders refers to, the late 1960s and into the 1970s, is a time in
contemporary American culture that witnessed the growth of both local and national environmental
movements, as well as a growth in urban sustainability concepts. Sanders throws the net wide when
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exploring these topics in the city of Seattle by applying the ‘environmental’ and ‘sustainability’ labels
to cover growing calls for green space, urban farming and cooperatives, and the preservation of
community spaces such as Pike Place Market. Sanders surmised that ‘mainstream efforts to preserve
nature or create urban parks occurred in a broader social and political context,’ with the events at Fort
Lawton epitomising ‘the contested nature of sustainability.’412 Often, the call for ‘open space’ at
Discovery Park chimed with the debates and discussions over the natural environment and the idea
of wilderness that were taking place at a national level, and this can be seen through elements of the
Master Plan for Discovery Park, and the constituencies that clashed over the status of Discovery Park
in the 1970s, 1980s and beyond.

Whether wilderness exists or not is secondary to our concerns with its application to Discovery Park
in Seattle as this chapter is focused upon how certain individuals and groups drew upon the idea of
wilderness in their perception of what the new park should represent. Instead of wilderness being a
set of natural conditions situated away from American cities, in this example, the term has been
enthusiastically applied to a municipal park space, within the city limits, rather than beyond it. As
Sanders has observed, ‘in the years since its [Discovery Park] origin, the city has defined and actively
managed the park as a “wilderness,” restricting certain uses and taking great pains to remove nonnative plant species.’413 In summation, much of the basis for this approach to Discovery Park related
back to the original design intentions of the landscape architect chosen to plan the park in the early
1970s, Dan Kiley.

This brief segue provides a framework for how Kiley’s Master Plan can be understood. The Master
Plan for Discovery Park which was published in February 1972 fleshed out Kiley’s proposals to the City,
and provided design specifics, as well as a long-term vision for the Park in subsequent decades that
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left the park open for competing interpretation and contrasting development. In terms of a ‘primary
function’, Kiley’s Master Plan outlined that the ‘role should be to provide an open space of tranquillity
for the citizens of this city.’ It is summed up in this one line, under the heading ‘Primary Function –
Central Purpose’ that those who advocated the park should represent a wild space, untouched as
much as possible from the human hand – notably the Friends of Discovery Park group formed in 1974
– drew their inspiration. This key tenet, in their view of the park space, formed the park’s guiding
principle, which tied neatly with how Kiley and his team waxed lyrical over the scenic beauty of the
space:

The site is one of breathtaking majesty… the seclusion of the site, the magnificent vistas, the stretches
of tidal beaches, the stands of native trees, the meadowlands – all combine to make this site one of
surpassing beauty and serenity.414

Kiley’s Master Plan conceded that ‘it is difficult, if not impossible, to create a long-range plan, the
details of which will be valid for all time,’ adding that ideas may eventually turn out to be ‘unexciting
or impractical or even impossible.’ From the start of the Master Plan, the architect quickly established
that ‘the details of our plan will undoubtedly require revision from time to time.’ The practicality of
scoping out a long-term vision that was hoped would span decades proved difficult for Kiley and his
architectural team, and it is implicitly suggested here that a change in use, or evolution in park use
would occur as Discovery Park matured.

Prophesising on future uses and alterations, the Master Plan explained that utilising parts of the park
for recreational activities and civic structures ‘may constitute the greatest single threat to the park,’
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and that ‘only those activities and only those structures should be accepted which are in harmony
with the overall theme, character and objective of the park.’ The statement erred on the side of
caution when contemplating future incursions into the ‘solitude’ space that Kiley imagined at
Discovery Park. However, the language here is measured and accepted that to some degree, future
development along civic and recreational lines would eventually pervade into the Park. ‘Commercial
intrusion’ was strongly discouraged and could be more easily rallied against. Preventing attempts to
limit recreational activity at the Park was considered a more arduous task, particularly when the status
of the Park as a municipal entity and public space is respected. Galen Cranz labelled this era of park
planning and function (c.1965-1990) as a period in which ‘Open Space’ systems were adopted which
catered for multiple creative uses in urban park spaces.415 Alan Tate has argued that the post-war
period in terms of park spaces has represented a re-appreciation of ‘traditional’ park functions that
viewed municipal green spaces as an ‘urban safety valve’ for local citizens against the pressures of the
city.416

Visual maps and accompanying commentary from the Master Plan highlighted specific areas of
structures within the park boundary. One ‘long range’ map listed a nature interpretive area, an
orientation center, vehicle access routes, parking lots, bus stops, and maintenance areas centred
mainly around the existing Mall, in the northern reaches of Fort Lawton.417 The Master Plan argued
that the Mall area should be, ‘the only formalized area in the park,’ and would act as an ‘entrance’ to
‘the rest of the dispersed park.’418 It is in this area of the park which Kiley catered for the recreational
elements accustomed to urban parkscapes that congregated individuals. This area, along with a small
‘play area’ to the extreme south-east of the park, concentrated these functions for the purposes of
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‘promenading, sitting, people-watching, and quiet games like lawn bowling or croquet.’ Meanwhile,
the play area, situated away from the scenic bluffs, native woodlands, and promontory views across
Elliot Bay, for Kiley, served ‘for larger games of tennis, softball or baseball.’419 Aside from this, much
of the Master Plan commentary is devoted to discussing the natural landscape, and how interventions
should be made to maintain these physical conditions and allow park users to reach and enjoy the
various natural elements of the park.

Kiley’s Master Plan used trails to emphasise the natural condition of Discovery Park. For example, the
original 1972 Master Plan stated that ‘bluffs on both north and south [edges of the park] will be
undisturbed and only to the north will a few zigzag trails be developed.’420 Kiley included the
establishment of trails through the park as a priority in the ‘Long Range Plan’ for the park. Trails offered
the park user an opportunity to experience much of Discovery Park in its intended natural condition
and stayed true to planners’ desire for minimal human intrusion of the park. In Kiley’s revised Master
Plan in 1974, the architect stated that ‘a network of walk lines,’ would include ‘wilderness trails,’ that
would take park users into the ‘hinterland’ of the park.421 There would be some level of demarcation
of routes, but with the maximum level of development being limited sections of ‘elevated boardwalks
to preserve the [bluff] terrain down to the shoreland below.’422 On a national, and more expansive
level, the creation of the National Trails System in 1968 formed a blueprint from which hiking routes
were administered in natural spaces. In this guise though, trails were often elements incorporated
into National or State Parks, spanning hundreds, or thousands (in the case of the Pacific Crest Trail) of
miles in length. Discovery Park mimicked these trails in composition and scaled them down to the
urban park level and by using terminology such as ‘wilderness’ and ‘hinterland,’ planners and open
space advocates alike further couched the park along natural lines. In 1975, the Discovery Park Loop
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Trail was designated a National Recreation Trail, connecting with nine miles of traversable hiking
routes within the park boundaries.423

The wording of Kiley’s Master Plan is careful in balancing a preserved natural space and encouraging
human use and interaction. ‘The site is to be kept as open as possible… this makes a park that affords
rest and relaxation, activities for varied tastes, and educational, cultural or scientific endeavours.’424
Kiley’s Master Plan sought to design a park space that fulfilled a range of functions beyond the park
solely being a wilderness space. As such, the Master Plan is careful in its terminology relating to
wilderness, and refrains from using it. Instead, the intention of creating a ‘civilized space in Nature’
summed up this challenge of coalescing natural space and park space.425 This statement seemed noble
on the part of the landscape architects but typified the subsequent contestation that took place at
Discovery Park. The conceptual boundaries became blurred between what type of wilderness could
be present within the park, as the architectural intentions, however measured and limited they may
be in this instance, represented the human hand in shaping nature and the experience of nature for
park users. In effect, what occurred at Discovery Park because of this Master Plan was a restorative
exercise of removing as much human influence as possible, but a total re-wilding remained
unattainable due to the constraints the space being a public park space.

The Magnolia Community Club, representing Magnolia residents, the Seattle district in which
Discovery Park is situated, called for the Fort Lawton site to become an ‘open space, [for] rest, and
recreation,’ in a letter to Mayor Wes Uhlman in 1970.426 This built on their recommendations issued
in 1969 which stated that Fort Lawton should become ‘a natural park,’ and that ‘buildings unsuitable
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to a park-like atmosphere [should] be razed.’427 Those who advocated for an untouched natural space
at the Fort Lawton location, including the Magnolia Community Club, also had the backing of the Sierra
Club. During the 1960s, the Sierra Club took a proactive line of pursuing wilderness causes across the
United States. In a letter to Mayor Uhlman, the local chapter of the Sierra Club spoke of ‘giving the
public maximum access… with minimal damage to the environment and wildlife,’ along the Magnolia
tidelands, the bluffs, and beach that were later incorporated into Kiley’s Discovery Park.’428

During this period in the early 1970s, when the Master Plan for Discovery Park was published (and was
receiving a degree of revisions that resulted in the 1974 Revised Master Plan for Discovery Park) and
discussions over what the park should represent in the years ahead, a crucial step was taken to
champion the cause of an open space, natural park. On the back of fresh concerns over the potential
siting of a golf course within the boundaries of Discovery Park, one concerned local resident suggested
the formation of a ‘Citizens for Open Space in Discovery Park,’ to rebut against the park being ‘misused
in future years.’429 This call was taken seriously and on 4 December 1974, Donald Voorhees, a district
judge and advocate for open space at Discovery Park, met with members of the Citizens for Fort
Lawton Park and formed the Friends of Discovery Park.430 Voorhees and the Friends of Discovery Park’s
mission was clear, ‘to defend the principles and philosophy found in the 1974 Discovery Park Master
Plan.’ Building on this principle, the group’s by-laws cemented the Friends position both at the time,
and for the decades to come:
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to defend the integrity of Discovery Park; to create and protect there an open space of quiet and
tranquility, a sanctuary where the works of man are minimized, appearing to be affected primarily by
the forces of nature, a place which emphasizes its natural environment, broad vista and unspoiled
shorelines; and to promote the development of the park according to a master plan responsive to these
goals.431

The formation of the Friends of Discovery Park group occurred at a time when the cause for the
creation of an undisturbed open space at the site began to be challenged by a handful of competing
visions for the site. The most significant and drawn out of these contests centred around the fate of
Fort Lawton’s numerous military buildings.

The Challenge to an ‘Open Space’ future for Discovery Park
Largely absent from the 1972 Master Plan were detailed intentions on what to do with the
considerable number of historic military buildings which were ceded to the city as part of the park
space. Many of these buildings are excluded from the 1972 long range map that accompanied the
written Master Plan document. However, when the 1972 long range map plan is compared against
the revised Master Plan issued by Kiley’s firm in 1974, a greater number of existing military structures
are included and retained for long-term use, in addition to those proposed structures along the Mall.
The existing buildings which are included in the 1974 revisions are located at the Parade Grounds in
the heart of the Park. Within this collection of buildings, the map lists a ‘Fort Lawton Historic Museum.’
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15. Long Range Plan for Discovery Park published in 1974. 432

These buildings within the park did not fit into the ‘open space’ vision that many local citizens aligned
with. For them, and groups such as Friends of Discovery Park, ‘Discovery Park is mandated as a
“nature” park’ with the presence of the military buildings proving obstructive to their long-term view
of the space.433 Photographic records illustrate the aesthetic and existence of Fort Lawton’s past in
the park.
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16. Fort Lawton barracks buildings that remained after the transfer to Seattle Department of Parks & Recreation. 1 January
1972. 434

Edward O. Wilson’s studies on the relationship between humans and nature can give an insight into
how wilderness advocates linked to the Discovery Park site came down on the side of argument that
called for near, if not total, adjuration for wildness, and ‘open space’ in the park. The Biophilia
Hypothesis posed by Wilson maintained that humans possess ‘the innately emotional affiliation… to
other living organisms.’435 The hypothesis continued that when separated from nature for a prolonged
period (and Wilson couched this in generational terms):

The biophilic learning rules are not replaced by modern versions equally well adapted to contemporary
technological features of life. Instead, they persist… atrophied and fitfully manifested in the artificial
new environments.436
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Those new environments have been interpreted by some, such as Alexander Wilson in The Culture of
Nature to be theme parks such as Disney World, shopping centres, cinematic sets, touristic locations,
and zoos.437 These types of public spaces, hatched and designed with the human hand, represented
perfected versions of the original natural spaces, that are accessible and useable for the masses. The
same vision of nature when layered into an urban park, such as Discovery Park, has been observable
with the cause of pro-wildness advocates, such as the Friends of Discovery Park group. Though not
taken to the extreme lengths as has been explored by Alexander Wilson and others, their cause to
make nature the predominant focus of Discovery Park can be attributed to the fact that the Park itself
was established against the backdrop of rapid urban growth, the expansion of suburbs and highways,
and the perceived mounting disconnection between cities and nature in post-war urban America.

The ‘biophilic’ standpoint of those calling for the enhancement of nature above all other potential
park uses in Discovery Park can be better understood when the trajectory of their efforts is considered
historically since the 1970s through actions taken relating to design, form, and use. Parks, and in this
case Discovery Park, offered a safety valve for citizens who felt the pressures of both city life and urban
expansion. An attraction towards spaces of nature which some saw as being the primary function of
a park, linked back to Dan Kiley’s design intention to reconnect man with nature, in an age in which
becoming increasingly associated with non-nature, through symbols such as vehicles, concrete, and
environmental pollution.

The standpoint then for groups such as Friends of Discovery Park, and their open space allies when
applied to the condition of Discovery Park in the early 1970s can be better understood in this light.
For them, retaining or repurposing military buildings in the park would invite the prospect of greater
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human use, the need for civic infrastructure, the invasion of automobiles and concrete into the park,
and the potential for the commercialisation of a hitherto ‘natural space.’ Ensuring the survival of the
military buildings could provide an opportunity for local historical education on the one hand. But on
the other hand, it was felt that embarking on such a programme would detract from the natural
credentials the park offered, as the City and invested time, money, and resources into the upkeep of
the aging buildings.

In broad terms, the conflict over the fate of the former military buildings fell into two camps. Local
media, such as the Magnolia-Queen Anne Today newspaper, couched the division between two
influential city boards – the Board of Parks Commissioners, and the Landmarks Preservation Board.
Reporting on proceedings in July 1976, the newspaper highlighted that ‘the Seattle Parks Board [had]
not supported the idea of a historic district in the park’; while the Landmarks Preservation Board
‘favour[ed] the idea of carving out an area of the park and giving it historic designation.’438 While these
positions are largely correct, and this reportage foreshadowed the disagreements that followed, there
was a wider cohort of groups and individuals involved in the discussion over Discovery Park’s future,
with a varying degree of positions on the issue of retention or removal.

Illustrative of this was the Discovery Park Advisory Committee that stated in 1976, after consultation
with its members that only a selection of buildings at the Park should be retained, notably those that
were ‘compatible’ with the Master Plan (1974), and that any protected district should remain ‘fairly
small’, and that the area not be labelled a ‘historic one.’439 The Friends of Discovery Park group went
further calling for ‘all existing structures west of Washington Blvd [sic] be removed as soon as they
come into the control of the city,’ admitting that ‘it is not possible to removal all structures from the
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park, however desirable that might be.’440 This accompanied a statement by Friends of Discovery Park
group published in June 1976, that was categorical in its position. The statement communicated that
‘the City continue to adhere strictly to the Master Plan for Discovery Park as originally conceived,
calling generally for the removal of Army structures from the Park.’ These positions were reflective of
a broader constituency of vocal residents who wrote letters to official City offices related to the
developments of Discovery Park, as well as the local media. Writing in January 1977, one resident
argued that it was ‘premature… to create a historic district at the heart of Discovery Park.’441

By 1976, Mayor Wes Uhlman acknowledged that ‘a great deal of interest and concern has been
expressed… in recent months over the question of historic preservation at Discovery Park.’ Uhlman
highlighted how two major City boards – the Landmarks Preservation Board, who advocated the
retention of existing military buildings at the former Fort Lawton site; and the Board of Park
Commissioners – a volunteer board that advised the City on parks issues – had ‘disparate positions
with respect to the Discovery Park development.’442

Open space advocates benefitted from the fact that Robert E. Kildall, a long-time supporter of the
natural space cause at Discovery Park both was on the Board of Park Commissioners and was that
Board’s chairman during the 1970s. The Board’s position as an advisory group, composed of citizen
volunteers, informing the Mayor, City Council, and Seattle Parks and Recreation, helped channel
groundswell views on Discovery Park, up to the top echelons of Seattle governance and planning. The
continuation of these calls throughout the 1980s and up to the present will be picked upon throughout
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the rest of this chapter, but their open space position, that placed nature ahead of historic
preservation was formulated during the 1970s.

Kiley and his firm submitted a revised Master Plan for Discovery Park in 1974, and his revisions
incorporated much of the original Master Plan from 1972. Changes made to the Plan related mainly
to park access, ‘uses of future acquisitions of Army property’, and the ‘desired character’ of other
design elements including public amenities, Mall design, and recreational facilities.443 Building upon
his earlier comments at the time of his selection as lead architect, Dan Kiley, in the revised plans was
careful to highlight that

the quality of the Park landscape is due not to nature alone. Man and nature together have created
much of the visual attraction of the Park, with a sense of continuity, evocative of the past. Today, better
than ever before, we appreciate that no landscape is static – today’s is a legacy from previous
generations of Seattle.444

Here, it can be observed that Kiley’s principle intentions and philosophy, first professed in his Man
and Nature essay, threaded through the various phases of the design process. The 1974 revision
document ought to be read in conjunction with the 1972 Master Plan to gauge the alterations in
context. However, while both documents present Dan Kiley’s ambitious vision for Discovery Park, the
catch-all approach that sought to champion the site’s natural credentials alongside efforts to
appreciate historical in situ elements and cater for public needs, allowed for numerous groups to lay
claim to the Park’s long-term future.
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Around the period in which Dan Kiley submitted his revised Master Plan for Discovery Park, the natural
space constituency faced a new battle over what the space should represent and be used for. During
1975, proposals were put forward to construct a 150-acre golf course within the boundaries of the
fledgling park. The back and forth tussle between open space advocates and golf course proponents
played out internally through correspondence between the various parties, the city of Seattle, and the
Parks Department, but also through local newspaper commentary. The West Point Golfers Association
had by April 1975 amassed enough signatures to require a vote on whether an 18-hole course had
public support. The President of the Friends of Discovery Park group, Barbara McIntosh pushed back
against the growing calls for a golf course by stating that such a proposal would end up being ‘the first
of many assaults’ Discovery Park would face, and questioned ‘will the original philosophy of the park
design be followed?’445

One resident decried the attempts to ‘slice up Discovery Park for all kinds of special interests.’446 Their
sentiments reflected the fact that in the relatively short space of time that Discovery Park had been
planned and the space transferred from the military to the City of Seattle to 1977, several land use
and spatial battles had been contested at the site. Against this backdrop of the Friends of Discovery
Park group were held up as ‘revolutionaries’ by environmental attorney, Marvin Durning. Durning
highlighted that by the mid-1970s, the group were part of a ‘quiet revolution’ in which ‘citizens have
shown [that] they rank their concerns about the environment very high on their priorities.’ Durning
encouraged the Friends of Discovery Park group and surmised that ‘people can see [that] this city is
spreading out and they know they’re going to need somewhere they can walk outside among trees
and sunlight and grassy meadows.’447 Durning’s remarks along with the lobbying of the Friends of
Discovery Park group championed the cause for unimpeded access to open space at the Discovery
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Park site, and that any attempt at development was in violation of that vision. Their cause had
successfully secured hundreds of acres of parkland function from military hands, and in Kiley’s Master
Plan could see their open space dream becoming a reality.

Far from a done deal however, there was a divergence of opinion over a range of issues, including the
siting of a building for the United Indians of All Tribes; a fervent campaign to prevent the construction
of a golf course; the resistance of the expansion of the West Point Sewerage Treatment facility; as well
as what would turn out to be only the first round of deliberations and debate over the fate of old
military structures within the Park still jeopardising the open space plan. For some, the answer was
simple, Discovery Park should have a flavour of everything for the enjoyment of all citizens. Seattle
resident Ira M. Porter wrote to the Seattle Post-Intelligencer newspaper to say that the ‘citizens of
Seattle to vote on how the land… is to be utilized… Give us the room for kids, picnic tables, games,
museums for preserving the heritage of the old Fort Lawton.’448 A chorus of ‘letters to the editor’
during 1975 followed in a similar vein. ‘Discovery Park should be “for everyone”… a well-kept revenueproducing golf course would be far more attractive along the southern boundary of the park than they
unkept fields and bushes that we have now,’ remarked one resident, while another asked ‘how can
anyone be opposed to tennis courts and a golf course in a huge park like Discovery Park that would
benefit everyone?’449

The recurrent theme of such correspondence was that Seattle’s newly acquired public lands should
be put to use for the enjoyment of all city citizens, and that meant a park with a multitude of functions.
This view illustrated the flexible and porous meaning of what an urban park should be and proved a
headache for the open space purists. Later in 1975, plans for an 18-hole golf course that would have
been developed on 150 acres of the Discovery Park site were rejected by a two to one margin when
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put to voters.450 However, the problem of land use and development at Discovery Park persisted long
after the decision. Fearing that the future development was in store for Discovery Park, Seattle writer
Brandt Morgan argued that ‘nature’s power to reclaim and rejuvenate a civilized area and its civilized
visitors with a sense of wildness’ was the Park’s major selling point.451 In February 1977, an extended
piece in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer on the state of Discovery Park surmised that:

Seemingly unending pressures to make the park into something besides a clean-air oasis in the
municipal desert give naturalists nightmares and set people like Bob [Robert] Kildall, outgoing chairman
of the Board of Park Commissioners, musing.452

Jeffrey Craig Sanders has explored the issue of Discovery Park as an open space, natural park and who
that vision intended to serve in another struggle for spatial meaning that the site. Earlier in 1970, parts
of Fort Lawton were occupied by over one hundred members and supporters of the United Indian
People’s Council (later the United Indians of All Tribes, UIAT) that called for the land to be reclaimed
as they argued that the land was formerly native land. Led by Bernie Whitebear, their vision for the
Fort Lawton site was set out in a proclamation disseminated through Helix, an underground
publication based in Seattle. The proclamation stated that the Council felt ‘this land of Fort Lawton is
more suitable to pursue an Indian way of life,’ and proposed the establishment of an Indian University,
an Indian Center for Ecology, and an Indian School, all-encompassing the aim of ‘show[ing] the beauty,
dignity, and the spirit of our traditional Indian ways.’453 The clash between UIAT and the City
culminated in an agreement in July 1971 to provide a 99-year lease for an Indian Cultural Center at
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Discovery Park, which was opened as the Daybreak Star Cultural Center in 1977.454 The preamble of
the lease agreement stated that the Center be ‘Indian in spirit, simple, and honest in design, to enrich
and be in harmony with the natural setting and uses of a city park at Fort Lawton,’ highlighting a
degree of accordance with open space concepts that had been included in Kiley’s Master Plan for
Discovery Park.455

The National Historic Preservation Act passed in 1966 came to the fore during this next period of
debate over the future of military property at Fort Lawton. Many of the buildings within Discovery
Park had been constructed seven or more decades earlier and by the early 1980s, had deteriorated
and required immediate attention should they fall into further disrepair. The National Historic
Preservation Act sought to preserve historical sites across the country and set up a series of
designations to aid the retention and preservation of sites and property deemed to be of historic
value. One such designation was the National Register of Historic Places. On a city level, Seattle had
set up a programme of historic preservation during the 1970s using ‘Historic District’ designations to
support this aim.

In 1977, the first legislative steps to securing a future for the military buildings were taken. The Fort
Lawton Historic District was established in January of that year by the Landmarks Board and set in
motion what became a drawn-out process of historic preservation at the park.456 In April 1978, the
United States Department of Defense nominated the Fort Lawton Historic District to the National
Register of Historic Places. A total of 25 buildings were to be within the Historic District and they were
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duly added to the Register in August 1978.457 The future of existing buildings not within the nominated
district was in doubt. A Memorandum of Agreement was signed in October 1978 that required the
City of Seattle to liaise with the Washington State Historic Preservation Officer about what path to
take with regards to the nominated buildings.458 The main issue that arose from these decisions
related to which properties would remain intact within the park, and then what would be done with
them. In what followed, the Landmarks Board and the Parks Department faced a difficult conundrum
with how each of their imperatives squared with the other’s vision of the park. Debates over how
historic preservation operated in-line with an open space vision for the park, especially as the latter
had already been set in motion for several years by this point and Kiley’s Master Plan was beginning
to be adopted on the ground.

Heightened Divide: The Fate of Military Buildings at Discovery Park during the 1980s

Photographs of Discovery Park taken in the intervening period illustrated that some military buildings
were demolished during this time. However, others attest to their continued presence during these
ongoing discussions between the various constituencies involved in determining their future.
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17. Discovery Park: Officer and NCO quarters - Officers’ quarters. 1981. 459

18. Building demolition at Discovery Park. 1980. 460

These photographs exemplified the lack of coherency towards siding with either an open space or
historic preservation vision for the park. Jeffrey Craig Sanders has argued that the ‘symbolic and
physical triumph of the urban wilderness aesthetic in Seattle was never complete’, adding that
‘tensions between wilderness and history persisted.’ Tensions not only persisted but exacerbated
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during the 1980s. There exists a cache of constituent letters regarding the status of Discovery Park
during the early part of the decade, as well as responses to proceedings of the City, the Parks
Department and Landmarks Board, and the familiar advocacy groups that were vocal during the 1970s
which illuminate the clash over park function during the 1980s.

The Magnolia Community Club raised the issue of incompatibility between the recent historic
designations and the Discovery Park Master Plan in 1979, arguing that it believed ‘that it is not
necessary for the City to create a local historic district in the center its unique open space park.’ The
Club also argued that there were historical inconsistencies between what and what was not
designated a historic district in wider Seattle region in relation to military buildings, adding that
‘Lawton was never fully developed’ as a fort.461 A document published by the National Parks Service,
entitled ‘National Urban Recreation Survey’ in 1978 produced findings that further supported the
open space advocates at this juncture. The report stated that ‘people expected’ that ‘open space lands
should be recognized as essential components of urban growth and of efforts to revitalize our cities.’462
The report went on to add that ‘the primary value of most open space (as compared to recreational
lands) in and near urban areas is not recreational; it is environmental and economic.’463

The question over who should administer preservation efforts, and determine their course was raised
by the Discovery Park Advisory Committee, who argued that ‘since the Department [of Parks and
Recreation] was responsible for the fiscal management of the park including any structures therein,
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that it should be in the position to make decisions.’464 The Discovery Park Advisory Committee had
allied itself to the cause of open space and strongly supported the overtures of this park vision set out
in both the Master Plan (1972) and the Revised Master Plan (1974).465

A document published by the National Parks Service, entitled ‘National Urban Recreation Survey’ in
1978 produced findings that further supported the open space advocates at this juncture. The report
stated that ‘people expected’ that ‘open space lands should be recognized as essential components
of urban growth and of efforts to revitalize our cities.’466 The report went on to add that ‘the primary
value of most open space (as compared to recreational lands) in and near urban areas is not
recreational; it is environmental and economic.’467 The Survey gave national credence to the
supporters of open space at Seattle’s Discovery Park and voiced a broader undercurrent of public
concern for the future of such spaces in the American city. It’s careful separation of environmental
values from recreational purposes fed into the discussion over the future of the protected buildings
in the Fort Lawton Historic District. Plans were tabled that explored opportunities to adapt and reuse
the buildings, for historic, educational, and recreational use. Not only had the buildings received a
level of city and national protection, open space advocates feared that their future reuse would clash
with the tranquil and minimalist approach to park creation outlined in Kiley’s Revised Master Plan
(1974).

In February 1983, an ‘Adaptive Reuse Study for the Fort Lawton Historic District’ was published that
explored future options for the remaining military buildings within Discovery Park, that had been
included in the Fort Lawton Historic District, designated in 1977. The report, prepared by Richard C.
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Locke, a city consultant, found that the 25 buildings earmarked for Historic Districting were in
‘relatively good shape’ and ‘in need of only minor repair.’ The upshot for the City in preserving the
buildings went beyond the historical motives, as Locke also found that the barracks building, once
renovated could be repurposed as a ‘park interpretive center and a conference and environmental
center.’ Retained officer’s quarters were envisioned as having a new lease of life in the form of
‘vacation housing. Total renovation costs were estimated to be in the region of $3.4 million.468 Nestled
in the heart of Discovery Park around the former parade grounds, the buildings that were included
within the Historic District were argued to have the potential to serve environmental, educational,
and according to Locke’s report, economic benefits for the city.

The backlash against Locke’s reuse survey was immediate. Robert Kildall, the long-standing advocate
for Discovery Park’s undisturbed nature credentials raised concerns over Historic Seattle’s handling of
the historic preservation efforts. He hypothesised the potential selling of the buildings to another
developer and profiting from ‘Historic Property investment and tax credits’, as the organisation was a
‘quasi public-private’ venture. The potential for further development aggrieved the open-space lobby
and for Kildall, ‘the public outcry would never stop.’469 Following this, in July 1983, ‘A Response’
document was presented to the Parks Department by those groups traditionally opposed to historic
preservation attempts. The response, which coalesced the views of the Discovery Park Advisory
Council, Friends of Discovery Park, the Seattle Audubon Society, and Magnolia Community Club was
forensic in its deconstruction of Locke’s reuse report. Not only would such a vision for the park chime
against the original intentions of Kiley’s Master Plan of ‘an open space of quiet and tranquillity for the
citizens of this city,’ it ‘threatened’ the vision of an open-space natural park’, and conflicted with
existing park programs. The response highlighted how environmental education programs were
already in operation at the Park, and how historical displays ‘could easily be accommodated in one or
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two of the Officer’s Quarters,’ as ‘a full-scale museum would also duplicate the Fort Lewis museum,’
located in neighbouring Tacoma.470 Other concerns raised in the Response related to traffic
congestion, vehicular parking issues, overreach in expected services offered by the District reuse in
relation to existing infrastructure, and ‘adverse impacts’ on the surrounding Magnolia community.471

At this juncture the battle lines between the long-standing contingent of ‘wilderness’ advocates and
the historic preservationists were stark. This moment illustrated the conceptual conflict ongoing in
what an urban park should represent, especially when one of Discovery Park’s size and scope is
concerned. Also drawn into this disagreement were character assertions of either camp. Local
journalist, Cynthia H. Wilson captured the heightened divisions and wrote at the time that ‘some old
fort buildings in a wilderness park provoke a civil war between nature lovers and historic
preservationists.’472 In her article she attempted to address the perception of the battle being waged
over the future of Discovery Park. By the mid-1980s, the ‘nature lovers’ were increasingly cast as the
‘elitist’, ‘wealthy residents of Magnolia’ who sought to ‘keep the public our of their neighbourhood.’
Wilson quoted city historic preservationist Art Skolnik in the piece, with Skolnik remarking that ‘It’s
[Discovery Park] an urban facility and [the idea] of minimizing the number of people in a city park is
un-American, even almost racist.’473 Increasingly, the image of the dispute over Discovery Park’s form
was being branded as an affluent neighbourhood protecting their local park from wider city interests,
an example of what is often called NIMBYism (‘Not In My Back Yard’) in a depreciative fashion.474 In
response, Wilson argued that the efforts of championing ‘wilderness’ over ‘traffic and organized
activity’ was ‘not an elitist stance.’ She also pointed to how Stanley Park in Vancouver, British Columbia
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managed to deftly balance leisure functions ‘without losing [the] value of open spaces.’ Wilson added
that ‘the question is not whether history should be forgotten, but how it should be remembered on a
site of incomparable natural beauty.’ The question is a central one, and a conceptual one too. Finding
an answer for how to serve the needs of the public, and the needs of nature proved to be a long,
continuous headache for Seattle’s Department of Parks and Recreation.’ For Wilson, ‘the fact that
environmentalists… have taken extreme anti-development positions… should not obscure the fact
that this time they are right.’475

In the Response report to the Adaptive Survey proposals put forth by Richard C. Locke, the authors
point out that one group involved in crafting the document, Friends of Discovery Park, had a
membership of ‘over 300 persons.’476 On the whole, that number seems both sizeable locally, but not
fully representative of neither Magnolia, nor Seattle as a whole. What does come across more clearly
is that the Friends of Discovery Park contingent, along with the other pro-open space groups (which
no doubt included crossovers of membership), had a strong voice in proceedings. Adaptive reuse did
not continue apace, and as further correspondence to the Parks Department shows, the Department
was capitulating too easily to the concerns of a vocal minority. Writing to the then Parks
Superintendent Walter Hundley, two Magnolia residents, Margaret Coughlin and L.M. Shoemaker
expressed their dismay at three issues within the handling of the Fort Lawton Historic District and
Discovery Park plans. Chiefly, they charged that Hundley’s Department were not giving ‘sufficient
information’ to residents relating to the wider design and documental history of the site. They
requested that Magnolia residents received information on Environmental Impact Surveys (EIS),
historic Olmsted reports from 1910 on adaptive reuse and Army proposals for reuse in a nature setting
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that had been published in 1974.477 Olmstedian visions of nature and park space had often informed
park policy and thinking in Seattle, and Coughlin and Shoemaker felt that this tradition was being sidelined during anti-development proceedings.

Secondly, Coughlin and Shoemaker argued that ‘The Parks Department refuses to consider
alternatives’ in terms of how the park could be used for the enjoyment of the wider public. Boy scout
events, hiking enthusiasts, landscape gardeners, and caretaking all require a level of facilities which
could be housed in existing military buildings, according to Coughlin and Shoemaker. Finally, the pair
were troubled by the Parks Department’s handling of EIS’s which they felt should be written to
accommodate a broader spectrum of environmental and planning views, in which local citizens could
‘offer their assistance in Fort Lawton/Discovery Park planning.’478 The delay in finding a solution to
what to do with the former Fort Lawton buildings meant that their continue non-use led to them to
fall into further decay. In the summer of 1984, urban historian and local planner Arnold F. Swanberg
was that concerned that the balance was shifting towards the demolition of further military buildings
within the park that he wrote to Dan Kiley to intervene. Swanberg argued that designers ‘have a
responsibility to history at least to the point where a design is not manipulated to suppress the and
deny the historical record.479 His letter to Kiley was damning of the efforts to sink plans of adaptive
reuse and historic preservation:

Open space parks and historic preservation are not incompatible goals; your plan is being exploited by
those selfish few who actually to see Discovery Park used as little as possible by as few people doing as
few things as possible.480
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The problem of finding a workable solution of what to do with the buildings protected in the Fort
Lawton Historic District continued through the mid-1980s, and into the latter part of the decade
without a compromise or resolution. However, a renewed effort to find a middle ground that reflected
Swanberg’s remarks of compatibility between open space and historic preservation came in May
1986, when the Discovery Park Development Plan was published. This Plan built upon the 1972 and
1974 Master Plans and aimed to reflect the change in both vision and park function that had
manifested in the intervening period. While taking a lot of inspiration from Kiley’s original Master Plan,
it read as a more conciliatory document than its predecessor, and included several key concessions
from the earlier design statements that pushed for a solely open space aesthetic.

Chiefly, the 1986 Discovery Park Development Plan sought to present a ‘flexible’ vision for the Park
while simultaneously it stressed that ‘the guiding principles that were valid in 1972 are still valid today
and will retain validity in the future.’481 When Kiley submitted the 1972 Master Plan to the City of
Seattle, his accompanying letter was careful to note that while ‘the plan is intended as a framework
which should be maintained,’ during the redevelopment of Fort Lawton into a municipal park, the plan
should be ‘kept in line with changing conditions, that cannot be foreseen.’482 The changing conditions
in hindsight came in the form of the myriad of land use conflicts that played out during the 1970s and
1980s, which have been detailed above. In that respect, the 1986 update document had validity, and
grounding as a mechanism for governing the shifting interests that were present in the park, notably
the need for historic preservation, recreational facility, and the original intent for open space wildness.
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When it came to the scenic and natural beauty of the park, much of the 1986 Discovery Park
Development Plan document reiterated the details given by Kiley in the earlier 1972 Master Plan:

The greatest single attribute of this site is its natural beauty. In the development of this park the most
important signal consideration must therefore be the preservation and enhancement of that beauty.
The inclusion of any improvement which detracts from that beauty must be weighed with the greatest
of care.483

However, there were several additions to the vision that concerned the Fort Lawton Historic District,
and the idea of ‘structured open space’, the latter of which will be explored shortly. The
developmental objective intent continued to say that:

The aim of design for all structures shall be to be compatible with the site and subordinate to the natural
environment; any structures that cannot do this or that should be hidden must be screened and
buffered so that they will have the least adverse effect upon the natural beauty of the site. 484

The document, and therefore Seattle’s Department of Parks and Recreation recognised that the Fort
Lawton Historic District had a place within the boundaries of the park, and planned for its future place
as such.

The 1986 update was keen to stress that future stakeholders in the Park’s development over
subsequent years had an ‘obligation’, and must ‘respect the concerns of the surrounding
neighborhood and any residents within the Park.’ The Magnolia Community had their ‘concerns’
regarding the development of this now ‘regional park’ but understood the trappings that came with
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this status.485 The report added that “Discovery Park is intended to be an open space park with only
those facilities and developments, which are absolutely necessary for the enjoyment of the open
space, experience.”486 By adding in extra facilities or park furnishings, the charge could be made that
the scope for the Park to be viewed as a wilderness space was diminishing, meanwhile some within
the Magnolia Community feared that these additions would attract greater numbers of visitors,
further denting the ‘wild’ principles that pro-open space advocates called for.487

Two years after the 1986 update, Ordinance 114013 ‘approv[ed] a plan for the preservation of certain
structures in the Fort Lawton Historic District in Discovery Park.’ The Ordinance built upon the
foundations of the pro-preservation contingent that had secured city Landmark Status in 1977 and
listing on the National Register of Historic Places in 1980. As such, city and state funds would put set
aside for the preservation of six buildings, that would be ‘maintained at a reasonable cost and without
significantly affecting the open space concept of the Park.’ 488

The six buildings that would receive funding for preservation were The Administration Building
(Building 417), The Post Exchange Gymnasium (Building 733), The Band Barracks (Building 734), The
Civilian Employees Quarters (Building 755), The Guardhouse (Building 759), and The Stables (Building
916). However, preservation efforts would be limited to exterior presentation and measures to
improve security and prevent potential criminal or fire damage.489 Reading through the wording of the
Ordinance, it is evident that efforts were being made to follow a course that met the needs of
preservation concerns without antagonising the proponents of open space in the Discovery Park
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environs. ‘Adaptive reuse’ was not recommended or sanctioned in this Ordinance as it was argued
that the minimal preservation of the six buildings would ‘better enhance’ the ‘historic character’ of
the District.490 Considering earlier developments, the contested nature of the site on the whole may
have also factored into the proposed action. Writing as the Ordinance bill was about to go to a vote,
Swanberg wrote to the Post-Intelligencer that the ‘compromise’ of preserving the six buildings was
only taken as it matched the costs of demolishing all the structures. Swanberg added ‘too bad the
structures aren’t appreciated for historic value.’491 Almost two decades on from the initial plans to
open the former military site as a Park, longstanding conflicting issues over place, preservation, and
nature seemed to be continuing into another decade.

By the mid-1990s, Friends of Discovery Park were more pre-occupied with the encroachment of other
city services on Discovery Park’s open space. Metro, the organisation running the West Point Sewage
facility to the North of the Park had its expansion proposals approved. Between 1991 and 1995, a
secondary sewage treatment facility was constructed. In spite of the decision, Friends of Discovery
Park played up the Park’s natural credentials hailing that since the verdict was taken to expand the
treatment plant many other Seattleites enjoyed the Park. At the turn of the century, the Army turned
over more acreage to Discovery Park which was followed by the immediate ‘reforestation’ of the 500
Area Block wood for park use.

More recently, adaptive reuse of the retained historic buildings at Discovery Park have resurfaced.
Initially this came in the form of proposals to allow the city’s homeless population to have access to a
portion of these buildings. The Base Reutilization and Closure recommendation in 2005 included
provisions to provide housing for homeless individuals as part of a 38-acre site that contained the U.S.
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Army Reserve Center.492 What exists of the historic buildings today include the Fort Lawton Chapel
building along with structures that used to house the officers during military use. When visiting the
site in 2017, it was evident that development of the retained buildings had gone beyond the ‘minimal’
preservation recommendations outlined in City Ordinance 114013. The officer quarters have been
converted into well-presented private accommodation that are considered prime real estate within
the green surrounds of Discovery Park.

Maya Leites, who wrote a thesis on the historic preservation of the Fort Lawton buildings outlined the
opportunity to create a multi-use arts venue within the remaining structures.493 Leites, when
interviewed for by the Queen Anne and Magnolia News, remarked that

Historic preservation is the most sustainable way for us to use buildings... It makes more sense to
restore buildings, even if they are un-updated, and to allow the communities to use those existing
buildings. You can look at it as a sustainable act. Instead of continuing to build new buildings, why not
use the ones that you have?494

Leites went on to establish the Discover Arts in the Park group in 2018, a non-profit that supported
community-based concert, with the intention of hosting further arts and educational events at
Discovery Park in the years ahead.
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When observing the situation of Discovery Park at the time of writing, it is clear to see that the
contested visions for the Park have not been resolved. The original conflict between open-space
nature and historic preservation during the late-1960s through to the 1980s has morphed into a more
complex disagreement over place at the Park. It appears that today, there are more stakeholders,
agents, and interests over the Park that at any other point in its tumultuous history. Where this
chapter began its story, the intersection between pro-open space and pro-historic preservation on the
one hand looks as though compromise, in some sense has won out. However, the totality in which the
open-space advocates and related groups viewed the space that was slowly abandoned by the military
in the latter half of the twentieth-century is what has been compromised. Their mission to preserve
the entire site for the purposes of wildness, nature, and tranquillity have gradually ebbed away.

That is not to say that there is no open space left at the Park. In fact, hundreds of acres of natural
space have been left untouched at the Park, and look set to remain that way for years to come. Nature
trails, both intentional and ad-hoc have been created at Discovery Park which takes the Park user on
a meandering jaunt through the depths of nature’s overgrowth and towards pristine vistas. It is easy
to get lost within the Park boundaries, find quiet spots and promontory points that overlook Elliot Bay.
However, the presence of human habitation is also evident. Daybreak Star remains a focal point for
Indian culture, West Point Sewage facility still operates and cleans Seattle’s waste, former military
buildings have been converted into family homes and are marketed for would-be buyers. Similarly,
dog-walkers bring their pets, sports and leisure facilities allow for the undertaking of recreational
activity and games, and the Discovery Park Visitor Center attracts people to understand the
educational and environmental merits of this vast urban park. After all, that is what Discovery Park is.
It is an urban park, located on the fringes of one of Seattle’s wealthiest residential districts. It is easily
accessible by car or by public transport, and the heart of the downtown is within reach.
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More broadly, the trajectory of Discovery Park, from planning to conception and from opening to the
present, has provided a large cohort of interested parties to ponder over and investigate the meeting
point between nature and urban. It’s contested history has been an intriguing experiment in the
making of place and how spaces that would traditionally be off-limits to human understandings of
nature – that of a military site – are reimagined in the minds of their users, and refashioned in a postmilitary time. Jeffrey Craig Sanders argued, in relation to native spaces and wild places in Discovery
Park that ‘the symbolic and physical triumph of the urban wilderness aesthetic in Seattle was never
complete.’495 Cast more extensively both across the city and beyond the ‘battle’ between Native
American claims and the Friends of Discovery Park’s vision of uninterrupted wilderness, this sentiment
is acutely applicable. As was the case with Gas Works Park, when one land use came to an end, some
wanted to re-place that’s space with nature that had occupied the space prior to the human land use.
Similarly, others appreciated that vision, but sought to preserve the human history of the site. At both
Gas Works Park and Discovery Park, finding the place of both nature and human land use proved a
difficult task – one in which a viable solution that appeased all involved would be unlikely to obtain,
and as time has progressed, has proved contentious too.
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Conclusion:
The park as a contradictory or conflicted space
As this survey of selected Seattle parks has shown, perceptions over what a park should look like and
what it constitutes is a conflicted topic. From their earliest conceptions, parks have been contradictory
spaces in several ways. Early park creations were quite different from the conception of parks today.
Rather than being public, parks of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries were
private, and very little urban land was public. Ornamental gardens and country parks were lined with
walls, hedgerows, fences, and gates, providing an enclosure for private consumption. Yet even in more
recent times, parks represent both a public space and a private place. Numerous individuals roam
through parks, passing one another, even interacting. But parks are often the place of collective
private activity, be that in the form of an individual seeking solitude, or a group of people who are
familiar with one another using the park as a site of contact.

In the three types of parks explored in this thesis, the spaces created became points of contact for
communities of individuals, where such focal points hitherto existed for the general public. Gas Works
Park today represents a thriving, adaptable green space that hosts city-wide occasions, but is enjoyed
perhaps more privately for a Seattle citizen walking their dog on a weekend afternoon. Freeway Park
in the heart of the downtown has increasingly crafted out a place for itself that encourages the coming
together of different Seattleites. Whilst also being a useful pedestrian conduit between districts that
had been dissected in the 1960s, the park now prides itself as an outdoor community hub for
residents. It holds regular events that explore themes of art and nature, music and dance, and simply
just meet and greets for anyone who desires a momentary escape from urban life to enjoy a quiet
conversation in the now matured nature-meets-concrete space. Meanwhile at Discovery Park, the
broad cohort of users referred to earlier is testament to the importance of this park’s place in Seattle’s
urban fabric. The existence of such a large-scale green space so close to the centre of the city means
that it receives regular recreational use and is of interest to nature enthusiasts alike.
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Parks have also been given labels such as ‘green space,’ or ‘the lungs of the city,’ yet they are created
landscapes, inventions which reflect our ideals of perfect nature. At all three of the examples included
here, the spaces have very much been created in the image of human thought. They offer an idealised
place (and in the case of Discovery Park perhaps a compromise on space) that has attempted to use
the concept of nature in the park to establish a new social area for the people of Seattle. For Gas
Works Park and Freeway Park, the nature credentials often attached to parks have been adopted as
the choice antidote to the excesses of urbanism, industrial legacy, and freeway connection. This is
particularly pertinent in a time when Seattle is facing rising land values, increasing competition for
space in a crowded urban centre. It is, in my view, a legacy of a century-long undercurrent of a parks
culture that has been established and nurtured through a tumultuous twentieth century for Seattle.
A city that had its origins as a provincial outpost for hinterland resource extraction, in the course of a
century and a half, has grown exponentially into an icon of utopia for some, and a world-recognised
urban location for business, culture, and politics.

This was a parks culture that was first conceived in the grandiose designs of the Olmsted Brothers, of
which their legacy has proved a mixed one in the city. While not all their grand boulevards and
sprawling parks came to fruition in Seattle, a great number of them did either shortly after their report
was presented to the city, or in spirit through the myriad of subsequent park ventures, both large and
small. The parks culture that has been cultivated slowly over the course of the twentieth and twentyfirst century has interwoven itself into wider perceptions of the city both locally and beyond. A city
that has for a while now been held up as a tech-focused (IT and communications), forward-thinking
(liberal politics), future-gazing (1962 World’s Fair and the Space Needle), trend-setting (Starbucks and
cool-living) city has viewed park experimentation and expansion favourably and embraced the
aforementioned park spaces as part of the wider Seattle image.
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In returning to some of the comments I made in the opening remarks of this thesis, Seattle reacted to
the reorganisation of its urban form in the mid-twentieth century in innovative ways. First, that the
parks raised here have often proved to be some of the earliest, or perhaps even the first examples of
their kind. In doing so, the concepts of the parks mentioned in this thesis became example-setters for
later parks elsewhere. The adaptive reuse of decaying industrial spaces has been embraced across the
world, particularly in North America and Europe as a way of reconciling with the loss of a past industrial
heritage. Gas Works Park was created as the crest of the regeneration wave rose in world cities
following deindustrialisation. Its experimental concept of using natural means to deal with
contamination informed environmental scientists of a potential new way to deal with the toxic byproduct of previous industrial success. Likewise, a number of US cities have begun to seriously
consider the option of ‘lidding’ sections of freeways that pervade their urban centres, with Seattle
weighing up the option of extending Freeway Park to create a ribbon park lid along the downtown
section of Interstate 5.

Secondly, this thesis has attempted to show Seattle park spaces as a means of bridging the divide in
oppositional views of space. Across the city, Seattle used the concept of the park as a mechanism for
reconciling conflict in urban space. At times, conflict has taken the form of a conceptual conflict
between what constitutes a park space, while other times this notion has placed out through
disagreement between groups on the ground and how spaces should be physically designed. On a
conceptual level, the seemingly polar distance between what industry is and what nature is was one
conflict that would be taken on by Richard Haag and Gas Works Park. The result was a space that
retained industrial iconography of the past, set within carefully considered natural surrounds. Nature
also reclaimed some of the industrial space at Gas Works Park both through soil remediation and the
visible presence of vegetation wrapped around rusting boilers and machinery. At Freeway Park,
pedestrian access was restored to a place that had been rendered devoid of anything that was not
vehicular use. The conflict that required reconciling subsequently at this park was the aspect of safety
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in a largely concreted space, and to an extent the pervasion of road noise into a park space. Active
disagreement over the trajectory of the Fort Lawton site brought out into the open a very public
conflict of views over historic preservation in an untamed natural space. It can be argued that at
Discovery Park, the debate continues as to the accommodation of recreation and historic preservation
within the Park boundaries, which recent attempts to establish a music venue there being met with
fierce opposition.

One aspect that is clear through these park spaces is that the ideal of a park is not strictly defined.
Parks are malleable spaces, and ultimately, they are of human creation and desire. The case for this
has been made in terms of large-scale national parks around the United States and the World, but the
same can be said for urban parks too. Often, the park is seen as the cure to the ills of urban life, or a
contrasting vision of what constitutes the city and the urban environment. Nature in urban park spaces
will continue to be a contentious and conflicting topic. However, the Seattle-based examples that have
been under discussion here, offer an insight into how parks are fluid in concept, and can provide an
opportunity for both reflection on urban design and a means for compromise and reconciliation in the
urban realm.
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